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At the end of 1992, Robin Ramsay - 
unceremoniously and without warning - 
dumped me as coeditor and co-owner of 
Lobster. In this one-man boardroom coup - 
attributed by some to the male menopause 
- Ramsay decided to keep the subscription 
list and finances for himself. Initially 
stunned by this underhand and unworthy 
move, particularly when Robin dismissed 
any attempt at a compromise - refusing 
even to discuss the reasons for his decision; 
I was later able to see the funny side to this 
daft episode, when subscribers and others 
came forward and told me that they too 
had been placed on Robin's 'shit list'. 

Happily, I have received over forty letters 
of support, plus telephone calls, from 
readers. Many are disturbed by Iiamsay's 
issues 24/25 - produced and edited soley 
by him - which include acceptance of the 
wilder conspiracy theories and aspects of 
para-psychology; moves which, as some 
subscribershave pointed out,canonly serve 
to undermine the magazine's name and 
good-standing. 

I should explainoneepisodethat a number 
of people have asked me about. Some 
readers will have seen in the February 
issue of Searchlight reference to problems 
encountered by me with Robin. This was 
placed next to a piece about Larry O'Hara. 
For my part, this wascompletecoincidence, 
since I had not seen Larry's article, nor 
Ramsay's Lobster 24 (Robin refused to send 
me a copy). 

Until Ramsay's Lobster 24, there had been 
an agreement that no article would go into 
Lobster before receiving both our blessings. 
This agreement served us well until issue 
24 when Robin wanted to put in the fabled 
Gable memorandum. I said no to this idea 
as the memo had already appeared twice 
before in other publications; it was old hat. 
Moreover, thereare more important issues 
to tackle, such as Iraqgate etc. 

I don't intend to stoop to respond to the 
nonsense Robin published in an editorial 
in issue 25. 

Unwilling to let Lobster go without some 
sort of settlement, with the help of two 
fellow researchers, I decided to bring out a 
magazine which would combine the best 
aspects of Lobster with some of the changes 
and ideas I had long thought necessary 
during the Dorril/Ramsay partnership. 
The magazine will retain the long articles 
with masses of footnotes, for which Lobster 
is reknowned, but will become more 'user- 
friendly', including defined sections, such 
as: reviews; profiles of organisations and 
individuals; someshorter, sharper articles; 
a research'wants' section, and;a column of 
snippets, gossip and comment. The range 
of interests will remain eclectic but solidly 
rational. While Lobster will continue to 

publish material from the First World War 
onwards, there will be a stronger emphasis 
on contemporary events. The magazine 
will retain the name, Lobster (the name has 
always been accepted as being mine - 
indeed Robin has, from the start, made 
obvious hisdisdain for the name I chose, so 
he should have no quarrel with this 
decision). 

Apologies for the delay in production of 
this issue which was mainly d u e  to 
acquiring the necessarydesk top publishing 
facilities. We now have a backlog of 
material and another issue will follow 
shortly. 

Hopefully, the changes will encourage 
others to write and contribute material, 
whether long articles or small items; letters 
for publications are also welcome. All 
contributions should be typed up  on A4 
paper or supplied on 3.5" floppy disc (MS 
DOSor AppleMac) -themagazine iseditcd 
in Aldus Pagemaker. 

Individual issues: 

£2.25 (inc pGp) 

Subscriptions (forfour issues): 

£8.00 (inc p b )  

Cheques payable to S Dorril 

Cash (dollars accepted), International money 
orders, cheques drawn on UK bank (foreign 
cheques cost too much to convert into 
Sterling). 
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STEVE DORRIL considers Brian Crozier, 
the Jackal, Acid Dreams, Hatton and the 
land deals, Alex Josey, Roland Gant,  Op-  
eration Splinter Factor, Alice Bacon MP, 
and laundry vans  

Last year a splendid series of programmes 
on BBC2's Timewatch exposed the  
workings of theGladio network in Italy. In 
my opinion, they were the best television 
investigative documentaries for years and 
deserved many awards. They also merited 
some presscoverage. Unfortunately,except 
for the Obseruer, whose production arm 
was responsible for the programmes' 
creation, nothing appeared in print. 

What was extraordinary was that they 
provided solid evidence that all those 
conspiracy theories that elements of the 
left held about the CIA'S role in Europe 
during the sixties and seventies were true. 
Yes, theCIAdid support the fascists; it did 
supply weapons and arms to them; the 
right were responsible for thc majority of 
terrorist acts etc, etc. The programmes 
went even further, as did a following 
Channel Four documentary, showing that 
the Red Brigades were manipulated by the 
Italiansecurity servicesand, in somecases, 
directed by them. (I recall that the only 
leftists to announce this at the time were 
Situationists.) 

Smaller but just as significant, with regard 
to our domestic arena, are the relvelations 
of cold-warrior Brian Crozier in his 
autobiography Free Agent (Harper Collins, 
1993). Yes, he was working with the CIA 
and M16; most of his publications had an 
input from IRD, and the CIA was helping 
to fund the eighties anti-CND groups and 
activities. 

Crozier'sbookcaused abit of a storm inside 
MI6 because of his official links to the 
service -he  was known as a 'long-insider'. 
Attempts by the Cabinet Secretary, Sir 
Robin Butler, as guardian of the security 
services, to ban the book proved fruitless, 
making a mockery of the Official Secrets 
Act. It is not a very nice book- he is still full 
of silly ideas aboit  the communist menace 
- nor a great one - Crozier is filled with his 
own self-importance-but it isan extremely 
interesting one. In many ways, it is the 
companion to Spycatcher, revealing the ins 
and outsof that twilight world which exists 
between the agenc>es and the outside 
contacts. Crozier has proceeded to blow it 
apart. 

Lobster appears to have beenvery accurate 
with regard to Crozier's activities, and 
Smear! stands up extremely well. As was 
pointed out in Smear!, while MI5 was 
battling agsinst Wilson, MI6 was engaged 
in a muchlongerstratcgytoturnthecountry 
to the right. Crozier confirms much of this 
thesis and acknowledges that he played a 
significant role in setting the Thatcherite 
agenda. 

Crozier first developed intelligence 
contacts in the Far East with Reuters in 
1952/3. 

1nl958hebecamea contact for MI6and 
the CIA. Later close links with the US 
DIA. 

Oddly, he gives the most praise to IRD 
-asanti-communist'countcr-force' with 
which he developed a n  official 
relationship in 1964. He says that IRD 
papers were'rigorously accurate'. From 
the account that Crozier gives, it is 
possible that we have underestimated 
the importance of IRD. 

He largely supports our account of the 
Pinay Circle and Interdoc, though, 
naturally, there are somc dctails which 
are not correct. 

ISC was extremely important in the 
carly seventicsand was, as wcassumcd, 
closely tied to IRD. Iain Hamilton was 
a CIA asset. 

Extremely interesting is his rcfcrence 
to the 'massacre' of IRD, occuring in 
1973; the most important cvcnt of that 
year being the end of theLabour Party's 
Proscribed List. I rccallarguing, during 
thc writing of Smear!, that the rcason 
why people such as Chapman Pincher 
thought that this was important was 
that there wasa direct link between the 
List and IRD, which used it as a sort of 
official sanction to issue material about 
the Labour Party and extremists. 
Crozier appears to be suggesting that 
this is correct. 

Perhaps the most important point is 
that in Febraury 1974, as Wilson came 
into office, the civil scrvicc mandarins 
shut down the issuing of unattributable 
material from MI5 and IIID. Therc are 
parallels here with I'inchcr whose 
sources turned out to bc h116 and not 
thcSecurity Servicc, as many originally 
assumed. 

Crozier was the catalyst for thcclosing 
down of IRD. The function was, 
however, carried on by thc Ovcrscas 
Information Departrncnt undcr Pctcr 
Blaker. Oddly, there is no mcntion of 
former IRD head, Ray Whitncy, in the 
book. 

Sectionon NAFFis much as outlined in 
Lobster 11. Crozier reveals close tics to 
anotherTory MP, Sir Stcphcn Hastings 
(cx-MI6), but does not rcvcal name of 
senior MI5 officer also connected to the 
operation. 

A number of points arc worth making: The role of senior MI5 Charles Elwell is 
told but not by name. No dircct mention 
of British Briefing. 
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All in all, a fascinating book which is the 
start for further reserach (the anonymous 
MI5 and MI6 officers he talks of will not 
take too much effort to identify). 

I 

Worth reading as a companion piece to the 
aboveis Intelligenceand the New World Order: 
Former Cold War  Adversaries Look Toward the 
21st Century,  Eds Carl Peter Runde and 
Greg Voss (Intelligence Freedom 
Foundation, London, 1992). 

This soft-back volume is a collection of 
speechesand question and answer sessions 
which took place during the autumn of 
1991 in Washington and Potsdam. I t  is 
interesting to read these former Cold 
Warriors from the CIA, MI6 and the KGB 
talk about the past and the new realities. 
Despite the fact that such luminaries as 
Theodore Shackley, James Jameson, George 
Carver and William Colby were present, 
the person the KGBwanted to seeand hear 
was Brian Crozier. He was seen as Enemy 
Number One - with his old friend, Robert 
Moss, Enemy Number Two. I t  would 
appear that they wereimportant in shaping 
perceptions in thesoviet Union during the 
seventiesandeighties. Theend result being 
the prolonging of the Cold War as some 
KGB officials obviously thought that they 
really did represent western views. 

Crozier was still running the old line that 
everythingthat had takenplacein theSoviet 
Union was part of a grand deception 
scheme. The contributions from Oleg 
Kalugin and Vladimir Rubanov madeclear 
that his views had as much relationship to 
reality as theman in the moon. The picture 
they painted of what the KGB did, and 
what it now did, were personally deeply 
pessimistic and depressing forthese former 
senior officers. The service was on its last 
legs with foreign officers bewildered by 
the changes and seemingly incapable of 
undertaking operations. Very much like 
the rest of Russian society. 

The other contributions from conservative 
western intelligence officers contain 
interesting snippets. In particular, that of 
Jameson who reveals that defectors from 
the KGB/GRU rarely revealed anything 
about Soviet society and its political make- 
up. Less newsworthy defectors such as 
academicsand scientists weremorefruitful. 

The IFF is a very right-wing outfit but the 
book is wor th reading. Cost £9.95 from 
Publications Department, IFF (UK), Suite 
500, Chesham House, 150 Regent Street, 
London W1R 5FA. 

Unfortunately, First Tuesday 's  
investigation of the bombings in Dublin 
and Monaghan in May 1974 proved, as far 
as the press was concerned, to be a damp 

squib. With the experience of Thames' 
on Gibraltar very much in 

mind, and expecting to be injuncted, the 
producers did not alert the press to what 
was a devastating examination of the role 
of the W F  in the killing of 33 people, and 
its links to SAS and MI5 operative, Robert 
Nairac. Only the Guardian (16.7.93) - and 
then in a minute article - published the 
statement of the W F  in which it admitted 
responsibility for the bombing. Paul Foot, 
in his newcolumn for PrivateEye,did draw 
the obvious conclusions and the link to the 
July 1975 Miami Showband killings, which 
involved the same personnel and the 
ubiquitous Nairac. However, while 
pointing out the involvement of loyalist 
assassin 'The Jackal' in both episodes, he 
did not reveal the assassin's real name 
which, as everyone knows, is 'Jacko' Robin 
John Jackson, from Lurgan. 

There occurred in early October 1950 a 
strange and fascinating incident at the 
Marlborough Hotel in Woodstock, 
Oxfordshire. The hotel was owned by Dr 
Donald McI Johnson, a pre-Thatcherite 
Tory MP and publisher of a right-wing 
book club. Johnson later claimed that he 
was involved in a 'mixed-up conspiracy'. 
Johnson describes in his book Bars and 
Barricades suddenly  finding himself 
struggling with the 'forces of darkness' as 

'elemental forces seemed to rise up from 
the floor and hit me'. Written in 1952, 
Johnson headed hisdcscription 'A Psychotic 
Episode. That might well be truecxccpt that 
his wife, Betty, also experienced thc same 
'terrors'which were followed by 'a strange 
sense of uplift and elation'. Colours and 
shapes changed as they discovered the 
'Western equivalent of a Mohammcdcn's 
paradise' and 'sexual imagining5 of the 
bawdiest and most intimate kind'. The 
couple were subsequently arrested by the 
police and put under obscwation at the 
local hospital. Nowadays, wc would 
recognise the sensations and events 
described as the result of a 'trip', except 
this was, of course, the fifties when no one 
had heard of psychedelics. 

Johnson and his wife tried to make sense of 
what had taken place and eventually 
concluded that they had been slippcd a 
drug by a mysterious and anonymous 
wealthy individual who used to visit thcir 
hotel with his mistress. Against the 
background of thecold War and Johnson's 
anti-communist political views, thc couple 
came to believe that they had possibly been 
the victims of 'spies and conspirators'. 
Johnson asked a lot of questions of the 
police and officials, but got no ncarcr to the 
truth concerning what had takcn place. 

Then, in 1938, Johnson and his wife, Betty, 
recogniscd the mysterious visitor from a 
photographinanewspaper;it \vas Eugenio 
Messina, one of the notorious Messina 
gangsters in London, who were involved 
in large scalc prostitution and, in the case 
of Eugenio, drug smuggling. In December 
1958, Johnsor, asked aquestionof the Home 
Secretary. H e  asked whcthcr  thc  
government was preparing to bring 
'hallucinogenic' drugs such as 'mcscalin 
and lysergicacid diethylamide (LSD) under 
the DangerousDrugs Acts. HomeSecretary 
Rab Butler said there were no such plans 
since the drugs  were not 'addict- 
producing'. Quite naturally, his collcagucs 
in the House had no idea what he was 
talking about and as far as I am aware, this 
was the first occasion in which the subject 
of LSD was raised in Parliament. 

The first time that LSD was mentioned in 
the British press appears to have bccn in 
Tribune on 17 February 1956. A Charles 
Cassel talked about the useof mcscalin and 
LSD - 'which produces the  classic 
symptoms of the psychotic' - in treating 
mental illness. The first LSD clinic opened 
to thc public in England, where low doses 
were used to treat patients, had been 
established in 1953 bv Ronald Sandison. 
As far as I am aware, there is no recorded 
evidence of LSD being available in Britain 
much before that year, though the CIA 
were using the drug as early as 1951, and 
probably before that date, as part of 
Operation Artichoke. 
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The early fifties did see a number of 
outbreaks of poisoning by way of rye flour 
contaminated with ergot, which produced 
hallucinogenic experiences, and it is 
possible that thedrug used on the Johnsons, 
i f  it was a drug, was mescaline- which had 
amuchlongerhistory. ltisknownthatMI6 
and possible Military Intelligence were 
testing LSD at Porton Down in the late 
fifties on service recruits - I have spoken in 
the past to onevolunteer who was not told 
theidentity of the drug, though i t  wasclear 
from his description that i t  was LSD - but I 
have never since heard any reference to its 
use in theearly fifties. The Johnson episode 
remainsan intriguing but stillunexplained 
episode. 

See Johnson's Bars and Barricades 
(Christopher John, 1952) and A Cassandra 
a t  W e s t m i n s t e r  (Johnson, 1967) for 
background. 

As a libertarian socialist, I have alwavs 
opposed Trotskyism and have no regard 
for the Militant Tendency and its anti- 
democratic set-up; however, it has always 
been clear to me that Derek Hatton was 
being hounded for political reasons and 
that fraud charges laid against him were a 
red herring. In early 1991,l suggested at a 
Socialist conference in Sheffield that the 
Hatton case was likelv to be used bv the 
Tories in a smear campaign at the next 
general election. In theevent, the case took 
longer than expected to come to court and 
the election was well over by the time it 
did. What prompted my concern was an 
article in the Sunday Times.  

When the case against Hatton and other 
former members of Liverpool Council on 
corruption charges opened in Mold, North 
Wales, t heSunday  Times trumpeted that its 
own investigation had led to thecourt case 
(24.1.93). Back in October 1990, the 
newspaper had run a big article on 'The 
M a n  From Militant', proudly boasting that 
it handed over its research to the police 
who, as a result, set upoperation Cheetah 
in March 1990. The paper alleged that the 
case had 'political implications' which, it 
spelt out, 'money paid in kickbacks by 
developers and those in he building 
industry to secure business has ended up 
in the hands of the Militant Tendency ... 
suspicionsarehardeningthat Militant may 
havea nationwide network, exploiting the 
greed of a few individuals and companies 
to finance its activities'. It was also alleged 
that officers had been sent to the United 
States to investigate a possible connection 
between the land deals and narcotics 
racketeering. Investigations, said the paper, 
included not only Liverpool but also other 
town and cities. The article concluded that 
the investigation would 'transform what 
startcd as a localised, if large-scale, fraud 

inquiry into a matter of national importance 
-possibly even effecting national security'. 

Whatever the merits of their case against 
Militant, it is quite clear that right-wing 
members of the Labour Party's hierarchy 
co-operated with the Special Branch in the 
mid-seventies on combating Trotskyist 
infiltration of the Party. But just as Militant 
operates as an anti-democratic movement, 
the relationship between the Labour Party 
and the security services is also against the 
interests of democracy. The Benn Diaries 
for that period have some interesting 
snippets on thesudden interest in Militant 
and the way people such as Joe Haines 
began to push the issueof infiltration in the 
newspapers. Eric Heffer touched upon 
this in his posthumous autobiography, 
Never a Yes  M a n  (Verso, 19911, in which he 
writes that following Harold Wilson's 
resignation, Haines began to write in the 
Daily Mirror about the 'bully boys and the 
Trotskyists' .  ' I t  was clear that the  
Intelligence Services were influencing Jim 
Callaghan and he became obsessed with 
the notion of Trotskyists infiltrating the 
Party (p 1621.' 

Labour National Agents have long co- 
o ~ e r a t e d  with the secret state (see Smear! 
for evidence) and it is almost certain that 
Reg Underhill, who recently died (obit, 
Daily Telegraph, 16.3.931, did so when he 
launched his crusade in 1975. I havealways 
suspected that this mutualback-scratching 
continued under Kinnock and was part of 
the reason the 'get Hatton' inquiry tookoff. 
In a recent interview, Labour's shadow 
environment secretary, Jack Shaw, told 
Tribune that 'corruption and Trotskyism 
went hand-in-hand'. Besidesbeingahighly 
dubious statement -Straw should ask Jack 
Cunningham about his father - which he 
was later forced to withdraw, it was an 
interesting insight into Labour's view of 
what  was  happening to Hatton in 
Liver pool. 

Police inquiries had begun in Liverpool in 
1985 when Liberal MP, David Alton called 
for a police investigation in to the  
relationship between Hatton and another 
Labour councillor. This led to an  
inconclusive18month fraud squad inquiry. 
Then, in 1987, when Liberal, Sir Trevor 
Jones again became leader of the Council, 
he made inquiries about the sale of car 
parking sites. His discoveries, which were 
at the centre of the case in Mold, wcre 
reported to the Special Branch and not to 
the fraud squad. The Sunday Times Insight 
team went to Liverpool in early 1990. 

At the time of the first arrest, Christian 
Wolmar, in the Independent, noted that while 
'Liverpool has been widely touted as the 
biggest council scandal since Poulson, the 
little Tory-run West Wiltshire District 
Council has the supcrior claim to that 

dubious honour.' The Council had given 
away to former officers, for free in a 
management buy-out,acomputer software 
company worth -according to the auditor 
- eight million pounds. Wolmar added 
that 'while the Liverpool saga has never 
becn far from the front pages, West 
Wiltshire haslargely been neglected by the 
national media, apart from this newspaper 
and a couple of items on Channel Four'. 
BBC's Newsnight programme rcjectcd a 
suggestionof a programmeon thc Wiltshire 
affair because there was 'no ncw angle'. I t  
did, however, run matcrial on Livcrpool, 
where the angle was, of coursc, Militant. 

Chcetah wasn't the only opcration which 
endcd in disaster, with egg all ovcr thc face 
of thc much-vauntcd Insight tcam. Sunday 
Times editor, Andrew Neal was reported 
as saying that thc inquiry into millionaire, 
Owcn Oyston was potentially the biggest 
sincc Poulson. The inquiry, which was co- 
ordinated by Tory politicians, rcsultcd in 
Oyston winning substantial libcldamages. 
The writs are still flying and thc affair is 
said to have cost all parties concerned 
around two million pounds. 

I recently picked up a copy of Story Unused: 
A Correspondent in the Far East, 1963-1967 
(Allen & Unwin, 1971) by forrncr Daily 
Mail journalist, Arthur Cook. According to 
Morris Riley's Philby: The  I f ~ d d e n  Years 
(Unitcd Writers, 1990), Cook, who lived in 
a flat opposite to Philby's in Be~rut, was 
'MI6 employed'. His bookis very anti-CIA 
and very much a defence of Eden and 
MI6's policies. One interesting rcfercnce is 
to the activiti~s of freelance journalist and 
ex-SOE agent, Alex Josey, who, according 
to forrnerCIA officerJBSmith, in his Portrait 
of a Cold Warrior (Putnams, 1976) was 
working for M16, travelling around thc Far 
East posing as a left-wingcr attending 
social~st meetings. According to Cook, 
Josey had also acted as a part-time press 
adviser to Singapore's prcmicr, Lce Kuan 
Ycw. When in 1964 Lee threatened to 
dividc the recently crcatcd Malaysian 
Fcderation by put t ing  u p  Chinese 
candidates against Malay opposition. 
Josey, who was Lee's mouthpiece, was 
cxpclled. Josey wrote  two highly 
sympathetic biographies of Lcc. MI6 secm 
to have been very successful at getting its 
agents close to Far East lcadcrs. Lt-Cdr 
James Donald 'Butch' Lancaster (obit, Daily 
Telegraph, 23.1.92) was a hornoscxual MI6 
officer and close friend of MauriccOldficId, 
who operated in the Far East in thc fifties 
and laier wrote some academic studies on 
the region. Between 1962 and 1969 he was 
also sccrctary to Prince Norodom Sihanouk 
of Cambodia. 
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An obituary in the Daily Telegraph (26.3.93) 
for Roland Gant revealed that he had been 
the 'general dogsbody' for the Falcon and 
Grey Walls Press, a 'strange publishing 
venture' with an 'eccentric list' which was 
backed by Capt Peter Baker who was, in 
the late forties, the youngest sitting Tory 
MP. Baker had worked during thesecond 
World War in one of the secret armies as 
member of the Intelligence School No 9, 
which was attached to MI9 along with 
other Tories such as Airey ~ e a v e  and 
Maurice Macmillan. He waslater involved 
in the Gladio networks  in Europe. 
According to the Telegraph obituary, Gant 
had himself worked in intelligence and 
was involved in secret operations inFrance, 
and, it would appear-since he suffered 
from a tropical disease, in the Far East. The 
Independent obituary (29.3.93) suggested 
that he was a member of a medical section 
which was attached to the 6th Airborne 
Division, and not intelligence. Also 
employed by Baker for his unsuccessful 
publishing house was a young Muriel 
Spark, who worked in black propaganda 
with Sefton Delmer. Baker was later found 
guilty of defrauding Barclays Bank of 
£40,000 and sentenced to seven years in 
prison. 

In Lobster 22 and 23, Robin Ramsay ran a 
couple of items on Operation Splinter 
Factor. I decided tore-read Stewart Stevens' 
bookand i t  looks tome that hewas planted 
with a disinformation project. There are 
few sources (or facts) in the book and the 
major ones appear to have been CIA. The 
bookappeared in 1974, havingbeen written 
1972 onwards. I t  could not haveappeared 
earlier because it relies to a great extent on 
accounts written by exiles who appeared 
in theaftermathof the upheavals of 1968in 
Eastern Europe. It was the time when the 
first detailsof the failed Red Sox operations 
by theCIA in thesoviet Bloc werebeginning 
to be revealed by Kim Philby and others. 
My own view is that it was designed to 
save face and present a picture of a super 
sophisticated agency which was pulling 
the strings in the background. However, 

in persuading and supporting - by his 
control of the Cominform - a number of 
communist parties (Bulgaria, Albania, 
Greece etc) to break with parliamentary- 
based coalition parties, which Stalin 
supported, and, instead, start European- 
wide resistance to the new fascism which 
he felt the United States intended to impose. 
Stalin wrested control of the Cominform 
from theTitoistsand used it to smash these 
new movements and  purge  those 
communists who had engaged in wartime 
resistance arouus of which the Slanskv " 1 

trial in Czechoslovakia is the most well- 
known. NoelField wasused as a uawnand 

I 

a cover by the Stalinists because of his 
wartime resistance links to these Titoists 
not because there was any real concern 
about then current intelligence links. 
Powerful support for Swain isdocumented 
in Beatrice Hauser's very good Western 
Containment Politics in the Cold War: The 
Yugoslav Case 1948-53 which was published 
in 1990. 

Nearly all obituaries of right-wing, anti- 
Bevanite Labour MP, Alice Bacon, were 
extremely positive - Bacon as a nice little 
old lady. In fact, she was a particularly 
nasty piece of workand only Ian Aitken in 
the Guardian (31.3.91) made anything of 
her role on the Labour Party's National 
Executive's organisation subcommittee, 
where she worked conspiratorially with 
the National Agent, Sara Barker. I t  has 
now been documented that much of their 
anticommunist witch-hunting relied on a 
steady supply of material from the Special 
Branch, MI5 and IRD. Bacon and Barker 
activities contributed a great deal to the 
mutual hatred whichexisted on theNEC;a 
hatred so intense that members used to 
throw up  in the toilets before attending. 

The British have a propensity to repeat 
successful operations during counter- 
insurgency wars. I t  has been pointed out 
before, in Lobster 10, that the well-known 

itsaccountofwhatwasactuallyhappening use of a laundry van in Northern Ireland 
in the Soviet Bloc in the late forties and for intelligence gathering had a precedent 
early fifties is unreliable and does not take in Palestine in the late forties. I have just 
into proper account the real Stalin-Tito come across another example in Charles 
split which was behind the murderous Allen's The Savage Wars of Peace (Futura, 
show trials. Well work reading for those 1991). One of Frank Kitson's officers in " 
interested in this area is 'The Cominform: 
Tito's International', a revisionist account 
by Geoffrey Swain (Historical Journal, 35,3 
19921, which suggests that since the early 
days of the Second World War, Tito had 
been committed to establishing resistance 
movements made up of popular fronts 
which were to be formed 'from below'. For 
a short period after the war,Tito succeeded 

Kenya in the mid-fifties describes using a 
mobile laundry unit for surveillance in 
hostile areas and then as a hide-out for a 
shoot-to-kill policy. It'struckgold ... almost 
for the first time we had got hold of a really 
good bit of information'. The men inside 
the van then began firing as 'opportunity 
targets' presented themselves ' like some 
sort of grotesque fairground booth'. 

SMEAR! 
WILSON AND THE SECRET STATE 

Stephen DorriI 

Robin Ramsay 

'A landmark ... the authors aim to bring 
the study of the secret state within the 
pale of contemporary history' 

- N e w  states mar^ and Society 

'Brilliant ... the best book that I have read 
on the intelligence world' 

- Anthony Cavendish, former MI5 and 
MI6 officer 

'They have done  more than pile up  
overwheliming evidence of a conspiracy 
against WiIson. Smear! will become 
known as the book which signalled the 
re-assessment fo the Wilson years ... 

Northenr Star 

ISBN 0-586-21713-4 
AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD 
BOOKSHOPS 
PRICE E7.99 
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The Security Service's liaison officerin the 
United States w a s ,  until recently, theHon 
Elizabeth Manningham-Buller, w h o ,  in 
July 1991,mameed DavidMallockin Wash- 
ington. Theforty-fouryearoldgraduateof 
Lady Margaret Hall, Orford, is the daugh- 
terof Viscount Dilhorne, ConservativeLord 
High Chancellor from 1962 to  1964. At 
university she w a s  active in the Dramatic 
Society where she played the roles of the 
Fairy Queen in a production of a panto- 
mimeproduced by  Gyles Brandreth, now a 
Conservative MP.  She i s  a also friend of 
Jonathan Aitken, minister of defence pro- 
curement a t  the M O D .  

STEVE DORRIL 

Although the publicationof Lobster's Spook's 
Who's Who appeared to be met by an official 
wall of indiffcrcnce, within the Foreign 
Office, it did cause a few ripples of anxiety. 
Tony Ford of thesecurity Department sent 
a letter to those named in the list, warning 
them of its existence. Interestingly, having 
considered whether this had implications 
forthe securityof thosenamed, thesecurity 
Department thought that my argument that 
there is no evidence that terrorists had 
exploited informationappearingin the past 
copies of Lobster 'is probably true'. While 
speculation that Lobster might have 'othcr 
sources' than publicly available sources, 
its 'researches show that up to 20 differcnt 
publications contain biographical  
information about the Service in one form 
or another'. The Department wrote to one 
named person that its 'prcliminary view is 
that the latest publication is unIikely to 
increase your vulnerability'. (Rarnsay, in 

agents. In June 1948, as thc Iron Curtain 
camedown, heralding thc start of thc Cold 
War, Brook-Shephcrd was appointed the 
Telegraph's correspondcnt in Vicnna (pagcs 
155-7). 

Some of the spooks spottcd rcccntly 
includc: 

RoderickBraithwaite-formcrambassador 
in Moscow, bccame hcad of thc Joint 
Intelligence Committce in thc spring of 
1992. 

Gerald Warner - appointcd Co-ordinator 
of Intelligence and Security in thc Cabinet 
Office (Guardian, 2.10.91). Hc is bclievcd to 
havc bccn deputy chief of M16. A carccr 
officer witha great dealof cxpcricnce in the 
Far East, before returning to London in 
1977 Warner served in Peking, Rangoon 
and Kuala Lumpur. 

Lobster 25, refers to some notation on the 
copy, the person's identity is known to me 
and is not significant.) 

A good example of the way the old-boy 
network works, both inside British 
intelligence and in post-war Britain, is 
contained in the history of the Daily 
Telegraph (DT), The House the Berry's Built 
(Coronet, 1991), by Duff Hart-Davis (who 
is, himself, rumoured to have  'six' 
connections). Gordon Shepherd had been 
a Lt-Col in British Intelligcnceduring World 
War Two and stayed on after hostilities to 
direct intelligence in Vienna, where he 
married a n - ~ u s t r i a n  named Brook. 
Demobilised in 1948, he obtained an  
interview with the Telegraph through Alan 
Pryce-Jones, who had worked in 
intelligence during the war and was now 
Editor of the Times Literary Supplement. 
Taken on by the Telegraph's owner, Lord 
Camrose (who was close to the editorial 
writer and former MI6 officer, Malcolm 
Muggeridge, who was still acting as an 
MI6agent1, hewasemployed by theForeign 
Editor S RPawley, who wenow knowwas 
also recruited by MI6 to help run journalist 

Sir Dick White -MI5 Dircctor-Gcncral and 
Mi6 Chief, obit - (independent, 5.3.93). 

Geoffrey Hancock - Post-war, MI6 station 
chief Middle East, no datc. 

Alexander Part -1915,according to hisson, 
'alrcady involved with the Sccrct Scrvices 
(which, in lateryears, heuscd as acovcr for 
his marital infidelities)' (p. 2 Anthony Part, 
The Making ofa Mandarin, Andrc Dcutsch, 
1990). 

SirJohn Wallinger-formcr Impcrial Indian 
Policc, model for Somcrsct Maugham's 
'Ashenden', head of intelligence operations 
in France and Switzerland. Maugham's 
fricnd, Gerald Kennedy, portrait painter 
and MI6 officer and assassin WWI (Sunday 
Times (ST), 10.11.91 and DT, 14.12.91). 

E K Waterhouse - undcrtook intelligence 
workin theMiddleEast during WW2, later 
art historian, Oxford (p. 200, Victor 
Rothwcll, Britainand the Cold Wor, Jonathan 
Capc, 1982). 
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Ferguson Dempster - MI6 officer 195Os, 
helped set upin 1969 Diversified Corporate 
Services in Mexico City with the CIA'S first 
station chief in London, Winston Scott (see 
Dick Russell, TheMan Who Knew Too Much, 
Carroll & Graf, USA, 1992). DCS now 
looks to have been a major MI6 operation 

Dennis F Millar- involved in the 'Monty's 
double'operation in WW2 (letter, Observer, 
22.11.92). 

1945-51, in Contemporary British History, 
1931-61, London, 1991). 

Edward Renton - 1943 W E  HOS Austria. 
Molly Izzard - author of a new biography 
of Dame Freya Stark, 'worked in 
intelligenceduring thesecond World Waf 
(G, 30.1.93). 

Lavensdall- 1945 SOE Far East, Force 136. 

Col Tulloch - 1940-45 SOE Far East, 1943- 
48 remnants of SOE Burma. 

as it had branches in Rome and thealready 
known one in London. 

R H C Steed - Daily Telegraph's influential 
Cold War specialist (Obit, DT,4.2.93). WW2 
Intelligence Corps, debriefing German 
POWs in North Africa. Post-war, became 
diplomatic correspondent in Rome. 

John Royston Morley  - d 14.10.91. 
Television producer, worked for the BBC 
during WW2 as a war correspondent based 
in Cairo 'his family say that he was also 
working for MI5'. In fact, he worked for 
MI6 and was later asked to play a part in 
the assassination a t tempts  against 
President Gemal Nasser (see the latest 
edition of Tony Benn's Diaries). 

John 'Radio' Brown -obit DT, 13.2.91. An 
electronics expert who devised and 
enhanced SOE communications during 
WW2. 

Jerry Sanders - executive editor of PC 
magazine. DoctorateinSpanish Literature, 
hespent a longstint at GCHQinvestigating 
machine translation. Then a short spell at 
the BBC (PC magazine, November 1992). 

Jerry Parker - SOE radio an  signals 
specialist. Obits DT and 1, 27.8.92. 

Group Captain Ron Hockey - RAF pilot 
who flew over eighty clandestine missions 
for the W E .  Obit DT, 25.2.92. Antony Melville Ross - thriller writer, 

served as a submariner during the Second 
World War and transferred into MI6 shortly 
after the end of hostilities. (Died, 10.1.93. 
Obituary, 1, 22.1.93). 

Tony Sale - Bletchley WW2, now working 
at the Science Museum. Max Salvadori - SOE Italian affairs, post- 

war theunited Nationsand NAT0,d 6.8.92. 
Lady Jane Heaton - WW2 WRNSand then 
Bletchley Park working on Enigma 
machines, d. 22.10.92. 

Henri Despaigne - SOE France and Burma, 
post-war in the City, d. 5.7.92. Sir Anthony Gray - pre-war joined the 

Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
WW2 'becameengaged in war work, often 
of asecret nature, about which, afterwards, 
he would never speak' (1, 10.8.92). Post- 
war British council and Hulton Press; 1952, 
Treasurer of Christ Church, Oxford. 

Terry Leatham - headmaster Caterham 
School (1950-731, d .  11.9.91. WW2 
intelligence officer with the  British 
Expeditionary Force to Norway, then 
Bletchley Park, Hut 3 (Ultra), head of 
military section. 

Mentioned in previous Lobsters: 

Ellic Howe - d. 28.9.91 (obit, I, 2.10.91). 

Leonard St Clair Ingrams - OBE. Father of 
Richard Ingrams. A freelance banker, died 
in 1933 aged fifty three. He attended 
dinners of the Anglo-German Fellowship 
which may explain his son's view that he 
'was mixed up in intelligence for quite a 
lone time before the war'. (Independent on 
Sunday, 16.2.92). 

David Bickford - MI5 legal adviser, 
appeared at the Matrix Churchill trial 
(David Leigh,Retrayed, Bloomsbury, p 131). 

Judge Norman Broderick- WW2served in 
the Ministryof Economic Warfareand was 
concerned with the Enigma machine, d 
27.6.92. D Stilbury - 1976, MI5 officer in F4 (Trade 

Unions and the Communist Party of Great 
Britain). Sir Clive Leohnis - Director GCHQ (1960 - 

64). Obits, DT, 26.5.92 and T, 28.5.92. Sir Charles Villiers - SOE. Obits, DT and 
I, 24.1.92. Captain Di l lon  - 1915, MI5 officer. 

Interrogated Margaretha Zelle Maclead, 
'Mata Hari' (DT, 14.1.92). 

Sir John Galsworthy - WW2 Bletchley, 
administrative assistant, post-war Foreign 
Officer. Obit, DT, 22.5.92. 

Capt Michael Lees - SOE Yugoslavia and 
Italy. Obits, DT and 1, 26.3.92. 

Harry Williamson - WW2 MI5 double- 
cross agent. Obit DT, 23.10.92 and The 
Times, 24.10.92. 

Sir Andrew Gilchrist -Special Operations 
Executive (SOE), Force 136, Far East. Obit, 
DT, 10.3.93. 

Herbert Hart - MIS. Obit, 1, 23.12.92. 

Baroness Airey of Abingdon - died 
27.11.92. WW2liaison workforthePolitica1 
Warfare Executive with the exiled Polish 
government's Ministry of Information, 
involved in propaganda work (obit, DT, 
1.12.92). 
Charles Fraser-Smith - SOE/MI6, known 
as 'Q'. Obits, 110.11.92 and DT, 12.11.92. 

Judge Neil Gow - QC, Sheriff of South 
Strathclyde, lieutenant in the Intelligence 
Corps in 1951 with David Cornwell (John 
le Carre). Approached by MI3 when 
secretary of Glasgow University to provide 
information on left-wing students - a 
request to which Gow agreed (ST, 12.1.92). 

Col Maurice Buckmaster - SOE Head of F 
section. Obit, 1, 2.3.4.93). 

Col D R Guinness - 1942 SOE Planning 
Staff. 

Col Brian Clarke - 1942 SOE, Head of 
Station Gibraltar. Edith 'Jo' Kirby - sister of Stuart Kirby (see 

previous lists), born in Japan, fluent 
Japanese speaker. Outbreak of WW2, 
joined the WRN but soon transferred to 
Military Intelligence and worked closely 
with Mountbatten in SE Asia. Involved in 
interrogation of Japanese POWs. Following 
war, continued to work in MI - code- 
breaking (information source: Steve 
Blamires). 

Anthony Terry - Army Intelligence WW2, 
post-warbelieved tobeMI6. Obits,1,3.10.92 
and DT, 21.11.92. Col J W Munn - SOE Commander of 

Massingham. 
Lady Ewart-Briggs -former MI6 secretary 
and wife of Christopher (in charge of MI6 
and GCHQ at the Foreign Office in the 
sixties). Obit DT, 9.10.92. 

David Keswick-SOE second-in-command 
of Massingham. 

Major John Maude - Major D Scherr and 
CTYoung-1943SOE Middle East (Richard 
Aldrich, Unquiet in Death: The post-war 
survival of the Special Operations Executive, 

Sir Robert Thompson - died 16.3.92. Obit, 
DT, 20.5.92. 
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Lobster European correspondent, DAVID 
T E A C H E R  probes  the European 
connections of the Pinay Circle, which 
recently came back into the news.  One of 
the m o s t  interesting snippets  in Alan 
Clark ' s  b e s t - s e l l i n g  Diaries i s  h i s  
desctription o f  a Pinay meeting in Oman, 
in 1990. Arranged by Jonathatr Aitken and 
w i t h  the permission of his ministry, Clark 
a t t e n d e d  a l o n g  w i t h  J u l i a n  A m e r y ,  
Nicholas Elliott and Anthony Cavendish. 
Clark mischieviously  reveals that  the 
Circle w a s  financed b y  the CIA. Brian 
Crozier, in his autobiography, Free Agent, 
goes into the history of the c irc le  and i t s  
European o f f - shoo t s  in  s o m e  d e t a i l .  
~ n f o k u n a t e l ~ ,  i tappearedtoo late toaffect 
David Teacher's article, but a piece o n  
Crozier's rez~elatiotrs zuill appear in the 
next Lobster. 

Hans Langemann 

Graf Huyn 

Itwas in1931 that thethenCabinetMinister, 
Antoine Pinay, first met Jean Violet, a 
Parisian lawyer close to the CNPF (French 
employer' federation). Pinay sought out 
Violet for legal advice about war 
reparations payments for a Geneva-based 
firm whoseGerman factoryhad beenseized 
during the war. Pinay was evidently 
satisfied wi th  Violet's work as he 
recommended the lawyer to Pierre 
Boursicot, head of the French intelligence 
service (SDECE). Violet helped theSDECE 
where he could, and, after the arrival of 
General Grossin as the new head of the 
service in 1937, Violet was taken on as an 
agent and given missions of increasing 
political significance. Violet would rise to 
become perhaps the SDECE's most valued 
"Honourable Correspondent";  it is 
indicative that throughout his intelligence 
career, his case officer was the head of the 
service - first Grossin, then Jacquier, then 
Libot. An early associate of Violet's in his 
work for the SDECE was fellow agent 
Father Yves-Marc Dubois, foreign policy 
"spokesman" for the Dominican order, 
unofficial member of the Pontifical 
Delegation to the UN, and believed by the 
SDECE to be the head of thevatican secret 
service. The pair were active in the United 
Nations in the mid50s, to prevent UN 
condemnation of France's Algerian policy, 
when Violet was attached to the French 
delegation headed by Antoine Pinay. 
Another major focus for Violet and Dubois' 
activities for the SDECE was Eastern 
Europe: they received half a million francs 
a month from General Grossin to run "the 
Church of Silence", Catholic networks 
behind the Iron Curtain.' 

Anotherearly contact for Violet, also thanks 
to Pinay, was Franz Josef Strauss,German 
Defence Minister, Bavarian Premier and 
head of the CSU party who was later to 
become a key political-figure in the Pinay 
Circle. In 1963, recommended by Strauss, 
Violet actingfor Pinay presented enormous 
claims for reparations to the German 
Finance Ministry, allegedly for deliveries 
of metals to the Germans during the 
occupation of France. Strauss advised that 
the Ministry pay up  in the interests of 
Franco-German friendship,  but it 
transpired that the delivery notes were 
fake, and the swindle was e ~ p o s e d . ~  

Despite this setback, Strauss introduced 
Violet to Archduke Otto von Habsburg, a 
key figure in international right-wing 
parapolitics. As well as being heir to the 
Austrian throne, Archduke Otto is a 
blemberof theEuropean Parliament, where 
he defends CSU foreign policy. In 1969, 
Pinay, Violet and ArchdukeOttocombined 
to form the Pinay Circle. Besides the 
contacts Violet had built up during his 
timeat the SDECE and the UN, thenucleus 
of the Pinay Circle lay within two 
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movements controlled by Archduke Otto. 
The two movements were thePaneuropean 
Union (PEU), founded in 1922byArchduke 
Otto, and  the Cen t re  EuropCen d e  
Documentation Internationale (CEDI), 
founded in 1949 by Archduke Otto and 
Pinay Circle member Alfredo Sanchez 
Bella, a Minister under Franco, who is 
reputed to have been head of European 
operations in the Spanish secret service, 
and whose brother was a leading member 
of Opus Dei? 

It was at a symposium organised by 
Archduke Otto in Vienna in May 1969 that 
Jean Violet met the Belgian, Florimond 
Damman. Damman wassecretary-for-life 
of the AcadCmie EuropCene des Sciences 
Politiques (AESP), which he had founded 
in January 1969 as a dinner club for top 
Europeanconservatives. Besides the AESP, 
Damman also ran the Belgian PEU section, 
the Mouvement d'Action pour 1'Union 
EuropCene(MAUE), and liaixd with CEDI, 
being close personal friends with Sanchez 
Bella. Damman also worked closely with 
Paul Vankerkhoven who ran the Belgian 
section of CEDI. Besides serving as a 
member of the Permanent Delegation of 
the AESP and Vice-President of MAUE, 
Vankerkhoven ran the Belgian section of 
the  World Anti-Communist  League 
(WACL), the Ligue Internationale de  la 
Libertb (LIL), which he had founded in 
1969. In the same year, Vankerkhoven also 
set up the right-wing club, the Cercle des 
Nations, a frequent meeting place for 
Damman, Violet and other members of the 
AESP, MAUE, CEDI and WACL. 
Vankerkhoven worked with Damman's 
Europe-Grece group to organise a Cercle 
des Nations reception in honour of the 
Greek colonels in April  1970, and 
Vankerkhoven and Damman jointly 
organised the 1970 Congress of the Anti- 
Bolshevik Block of Nations in Brussels. 
Vankerkhoven would bea central figure in 
Belgian parapolitics in the 1980s4 

At the time Damman and Violet met, 
Damman was already planning a new 
group, CREC, together with Yves GuCrin- 
Serac, leader of the fascist terror group 
AginterPress, founded in September 1966. 
The propaganda put out by Aginter Press 
had already been distributed for several 
years by LIL's newspaper, Damocles, but 
Gubrin-Serac's purpose in visiting Brusscls 
in January1969 was tomakemorecontacts. 
His guide was Damman, and Damman 
started by inviting Gukrin-Serac to the 
AESrs  12th "Charlemagne Dinner" on 27 
January 1969. Amongst the illustrious 
guests were Archduke Otto and Belgian 
Prime Minister, Gaston Eyskens; Gubrin- 
Serac's dinner companions at table G 
included the Princeand Princessof Merode 
and Emile Lecerf, later implicated in 
rumours of a planned coup in 1973 and a 
strategy of tension in the 1980s. 

Gu6rin-Serac and Damman concluded an 
"agreement in principle" to found a group, 
CREC, which would try and reconcile two 
conflicting positions: the traditional right, 
anti-communist  bu t  not anti-  
parliamentarian, and the revolutionary 
extreme right represented by Gu6rin-Serac. 
Gubrin-Serac and Damman then met at 
least twice more, as detailed in a progress 
report written by Gubrin-Serac on 19 May 
1969: 

"Weshould takestockof theprogress made 
in our effort to set up  CREC. I must admit 
that little progress has been made since the 
beginning of the year, ie since theagreement 
in principle on the two syntheses ... the 
major reasons for this delay are: 

- the difficulties suffered by the group of 
our Italian friends as a result of the 
chaotic and revolutionary situation in 
their country; 

- the centrifugal tendencies of the French 
group, whose conversion has not yet 
been completed. 

... We should not however give up. In a 
Franco-Belgian preparatory meeting held 
in Brussels in March, we agreed on the 
following work programme: 

A -Definition of basic political positions 
with regard to European union. 

B - Definition of goals and strategy. 

C - Organisation of a structurc for CREC: 
bases and statutes. 

D - Preparation of a political plan and a 
psychological plan to be implemented 
by CREC. 

E - Organisation of a financial committee. 

In the meeting in Vienna at the beginning 
of thismonth, it wassuggested wedrew up 
a questionnaire so as to facilitate the 
definition, classification and alignment of 
the political ideas held by the various 
groups active on the subject of European 
~ n i o n . " ~  

It is intriguing that Gu6rin-Serac mentions 
a meeting with Damman in Vienna in May 
1969; as we have heard above, Damman 
met Violet in Vienna the same month - 
could this be a Violet/Damman/Gukrin- 
Serac meeting? There is no indication that 
Damman was aware of Aginter Press' real 
r61e, but with his excellent intelligence 
contacts, it would be surprising if Violet 
did not know of Gubrin-Serac's activities. 
The Aginter Press had several functions: it 
ran an international intelligence service 
together with the Portuguesesecret service 
PIDE working in collaboration with the 
CIA, the Wcst German BND, the Spanish 

DGS, theSouth African BOSSand theGreek 
KYP. A further section provided for the 
recruitment of terrorists for bomb attacks 
and assassinations - an important contact 
here was Stefano della Chiaie, referred to 
in the Gu6rin-Serac progress report as "the 
groupof our Italian friends". A Chird group 
dealt with psychological operations, and 
Aginter press' forth section,called Ordre et 
Tradition was an international fascist 
contact network with a clandestine 
paramilitary wing, theOrganisation Armbe 
contre le Communisme International. It is 
possible that the new group CREC was 
intended to provide Ordre et Tradition 
with links to top conservative politicians, a 
bridge between the revolutionary fascist 
underground and "respectable" politicians. 

The links between Aginter Press and the 
Pinay Circle were alluded to by Guido 
Giannettiniinaninterview with L'Espresso 
on 24 March 1974. Giannettini, a right- 
wing journalist with extensive intelligence 
contacts, wasdella Chiaie's protector within 
SID, the Italian secret service. A main 
suspect in the I'iazza Fontana bombing in 
Milan on 12 December 1969, Giannettini 
was one of the most active members of 
Aginter Press, liaising between Aginter 
Press, theOASand the ltalian groupcentred 
around d ~ l l a c h i a i e . ~  In the1974 interview, 
Gianncttini explained: 

"I passed my information on to some friends 
in certain lilieux of the international Right. 
They passed me theirs ... the practical form 
for this exchange was private bulletins 
which circulated amongst certain European 
groups of the Centre-Right ... such as, for 
example, the Bavarian CSU party, the 
French "geopoliticalgroups" [eg, the Pinay 
Circle], and other groups in Belgium, 
Switzerland and almost every country in 
Europe."' 

It is uncertain how far the CREC project 
got. However, thelinks between the AESP, 
Aginter Press and the group of ltalian 
terrorists centred around Stefano della 
Chiaie are indicative of a climate: four 
years later, in 1973, several of the most 
prominent AESP members would be 
named in a gendarmerie report about a 
rumoured plan foracoup d'btat inBelgium 
(see Part Two). Whatever the outcome of 
the CREC project, Rorimond Damman 
would soon find other outlets for hisenergy 
- a  revamped AESP under the command of 
Jean violet ,  and  a revolutionary 
development in technology, the sniffer 
planes. 

One month after the May 1969 meeting 
between Damman and  Gukrin-Serac, 
Pompidou waselected President of France, 
Alexandre d e  Marenches (later a Pinay 
Circlecontact) became head of theSDECE, 
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and JeanViolet found himself evicted from 
the cosy niche the service had offered him 
since 1957. The SDECE could no longer 
afford the exorbitant cost of Violet's 
operations - Hans Langemann reported 
that General Jacquier, head of SDECE from 
1962 to 1966, was giving Violet DM 72,000 
a year and that Violet was getting the same 
sum from the BND's General Gehlen. I t  is 
also possible that Violet, the "eminence 
grise", had accumulated too much power 
for comfort. 

As a result, Violet needed to find a new 
organisation which could continue the 
work he had been carrying out whilst with 
the SDECE. Violet thought of Damman 
and the organisation he ran, the AESP. 
Violet wrote to Damman on 21 October 
1969, saying he had been "mandated by 
President Pinay to carry out a study of 
European perspectives after the German 
elections", and asking to meet Damman. 
The meeting took place one week later on 
28 October in Brussels, where Violet was 
accompanied by Marcel Collet, who had 
just retired as director of Euratom, and 
Vittoria Pons, International Secretary- 
General of the Paneuropean Union and 
later an AESP member. Over lunch, Violet, 
Damman, Collet and Pons agreed on the 
new r61e for the AESP, which Violet could 
now head. Violet announced that he would 
go to Pocking, Archduke Otto's seat, on 2 
October to confer with the Archduke and 
Franz Josef Strauss about the financing of 
the AESP? 

At the same time as Damman and Violet 
were busy setting up the new form of the 
AESP, they were also working on the trials 
and  marketing of "an incredible 
technological breakthrough" - the ability 
to detect underground liquid deposits from 
theair. The procedure had beendeveloped 
by an Italian, Aldo Bonassoli working with 
the Belgian Count, AIain de Villegas. 

Count Alain de  Villegas was not stranger 
to Damman; his elder brother Diego de  
Villegas was married to Damman's sister, 
and Alain himself was a member of the 
AESP Permanent Delegation, the "inner 
circle" that dealt with AESP business. At 
the end of 1969, de  Villegas, Damman, 
Violet and another AESP and MAUE 
member, Baron Bernard de  Marcken de  
Merken, met at the Westbury hotel in 
Brussels to discuss how to proceed with 
the sniffer plane project, The AESPand the 
Pinay Circle could provide the necessary 
contacts: the crucial question was to get an 
impressive first contract for field trials and 
financing. After an abortive attempt to 
obtain financing for the project from 
American industrialist Crosby Kelly, de  
Villegas visited the Spanish Embassy on 6 
April 1970 to lunch with the Ambassador 
La Orden, also an AESP member. 

As well as being Ambassador, La Orden 
was also Secretary-General of the Spanish 
Ministry for Information and Tourism, the 
Minister being Pinay Circle member 
Sanchez Bella. Bella's r6le as Minister for 
Tourism allowed him to promote Villegas' 
scheme: deVillegasflewout to thecanaries 
in December 1970 with a contract to 
discover underground sources of drinking 
waterona massive tourist camp-siteowned 
by Villegas' friend, Baron de  Merken. The 
financing wasalso provided thanks to Pinay 
Circle contacts - Carlo Pesenti, an Italian 
industrialist who was an AESP member 
and who bankrolled thepinaycircle, would 
provide funds, and Sanchez Bella used his 
contacts as advisor to the Union des 
Banques Suisses to arrange for the UBS 
Director, Philippe de Weck, to come and 
witness the trials. De Weck was the main 
financierlater implicated in thesniffer plane 
scandal; he would serve as Chairman of d e  
Villegas' sniffer plane company, 
FISALMA? 

The strategy of the Academy was set in a 
seriesof twice-yearly meetings, held on the 
Ile Saint-Honorat off Cannes, attended by 
Damman, Violet, his associates Marcel 
Collet, Franfois Vallet and Father Yves- 
Marc Dubois and other representatives of 
CEDI and the PEU. 

Florimond Dammandescribed the function 
of the Academy as a right-wing clearing- 
house in his note 229: 

"Everywhere in Europe, there are people 
whoshareour ideologyand whoareunable 
to contribute to it because they are, and 
above all, they feel, isolated. The same 
applies to the small, restricted and regional 
groups  which are  jealous of their 
independenceand their individuality, and 
we have to allow them that. We should not 
imposealineofconduct on them, ~ ~ e s h o u l d  
suggest certain initiatives to them, but also 
find a way ofbringing together theirleaders 
on an individual basis, set t ing u p  
permanent liaison between than  without 
giving them the impression that they are 
linked, consult them for certain missions 
and make thembelieve that they have taken 
the initiative in giving us their appr~va l . " '~  

Another intention behind the new-look 
Academy was to absorb or dominate the 
other right-wing movement sin Europe, 
particularlyCED1 and the PEU. L7iolct and 
his Circle would remain in thebackground 
as the puppetmasters. The death of PEU 
President Count Richard da Coudcnhove- 
Kalergi on 27 July 1972 cleared the way for 
Archduke Otto to become President of all 
three organisations - the PEU, CEDI and 
the AESP. In 1970, the AESI' already 
included the most important members of 
the Pinay Circle - Archduke Otto, Pinay, 
Violet, Father Dubois, Pesenti and Sanchez 

Bella; by 1978, the Academy had expanded 
to include most of the leaders of national 
PEU and CEDI sections. 

Whilst the Academy was working on 
Continental contacts, Violet had been 
making efforts to intensify co-operation 
with groups in other countries where the 
Pinay Circle contacts were weak, notably 
the Anglo-Saxon world. Violet's chosen 
partnerwas the organisation run by his 
fellow Pinay Circlemember, Brian Crozier: 
the Institute for the Study of Conflict. 
(See Lobster 11 for full background on the 
I T . )  

Quite when Violet first met Crozier is 
uncertain; however, the first concrete 
project for co-operation between the Pinay 
Circle and the ISC was the commissioning 
of an ISC Special Iieport, European Security 
and the Soviet Problem, published in January 
1972, which the Circle showed to Nixon, 
Kissinger, Pompidou and the Pope. The 
Pinay Circle weredelighted with the result, 
as an internal ISC memo dated 21 January 
1972 shows. The AESP did not delay in 
making use of the ISC study: in a letter 
dated 28 January 1972, Violet asked 
Damman to send out four pages from the 
1SC report to all addresses  on the 
Academy's mailing list. An AESP/MAUE 
activity report for the first quarter of 1973 
gives a picture of the intensity of Violet's 
operations; a note indicates that the total 
number of mailings sent out by the 
Academy in 1973 would exceed 50,000. 
Encouraged by this initial venture, the 
Pinay Circle decided to allocate a grant of 
f20,000 to the ISC for 1973. This grant 
effectively replaced CIA funding and 
represented the bulk of the ISC's budget: 

'The Kern House subsidy continued until 
at least the middle of 1972, by which time 
other sources of finance had materialised. 
Together with 2,000 odd subscriptions to 
ISC publications, they make up  ISC's 
budget of, as of 1976, over f30,000."11 

The 1973 AESI'/MAUE quarterly activity 
mentions a rnajor theme for the Academy's 
work form 1973-1975: acampaign, running 
under the slogan "Free movement of 
persons and ideas", to collect signaturesof 
European mayors and distinguished 
persons for a petition on human rights 
based on the Helsinki Appeal. Typical 
extracts from thc report are: 

24.1.73 Contact dinner at the Cercledes 
Nations -Minister von Merkatz, 
Archduke Otto. 

23.1.73 Meeting of the  Permanent 
Dclcgation of the AESP. XVII 
the CharlemagneGrand Dinner 
- more than 200 attended -wide 
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press coverage of Archduke 
Otto's speech. 

Assembly of the Academy and 
lunch at the Cercle des Nations 
-over one hundred participants 
- wide-rangingand lively debate 
on Mr Violet's speech about the 
Helsinki Appeal. 

Contact meeting at  the  
Westbury- Mr Violet, Mr Vallet, 
Count Villegas a n d  Mr 
Damman. 

Contact meetings with Mr 
Vandoros from Athens, 
Schwarzee from Bonn, Greig 
from London, Trainar from 
Limoges. 

Mailing of 2,000 copies of 
Europe Information. 

Start of dissemination of the 
10,000 HeIsinki Appeals:  
printing. Printing of 7,000 
accompanying letters and 7,000 
reply coupons. This operation 
will cont inue  throughout  
March, April, May and June 
1973. 

A MAUE delegation attended 
the Assembly of the Beweging 
voor de  Verenigde Staten van 
Europe (Movement for the 
United States of Europe) in 
Antwerp. Further meetings 
with Mr Andre Voisin and Mr 
Max Richard. Contact with Mr 
Thomson(LabourParty), British 
Member of the Commission of 
the  EEC, Mr Molenaar, 
President of theDutchEuropean 
Movement, Mr Koppeof Europa 
Union Deutschland, etc. 

Damocles, the monthly journal 
of the Ligue Internationale de  la 
Liberte, distr ibuted 1,000 
Hclsinki Appeals. 

Participated in the Wilton Park 
meeting in Madrid.  "The 
economic future of Europe and 
inflation". Belgian delegation: 
Mr and  Mrs d e  Limelette, 
General Vivario, Mr Damman, 
Mr Jonet, Miss Verlaine, Mrs 
Bauduin. 

Academy contact meeting: 
Messrs Violet, Vallet, Jonet and 
Damman. 

Contact with Don Manuel 
Fraga-Iribarne, former 
Information Minister, who is 

completely won over to our 
cause."12 

Hans-Joachim von Merkatz, a former 
German Minister, was anactive member of 
CEDI, and Board Member and later 
President of the PEU, and had been a 
Member of Honour of the AESP since 1970. 
The Charlemagne Grand Dinner 
mentioned, held in Aachen, was attended 
amongst others by Florimond Damman, 
Count Alain de  Villegas, and three Pinay 
Circle members: Archduke Otto, Giulio 
Andreotti and Graf Huyn, foreign policy 
spokesman for the CSU. "Mr Greig from 
London" presumably refers to Ian Greig, 
later Deputy Director of the Crozier/ 
Stewart-Smith group, the Foreign Affairs 
Research Institute. The variousgroups for 
European Unity are sections of either 
Archduke Otto's Paneuropean Movement 
or the European Movement, a CIA funded 
outfit set up  by Dr Joseph Retinger, who 
also was the guiding light behind the 
Bilderberg Group.13 

The reference to Wilton Park is intriguing: 
Wilton Park was a forum for propaganda 
activities by the British Foreign Office. In 
his1966 study of "anti-communist political 
warfare", Geoffrey Stewart-Smith lists 
Wilton Park with the IRD: 

"It  is generally felt that the Research 
Department and its sister organisation, the 
Information Research Department ... have 
a staff which is woefullv inadeauate in 
view of the growing importanceof its work, 
and that its personnelareunderpaid. Now 
if any British taxpayer's money is being 
spent on strategic political warfare, it is 
spent  in the work of these two 
departments ... WiIton Park at Steyning, 
Sussex, controlled by the Information 
Executive Department, 'is an institution 
sponsored by Her Majesty's Government. 
But, while the Government finds about 
seven-eighths of the money required to 
run it, the Warden has a free hand and is 
responsible for the  planning of 
conferences ... Wilton Park conferences of 
which there are usually ten a year, are a 
British contribution tb the creation in 
Europe of an informed public opinion' (H 
Koeppler,TheAimsofWilton Park, Central 
Office of Information, 1960, p 8)"" 

Wilton Park seems to have been a 
significant component in the Pinay Circle 
complex: an international network of 
"Friends of Wilton Park" was set up from 
1968 onwards. Branches were founded in 
France, Belgium, Spain, Germany and 
Austria, followed by Switzerland in 1976 
and Italy in 1978. In the latter year, a 
European Liaison Committee of 
Associations of Friends of MTilton Park was 
set up;amongst thenine founding members 

were Jean Violet, Sanchez Bella and MAUE 
Vice-President Jaques Jonet. 

Besides its links to Wilton Park, the AESP 
further developed its international contacts 
with the help of the ISC: a letter form 
Damman to Violct dated 12 September 
1973 states that "a contact meeting was 
held with one of the staff of Brian Crozier, 
founder and director of the Institute for the 
Study of Conflict". This undoubtedlyrefers 
to an AESP meeting held on the same day 
at which a decision was taken for the 
Academyto worktogether with Interdoc.15 

In 1972, whilst Violet and Damman were 
establishing links with Brian Crozier and 
the ISC, several leading AESP/MAUE 
members set up a right-wing ginger group 
within the major Belgian conservative 
party, the Partisocial Chrktien. Thegroup, 
CEPIC, the  Centre  Politique des  
Indbpendants et des Cadres Chretiens, 
would later become an official section of 
the PSC. InSeptember 1973,a gendarmerie 
report by MajordeCock implicated several 
prominent AESP/CEPIC members in 
funding an extreme right group, the NEM 
Clubs, which were named in a 1976 
gendarmerie report by Roger Tratseart as 
major participants in plans for a coup 
d'6ta t.16 

The most prominent founding member of 
CEPIC to have belonged to Damman's 
Academy was Paul Vanden Boevnants, 
commonly known as VdB. VdB, a former 
Bclgian Prime Minister and in the early 
1970s Defence Minister, had been an AESP 
Member of Honour since at least June 1970. 
He would rise to become President of 
CEPIC form 1977 onwards and lcader of 
the PSC. Besides being condemned in 1987 
for massive fraudsfrom 1967 to1982. VdB 
was also implicated by the de  Cock report 
in funding groups planning a coup d'6tat. 
At the time, VdB was Belgian Defence 
hfinister, the minister responsible for 
overseeing the gendarmerie. 

Another figure common to CEPIC and the 
AESP is Baron Bernard Marcken d e  
Merken, who was present at the 1969 
Violet/Damman/Villegas meeting which 
launched the sniffer plane scheme, and 
whose tourist campsite in the Canaries was 
the object of the first sniffer plane test. De 
Mercken had served as a Board Member of 
Damman's MAUE since 1970. DeMercken 
was also named in the d e  Cock report. 

A third key figure in CEPIC was theCEPIC 
treasurer, Baron Benoit deBonvoisin, also 
known a s  the  Black Baron, Van d e  
Boeynant's political advisor whilst VdB 
was Defence Minister. De Bonvoisin is one 
of the most notorious characters in 
European fascism with particularly closed 
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links to the Italian MSI and Stefano della 
Chiaie; in 1975, d e  Bonvoisin would host a 
gathering of European fascists at his castle 
at Maizeret, attended bytheheadsofordine 
Nuovo, the MSI, the National Front, Fuerza 
Nueva and the French Forces Nouvells, 
amongst others. De Bonvoisin was one of 
those named in the de Cock report as a 
souceof finance for the NEM Clubs A 1978 
AESP membership list states that de  
Bonvoisin worked withDammanboth asa 
member ofoneof thestudy Groups within 
the AESPand asa Board Member of MAUE; 
a 1981 report by the SGretC de  l'Etat, 
Belgium's internal security agency, makes 
it clear that d e  Bonvoisin took over MAUE 
after Florimond Dammandied inJuly 1979. 
De Bonvoisin was also an intimate of Otto 
von Habsburg, and has admitted to being 
in contact with Jean Violet." 

The NEM Clubs themselves were formed 
of readers of the Nouvel Europe Magazine, 
edited by another AESP contact, Emile 
Lecerf. Lecerf was  a longstanding 
acquaintance within AESP circles: he ran 
LIL with AESP/MAUE member Paul 
Vankerkhoven in the early 1970s and was 
a guest at the 1969 Charlemagne Dinner 
organised by Florimond Damman, where 
he shared a table with Yves Gu6rin-Serac. 
Thiscontactbetween the AESPand Aginter 
Press, masters of the strategy of tension, 
has not figured in theofficial enquiries into 
destabilisation in Belgium, despite the 
implication of the NEM Clubs not only in 
the 1973 coup plans, but also in the strategy 
of tension in Belgium in the mid 1980s. 

The Europe Information referred to in the 
1973 AESP/MAUE activity report was the 
Academq's bulletin with a print run of 
2,000copies. Violet felt that the Academy's 
bulletin was not prestigious enough to be 
the vehicle of AESP/ISC material, and so 
in 1973 an existing journal, the Bulletin de 
Paris, was taken over, and a second, 
Monde, was founded. Over the next few 
years, these two publications were to be a 
major French-language outlet for ISC 
reports. The Bulletin de  Paris, close to the 
conservative white-collar union CGC, 
concentrated in 1974-75 on similar themes 
to the ISC: thechaotic situationin Portugal, 
communist designs on Southern ~ f r i c a ,  
threats to the Cape route, the dangers of 
detente and,  of course, the war  of 
subversion waged by the Soviet Union. 
Amongst it correspondents were Gilbert 
Comte, a regular contributor to the & 
Monde newspaper, Pierre d e  Villemarest, 
a well-known disinformationist, and 
General Callet. The Bulletin also carried an 
article by Franz Josef Strauss in its issue 
date21 February 1975 about hisimpressions 
of hisvisit tothe People's RepublicofChina. 

Le Monde Moderne, a quarterly foreign 
affairs magazine, reached o more prestige 
audience and was edited by Jean Vigneau, 
a close associate of Violet, together with 
Jacques Leghbe, a former SDECE officer, 
and Bernard Lejeune, editor of thecourrier 
austral. Le Monde Moderne was a regular 
mouthpiece for the 1SC - the first issue 
consisted mainly of a reprint of the 1972 
ISC Special Report, European Security and 
the Soviet Problem. Two other ISCConflict 
Studies were published by Le Monde 
Modernc in 1973 covering Soviet peacetime 
strategy and the construction of Europe. 
Other contributors to Le Monde Moderne 
included Strauss, Sanchez Bella, General 
Stehlin and General Jean Houssay.18 

However, the oil crisis of October 1973 and 
the beginning of the South African 
propaganda campaign later exposed by 
the "Muldergate" scandal focused the 
attentions of Le Monde Moderne on South 
Africa and the threat to the Cape route. 
Besides republishing the 1972 ISC Special 
Report, the first issueof LaMondeModerne 
alsocontaincd an articleby Jacques LeguPbe 
calling for the defence of South Africa, a 
theme which dominated the second issue, 
including a piece by South African 
propaganda chief, Dr EscheI Rhoodie. On 
6 November 1973, Le Monde Moderne 
organiscd a threeday restricted "brain- 
trust" meeting on South Africa, attended 
by Jean Violet, Francois Vallet, Florimond 
Damman, Brian Crozier and Mr Burger, 
South African Ambassador to France. The 
Ambassador presented a two-page report 
drawn up personally by Prime Minister 
Vorster, Information Minister Connie 
Mulder, his deputy Dr Eschel Rhoodieand 
General Hendrik van der Bergh, head of 
BOSS. Then a discussion was held as to 
how the ISC, the Academy and Le Monde 
Modernecould assist the secret propaganda 
campaign that the South African 
government wasconducting through such 
Pretoria-funded publications as To The 
Point, a newspaper with which Le Monde 
Moderne worked. The meeting decided to 
launch several campaigns in favour of 
South Africa. One targeted Members of 
Parliament: 

"A Franco-South African Friendship was 
set up a whileago. Now wehave tobreathe 
lifeinto it. Increaseitsnumbersand quality. 
We must organise manipulation of the 
Members of Parliament - but with 
subtlety."19 

This campaign was successful; from 1974 
on, the number of French MPs visiting 
South Africa increased considerably. 
Another campaign targeted industrialists, 
a third the French and Belgian Press, 
particularly by inviting over South African 
journalists. A decision was taken to set up 
a group to promote South Africa: five 
years later, the group would come into 

being as  the  Amis Francais des 
Communautes Africaubes (AFCA),chaired 
by Antoine Pinay and including Jacques 
LeguPbe. Finally, the meeting decided that 
these campaigns should not be limited to 
France alone: the ISC agreed to begin 
preparing a number of Conflict Studies on 
Southern Africa, and the European 
programme would be further defined at a 
meeting at Marcel Collet's ChateaudeSissy 
(Aisne), where the Academy held its 
meetings on European  relation^.^" 

A key element in the propagandacampaign 
to support Pretoria was tobesoviet designs 
on work energy resources, as Violet 
described to the seminar: 

"Oil is the vital weapon of the Cold War. 
The Soviet Union controls its sources and 
seeks to dominate the main oil trade routes 
- South Africa and the African territories 
owned by P~r tugal ."~ '  

Crozier was back in Paris a month later on 
7 December 1973 and returned again on 7 
February 1974, when he met Colonel 
Camus,  former depu ty  head of the 
Intelligence Division in the International 
General Staff of NATO. A few days later, 
Crozier proposed to organise a campaign 
that "would scare the Europeans into 
tightening links with the United States". 
Strengthening the Atlantic Alliance was a 
key focus for the  Academy, which 
published flyers with the title: "Yankees, 
stay here - we need you". Preparing the 
Belgian celebrations of the 1976 Bicentenary 
of ArnericanIndependence wasalsoa major 
activity for the Academy form 1974 
onwards. Meanwhile, Violet, now the 
major financial and moral backer of the 
ISC, intensified his visits to South Africa, 
and theISC kept theSouth Africanquestion 
ticking over by bringing out two Special 
Reports in March, both of which stressed 
thcimportance of South Africafor Western 
oil supplies: The Security of the Cape Oil 
&and Soviet objectives in the ~ i d d l e  

By the end of 1974, the plan to establish a 
South African-backed propagandainstitute 
in collaboration with Le Monde Moderne 
and the ISC had been completed. Funding 
to the tune of one million francs had been 
received from BOSSvia Dr Eschel Rhoodie,, 
and the Centre  d'Etude d u  Monde 
Moderne was launched in November. 
Amongst its members were activists from 
the extreme right and senior officers from 
the French armed forces, includingGenera1 
J Callet (who also wrote for the Bulletin de 
Pans), General F Pin and Rear-Admiral 
Peltier. On 6 November 1974, Le Monde 
Moderne held an  inaugural conference on 
the theme of the defence of Africa against 
the threat of communist subversion. The 
core team at the launch were Jean Violet 
and Francois Vallet, Jaques Leguebe and 
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Bernard Lejeune from Le Monde Moderne, 
and Pinay Circle Member Graf Huyn. 
Attending for the ISC were Brian Crozier 
and Peter Janke, author of ISC Conflict 
Study No 52, Southern Africa: End of 
Empire, which had just been published the 
month before. Much of the study's 
information on "terrorism" in Mozambique 
came form P J De Wit, a senior BOSS 
operative.23 

The military were represented at the 
conference by Americans Admiral McCain 
and James Winnokur (Board Member of 
theNational Strategy Information Center), 
Major-General Robertze, Director of 
Strategicstudies inSouth Africaand French 
officers Generals Callet and Pin, Colonel J 
M Bonnier, former South Africa specialist 
at the General Secretariat for National 
Defence, Colonel J M Sancho Sopranis, 
former Chief of General Staff of the Navy, 
and General Franqois Maurin, an observer 
sent by the Chief of General Staff of the 
Army.24 

TheSouth Africans also reciprocated: after 
personal contacts between Antoine Pinay 
and Premier John Vorster, Count Alain d e  
Villegas travelled to South Africa in the 
summer of 1974 to run a series of tests of the 
sniffer planes for South Africa's state oil 
company. 

1974 also saw the first challenge by 
Mitterand to unbroken Republican rule in 
France since 1945. Several of the Academy's 
members were Members of Parliament 
fromGiscardls partyand newsof hisvictory 
was welcomed, as Damman described in a 
Ietter to Archduke Otto on 8 May 1974: 

"So Giscard has got into power but with a 
very narrow margin, we have simply won 
a little time which we must put to good use 
soas toorganiseour movementsintoactive 
forces. The meeting of 8 May has been an 
excellent springboard for setting up  the 
regional teams of MAUE which we are 
building up mainly in Belgium and in 
France, and this strategy for action has 
proved to be very fruitful. 

Maitre Violet will be arriving in Brussels 
tomorrow (Tuesday) and will stay until 
Thursday. Now that we are concentrating 
on the provisional fate of France, we can 
draw up a plan for action. The key thing is 
to ensure that the majority wins the next 
parliamentary elections which should 
normally be held in three years time, and, 
once again, it will be a close-run fight. It's 
clear now that each important domestic 
event in each of our countries will have a 
major impact on a European scale, and we 
must strengthen our influence in those 
countries where  w e  have  very few 
structures: the Netherlands, Denmarkand 
Great 

The extent of the Academy's influence 
becomes clear form a letter dated 7 August 
1974 form Count Alain d e  Villegas, in 
Pretoria to test his sniffer planes, to 
Florimond Damman: 

'The meeting planned for Washington 
seems to me to be a major chance for the 
Academy. It will be anopportunity for use 
to make new contacts and to be given a 
budget which is a kind of consecration [for 
the Academy]. You choose well and 
showed good judgement in naming Mr 
Destremeau a permanent member of the 
Academy. Your choice was a wide one, as 
President Giscard dlEstaing hasappointed 
him Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
All this promises much for the future ... As 
far as the European relaunch is concerned, 
here too you have a good card in your 
hand, particularly as it is President Giscard 
dlEstaing who will himself take the 
initiative for this relaunch".26 

1975 saw the Academy dealing withsoviet 
subversion, a s  ~ l o r i m o n d  Damman 
described in April 1975 in his note No 167: 

'The Soviet Union gains no advantage in 
provoking a war, because under the cloak 
of detente, it continues to wage a war of 
subversion, and is winning everywhere. 
The West puts up  noopposition to this war 
of subversion, and encourages it through 
its weakness due  to both splits in the 
domestic policy field and clashes on foreign 
policy between European countries and 
also countries within the Atlantic Alliance. 

I propose a meeting of an urgent brain- 
trust which should establish: 

1 the effects of the war of subversion in 
each of the countries of the Atlantic 
Alliance, in Europe as well as in the 
United States; 

2 the effects of the war of subversion 
throughout the world; Korea, Vietnam, 
Middle East, Portugal, trade routes of 
raw materials; 

3 the means that the Western block can 
use toinitiate effective subversive action 
both within Warsaw Pact countriesand 
in the contaminated countrics around 
the world; 

4 how to encourage NATO countries to 
take immediate s teps  to define 
appropriate and officsive ideological 
tactics, which is the only way to win 
this war of subversion. The free 
movement of persons and ideas is one 
offensive tactic; we must find others. 

5 Consider setting upanactioncentre for 
offensive tactics in the US or Canada. 
Free movement of personsand 

The "subversion brain-trust" probably 
functioned in the same way as did the one 
concentrating on  South Africa; co- 
ordination between the Academy and the 
ISC is clear when we look at  ISC 
publications during this period. A whole 
series of ISC Conflict Studies in 1975-76 
focused on subversion in the regions named 
by Damman: Sweden's Maoist 
"Subversives" - a  Case Study (April 1973, 
Iraq: the Search for Stability (May 1975), 
y 
nank (June 1975), Portugal - Revolution 
and Backlash (September 1975), Right-wing - 
Extremism in Western Germany 
(November 1975), Terrorism versusLiberal 
Democracy - the Problems of Response 
(January 19761, North Korea-Undermining 
the Truce (March 1976), Stability in the 
Gulf: The Oil Revolution (May 1976). 

Damman's suggestion of considering 
setting up  a psyops centre in the US and 
Canada had already been takenup: theISC 
had been working for the last year on plans 
to set u p  an American satellite. Formed in 
1974 and formally launched in 1975, the 
Washington Institute for the Study of 
Conflict had its own Committee and its 
own facilities for research and publication. 
The WISC Committee was chaired by 
George Ball, former member of the State 
Department, and included Robert Komer 
(former "pacification" chief in Vietnam), 
Kermit Roose\relt (CIA chief for the 1953 
Mossadeq operation), George Tenham 
(former counter-insurgency expert), 
I'rofcssor Edward Shils of Chicago 
University (ISC Study Group on Higher 
Education, 1977) and Zbigniew Brzezinski 
as members. Oncof the founding members 
was Robert Moss. An important outlet for 
Crozier and Moss in the United States was 
the Heritage Foundation's journal, Policy 
Review, which Moss co-founded. Villegas' 
1974 letter from South Africa also indicates 
that Damman had contacts in Washington 
who might be a source of funding for the 
AESP.28 

A Canadian group, the Centre for Conflict 
Studies, was formed in 1979 by Maurice 
Tugwell, Colin Wallace's former superior 
as head of Information Policy, the black 
propaganda unit in Northern Ireland. 
AlthoughCCSisattached to theuniversity 
of New Brunswick, it gives no courses and 
its work consists largely of contract work 
for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 
Canadian Police College, Canadian 
Department of National Defence, US 
Department of Defence, and NATO. 
Tugwell  combines his anti-Soviet 
disinformation activities with pro-south 
African propaganda: he became a director 
of the Canada-South Africa Society, a pro- 
apartheid support group funded by South 
African "busine~smen".~~ 
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Portugaland Spainwerea particular matter 
for concern for the Pinay Circle complex: 
whilst Cozier's ISC provided the 
propaganda back-up by publishing two 
Special Reportsand a Conflict Study on the 
subject, theCircle1s's active intervention to 
support a counter-revolutionary coup in 
Portugalafter 1974 and to influence politics 
in Spain after the death of Franco was 
largely channelled through Franz Josef 
Strauss and Archduke Ott0.3~ 

In Portugal, the main beneficiary of Pinay 
Circle aid, himself a Circle member, was 
General Antonio Spinola, President of the 
seven-man "Junta of National Salvation" 
that came to power after the Cactano 
government had been overthrown in the 
revolution of 25 April 1974. However, 
after rumours of his involvement in a 
planned simultaneous counter-coup in 
Lisbon and Luanda on 28 September 1974, 
Spinola and other conservatives were 
dismissed. After the col la~se  of the ~ l a n s  

1 

for a coup, an underground army, the ELP, 
was formed. The ELP (Army for the 
Liberation of Portugal) brought together 
Spinolist Army officers with experience of 
counter-insurgency with the FNLA in 
Angola, former PIDE agents and the 
Aginter Press: Gukrin-Serac and his 
lieutenant Jay Salby were prominent ELP 
commanders. Spinola and the ELP madea 
second coup attempt on 11 March 1975, 
which also failed, and Spinola was forced 
to flee Portugal. 

In exile in Switzerland, Spinola founded 
the MDLP (Democratic Movement for the 
Liberationof Portugal), a coalitionof former 
Caetano officials and members of the ELP. 
Throughout 1975, whilst the ELP carried 
out several hundred bomb attacks in 
Portugal to de-stabilise the government of 
the Ieft-wing Armed Forces Movement, 
Spinola travelled around Europe, seeking 
support fora putsch, should theLeft win in 
the Parliamentary elections to be held on 
25 April 1976. After meeting the CIA'S 
Frank Carlucci in the US base at Torejon in 
Spain at the beginning of August, Spinola 
travelled to Bonn where he met a key 
contact: Franz Josef Strauss, who also 
arranged for Spinola to meet the head of 
the Dcutschc Bank, Hermann Josef Abs, a 
member of the German section of CEDI. In 
September, Spinola moved on to Paris, 
where he  et Colonel Lageneste of 
Marenchcs' SDECE, Paris CIA chief Eugen 
Burgstaller, a representative of the arms 
company Merex (a BND operation), and 
the leader of the Portuguese opposition 
party CDS, Freitas do Amaral. Amaral also 
had close links to the Pinay Circle, as a 
letter from Archduke Otto to Damman of 
29 August 1975 shows. 

"I sent replies to your previous letters via 
Pocking (the Archduke's  residence) 
becauseof my trip toPortugal during which 

- for good reasons - I didn't dare to writc or 
even take notes. I had very interesting 
contacts, particularly with the leadership 
of theCDS, whodeserveour support. I am 
planning to bring thcir leaders - this is 
highly confidential - Amaro da Costa and 
Freitasdo Amaral to Bavaria in the second 
half of September. In the meanwhile, I 
have suggested to Mr Strauss that we 
should set u p  Portugal Suppor t  
Committees, whose aim would be to give 
moral and financial support to the freedom 
forces in Portugal. We should act as the 
Communists did in relation to Vietnam in 
organising public demonstrations,  
collections, appeals and support groups 
formed by intellectuals, etc. I hope that 
Strauss will accept the idea. I don't see 
why the Communists should be the only 
ones to support thcir friends or why we 
should practice non- in te rven t i~n .~  

By the end of September, Spinola was in 
Lausanne where he met John McCone, a 
formcrdirectorofthcCIAwhothen worked 
for 17T; IT pledged $300,000 for Spinola's 
putsch. Despite the support of several 
foreign intelligence services and pledges 
of several hundred thousand dollars from 
I T  and other multinationals, Spinola's 
plans were wrecked just before the April 
1976 elections by investigative journalist 
Giinter Walraff who, posing as a right- 
wing militant, had tape-recorded lengthy 
conversations with Spinolaabout his plans 
for a putsch.32 

Another Pinay Circlc contact in Portugal 
was the former Commander-in-Chief of 
Portuguese Forcesin Mozambique, Kaulza 
d c  Arriaga, imprisoned after the 1974 
revolution. On being released, Arriaga 
founded the Movimcnto Indepcndcnte 
para a Rcconstruqao National, an extreme 
right-wing group also associated with 
Agintcr Press. 

In Spain, the death of Caudillo Franco in 
November 1975 set achallenge for the Pinay 
Circle: could the "Portuguese disease" be 
prevented? From 1975 to 1977, the Circlc 
promoted a trioot former Franco Ministers 
who led parties in the Alianza Popular 
coalition. One, Manuel Fraga Iribarne, 
Interior Ministcr in the first post-Franco 
government, was a longstanding Circlc 
friend and member of the AESP since at 
lcast June 1970: Damman refers to him in 
the 1973 AESP quarterly activ~ty rcport as 
"totally won over to our cause". Fraga 
Iribarneisprobably the "Spanish Ministcr" 
referred to in he 1972 ISC Council minutes. 
Fraga Iribarne wasalsooneof thc Europcan 
leaders ~ , h o  received a personal visit from 
President Pinay in 1975 as part of his 
European tour to promote the ISC. The 
other two Pinay Circle beneficiaries were 
Federico Silva Munoz, leader of Accion 
Democratica Espanola and Cruz Martinez 
Esteruclas, President ot  the  Union 

Dcmocratica del Pueblo Espanol. All three 
were given generous covert funding by 
Strauss: in 1977, Fraga Iribarne received at 
lcast DM 135,000, Silva Munoz and 
Martinez Estcruclas DM 100,000 each. 

NOTES 

1 On Violet'slinks to thepre-warcagoule, his 
SDECE career and his early relationship 
with Antoine Pinay, see La Piscine - les 
services secrets Franpis 1944-84, Roger Faligot 
and Pascal Krop, Seuil, Paris, 1985, pp 193- 
200; V, Pierre Pkan, Fayard, Paris, 1984, pp 
33-54 - the major book on the sniffer planc 
scandal; Jean Violet, Scott V a n  
Wyncsburghe, Lobsler 18, October 1989, pp 
24-3. On the Cagoule in  general sec [.a 
Cagoule - 30ans de complots, Phippe Bourdcl, 
Editions J'ai  Lu, ALbin Michel, Paris, 1970. 

3 Habsburg is a member of the Bureau of the 
EPP (European People's Party), theChristian 
Democrat group on the European 
I'arliamcnt,and alsoa member of the Political 
Committee and Chairman of the Delegation 
for relations with Hungary. The 
Pancuropcan Union under Archduke Otto 
was thc organiser of the picnicon the Autro- 
Hungarian border that prompted the first 
mass crossing by East German "holiday- 
makers", puncturing the Berlin Wall. The 
major source on the Paneuropean Union, 
which 1 have unfortunately not been able to 
obtain, is Mobilmachung, published by the 
Young Europcan Federalists. CEDI was 
aimed to break the islocation of Franco's 
Spain in  Europe; its conferences werealways 
held in Madrid. An account of CEDI and a 
full biography of Archduke Otto can be 
found i n  Propagandisten des Krieges, , 
)lintermanner der Contra: "lnternationale 
Cesellschaft fur Menschenrechte" (hereafter 
rcfcrrcd toasICfbi), Arbeitskreis Nicaragua, 
Edition Nahua (Postfach 101320m 5600 
Wuppcrtal 1, Wset Germany), 3rd edition 
1987, pp39-60,73-6: a n  outstandingpieceof 
research on the international Right. Sainte 
Milfia, Yvon Le Vaillant, Mercure de France, 
l'aris, 1971. Jean Violet and many Pinay 
Circle members are also connected to Opus 
Dci. Thisarticlcdoesnot attempttocoverso 
vast a ficld - the lack of references to Opus 
Dci is no indication of a lack of Pinay Circle- 
Opus Dci connections. 

4 V, p63. Aginter-Presseet a1 Belgique, annex in 
Les mercenaires, Serge Dumont, EPO, 
ANtwerp, 1983,pp 174-9. Durnontobtaincd 
his information by infiltrating AESP circles 
under the pseudonym of Maurice Sartan. 
L'Enquite - 20 Annies de distabilisation en 
Belgique, Hugo Gijsels, La Longue Vue, 
Urusscls 1990 (origanl Flemish title: De 
[lends et Cie), p 224 et seq - despite some 
inaccllracics, the best book on the '70splans 
for coups d'ctat, the "mad lullers of the 
Urabant M'allon", the extreme right and thc 
strategy of tension in Uelgium. Aginter- 
I'rese et la Belgique. The ABN was financed 
by thcCIAand 13ND,andstronly supported 
by Strauss' CSU: its headquarters are in  
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Munich (L'Orchstre Nwr, FrCdCric Laurent, 
Stock, Paris 1978, pp  297-8). 

5 Aginter-Presse de Belgique. 

6 For details of della Chiaie, Giannettini and 
Aginter Press, see Stuart Christie'sexcellent 
Stefano della Chiaie - portrait of a black terrurist, 
Anarchy Magazine/Refract Publications, 
London, 1984; L'Orchstre Noir; Right-wing 
terrorists and the extra-parliamentary Left in 
post-World War I1 Europe: Collusion or 
Manipulation?, Jeffrey M Bale, Lobster 18, pp  
2-18. 

7 Aginter Press' con tact within the CSU was 
Strauss' newspaper ,  Bayern Kurier 
(L'Orchestre Noir, p 133. V ,  p 83. 

8 Vittorio Pons later authored an ISC Conflict 
Study, The Long-term Strategy of Italy's 
Communists (No 87, September 1 9 m .  All 
information on ISC publications in this 
articalecomes from thelist given in Conflict 
Study No 106, April 1979 - see annex of ISC 
documents; the date of publication of 
Conflict Studies, not indicated by the ISC, 
have been calculted by working back from 
this date and may not- be entirely accurate. 

11 British Intelligence and Cooert Action, pp98-9. 

13 Geschdfteund Verbrachen der Politmafia, Jiirgen 
RothandBerndt Ehder, IBDKVerlag,Berlin, 
1987, pp  R-3. The European Movement 
was financed by the American Committee 
on a United Europe, launched in 1949. Its 
list of officers reads like a Who's Who of the 
spook world: Bill Donovan, former Director 
of the OSS, was ACUE Chairman; the 
ACUE's Vice-Chairman was Allen Dulles, 
Director of the newly-formed CIA; its 
Executive Director was Thomas Braden, 
head of the CIA'S division on international 
organisations. See The Global Manipulators, 
Robert Eringer, Pentacle, Bristol, 1980, pp  
19-21. The Pinay Circle has closeIinks to the 
Bilderburg Group - Antoine Pinay was one 
of those present at the meeting on 25 
September 1952 which set up the Bilderberg 
Group. Two other founder members of the 
Bilderberg Group were AndrC Voisin, a 
member of Damman's AESP, and Pierre 
Bonvoisin, father of Baron Benoit d e  
Bonvoisin who took over Damman's group 
MAUE after Damman's death. Pinay Circle 
members Franz Josef Strauss and Giulio 
Andreottilater became Bilderbergmembers. 
Two members of the Pinay Circle offshoot, 
the Europaisches Institut fiir 
Sicherheitsfragen, are Bilderberg members - 
Pierre Pfimlin and Dr Ludwig Bolkow. On 
the Bilderberg Group and the TriIateral 
Commission, see The Global Manipulators, 
and Les orais maitres du monde - the latter 
should be read with caution, as Gonsalez- 
Mata is a former Spanish intelligence chief. 

14 No Vison Here- non-military warfare in Britain, 
D G Stewart-Smith. Foreien Affairs " 
Publishing Company, Richmond, 1966, pp 
667. 

15 Geschdfte und Verbrechen derpolitmafia, p72. 
V ,  p 82. The 1978 AESP membership list 
includes C C van den Heuval, Director of 
Interdoc. On Interdoc/ISC links, see Time 
Out ,  29.8.75; L~beratwn, 9.10.75. On lnterdoc 
in general, see Lobster 11, pp 4@1; In a 
Common Cause: the Anti-Communist Crusade 
in Britain 194560, Lobster 19, May 1990. 

16 See notably L'Enquite, p 197et seq and the 
other bookson Belgian parapoliticslisted in 
Part 2. 

17 On de Bonvoisin, see Celsius (Mantrant, BP 
2128, 1000 Bmxelles 1, Belgium), numbers 
12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21,22,23, 24, 26,29,30,31 
and 34. De Bonvoisin has claimed in 
coversation with a confidential source that 
he had only met Violet four times. This is 
unlikely bearing in mind a diagram of 
connection between various persons drawn 
up by Paul Latinus and published in Des 
taupes dans l'exreme-droite (p 178), in which 
Violet's name figures directly under de 
Bonvoisin's. Significantly, Violet is not 
linked by Latinus to any other person on the 
list - a gateway into a different network. De 
Villegas also features on Latinus' dagram, 
linked to Soldier of Fortune magazine. Pierre 
de Bonvoisin's father was a long-standng 
friend of Antoine Pinay, being a founder 
member of the Bilderberg group with Pinay 
and AESP member Andre Voisin. 

18 VgivesVigneau'schristiannameas Jacques; 
I have followed the 1978 AESPmembership 
list. 

23 V ,  p113. L'Orchestre Noir, p 305. Time Out, 
5-1 1.9.75, and The Terrorismlndustry, pp  110, 
1167 and 134. 

24 The NSIC had supported the ISC from the 
outset, buying 500 copies of the 1SC's Pinay 
Circle-sponsored 1972 report - see annex of 
ISC documents. The NSIC also covered the 
salary of an ISC research assistant and met 
the advertising and printing costs for the 
ISC's annuaI - see ISC Council minutes of 
2.1.72 in Beyond the Pale, Derrick Knight, 
London, 1982, p 176. Donnies paur un moment 
in Bullet in  du Centre de recherches et  
informations sociales et iconomiques (CRISE), 
no 2,15 June 1977, quoted in Guerre spiciale 
en Europe, Roger Faligot, Rammarion, Paris, 
1980, pp 181-2; V ,  pp  113-4. 

27 StateResearch No1,pp l S l 7 .  For a biography 
of Moss, see Rooted in Secrecy - the clandestine 
element in Australian politics, Coxsedge, 
Coldicut and Harant, Committee for the 
Abolition of the Political Police, Balwyn 
North,Victoria, Australia, 1982,p 124; Lobster 
1 I, pp  53-4. Moss is one of the ISC's closest 
links to Thatcher; around this time, he was 

working as her speechwriter - i t  was one of 
Moss's speeches that earned Thatcher the 
nickname of "Iron Lady". 

28 In 1988, the publication of Combatting the 
Terrorists wasannounced, a book sponsored 
by theISC, London and theCCS, Washington 
office. The book brings together old friends: 
the editor, H H Tucker, is a former Dcputy 
Headof IRD, and thebookincludesachapter 
by Peter Janke. On Tugwell and the CCS, 
see Lobster 16, July 1988, pp22-23; Lobster 17, 
Novem ber 1988, p17; The Lie Machine, George 
Martin Manz, Top Secret, Number 1/89 - a 
major pieceonSouth African propaganda in 
Canada; The "Terrorism "Industry,  pp 115-6, 
173-6; Who framed Colin Wallace?, Paul Foot, 
Pan, London, 1990, pp16, 18 and 22. 

29 Southern Europe: NATO's Crumbling Flank 
(June1 973, Portugal- Rewlutionand Backlash, 
(September 1975) and Portugal and Spain: 
Transition Politics (May 1976). 

30 V p 242. Archduke Otto lives in Spain and 
Portugal for much of the time - both are 
former possessions of the Habsburg empire. 
For Archduke Otto's I'ortuvucse " 
connections, see his biography in IGfM, pp 
59-60. 

31 See Giinter Walraff in Stern, 7.4.76 and 
Libhation, 9-10 and 11.4.76, and his Die 
Aufdeckungenier Verschworung, Kiepenheuer 
und Witsch, Koln, 1976. 

32 V ,  p 86; as thisis translated from the French, 
the text given here will not reproduce the 
exact workingof theEnglish original, which 
is given in Time Out ,  27.6-3.7.73. 

Ditchley Park is a conference centre at 
Enstonc in Oxfordshire used for privateVIP 
meetings guarded by Special Branch and 
M15. It was used by the ISC as a conference 
centre from 1972 onwards; the ISC Council 
minutesof 21.1.Rmention an 1SCconfcrence 
on Ireland that washeld under condtionsof 
extreme secrecy. Ditchley Park is closely 
linked to the Bilderberg Group, fourteen of 
whose members sit on the cen trc's Board of 
Governors. One of the ISC's other links to 
Ditchley Park was I'rofessor, the Lord 
Vaizey, a Governor of the Ditchlcy 
Foundation since 1973 and later member of 
the 1977 ISC Study Group which published 
the ISC Speaal Report, The Attackon Higher 
Education (StateResearch 1, October 1977, p 
17). On Ditchlev Park, see The Global 
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Notwithstanding the existence of the 1985 
Interception of Communications Act and 
the 1989 Security Service Act, unlike their 
counterparts in North America, Australia 
and p a d s  of Europe, British citizens have 
lit t le protection against the misdoings of 
the security services. Glossy brochures 
cannot hide the fact that there i s  still no 
effective accountability of M15. 

MORRIS RILEY 

Following the introduction of the new 
Official Secrets Act, the government 
appointed Lord JusticeStuart Smith as the 
skiuri ty Service Commissioner, with 
responsibility - as Chair of the Security 
Service Tribunal - to investigate public 
complaintsagainst M15. In hisearlysixties, 
the cello-playing Stuart-Smith (Radley, 
Corpus Christiand theDragoon Guards) is 
regarded as a 'dull dog' who, according to 
one prominent QC, 'if he is not of the 
Establishment, he faces it on the periphery. 
I would not think he knew how to think 
other than in terms of the Establishment.'. 
Stuart-Smith said of his role that he would 
'probably be a reactor rather than an  
initiator in this context'. A legal colleague 
thought that he would 'not be looking for a 
case to strike at the Establishment, but if it 
floats across his snout he will sniff harder'. 
So far, Stuart-Smith appears not to have 
sniffed anything unsavoury.' 

Home Secretaries have refused to give any 
details of the work of the Tribunal. David 
Waddington said that 'It was up to Stuart- 
Smith in consultation with the members of 
thetribunal todetermine what information 
might be included in his annual report to 
the  Prime Minister.' Since the  
Commissioner has defined his remit in the 
most conservative manner, thegovernment 
has little to fear from disclosure of the 
tribunal's work and MI5 activities. The 
tribunal's deliberations have taken on a 
Kafka-esque quality. Stuart-Smith has 
conceded that complainants alleging 
improper burglaries by MI5 will not be 
told if their property was searched in the 
eventoftheTribuna1 finding that thesearch 
was justified. This proved to be the same 
case with telephone tapping2 

In February 1983, former Security Service 
officer, Cathy Massiter, on Channel Four's 
20120 Vision programme, revealed that MI5 
had conducted an illegal surveillance 
campaign against theCND movement, the 
miners and others. In the House of 
Commons, CND member and Labour MP 
for Peckham, Harriet Harman, askcd the 
Leader of the House, John Biffen: 

'Will  you confirm or deny whether I have been 
subject to political snooping from MI5?  If I 
have been, will you arrangefor me to see a copy 
of myfile? Is it not the case that such snooping 
is outside theguidelines, since the information 
gathered on me clearly has nothing to do wi th  
national security?' 

Mr Biffen replied that he was not in a 
position to comment on what might have 
been the situation. The SDP Chief Whip 
and MP for Woolwich, John Cartwright, 
thundered: 

'When former long service M I 5  employees are 
prepared to state publicly that the security 
services have broken their rules by mounting 

clandestine operations against organisations 
and individuals who pose no conceivable threat 
to State security, is it not an  issue which the 
House should have an  opportunity to debateat 
the earliest o p p o r t ~ n i t y ? ~  

The speaker, Bernard Wetherill, however, 
refused to allow an emcrgcncy dcbate on 
the issue. John Biffen did promise a full 
statement on thcsubjcct - which ncver was 
made. The was now in an 
embarrassing position and a solution had 
to be found; it opted for an old and wcll- 
tried escape. After noting Massiter's 
revelations, the government asked Lord 
Bridge of Harwich (MarlboroughCollege), 
Chair of the Security Commission, to 
investigate whether the Home Secretary 
had ever improperly authorised telcphone 
taps. The scope of the inquiry was 
deliberately n-arrow, avoiding the 
possibility that MI5 had undertaken 
unauthorised tappings. Bridge, having 
studied 6,129 telephone tapping 
applications in three days (!), reported that 
all warrants between 1970 and 1984 had 
been correctly authorised. This bizarre 
and unbelievable conclusion elicited the 
response from the former Labour Home 
Secretary, Roy Jenkins, that Bridge had 
'made himself appear a poodle of the 
exe~utive ' .~ 

I t  was, inevitably, a whitewash. In the 
knowledge that MI5 had files on its leaders 
and staff, including Joan Ruddock, Bruce 
Kent and Roger Spiller, and that the files 
contained inaccuracies, CND wrote to 
Home Secretary, Leon Brittan, demanding 
to see the files and check on the reported 
inaccuracies. Six weeks later, JoanRuddock 
received a bland assurance from Brittan 
that: 

The Security Service had carried out no 
operation, investigation, surveillance or action 
against a n y  individual othrr than for the 
purposes laid down in i ts  [Maxwell-Fyfel 
directive,  and w i t h  the propriety which  
successiz~egovernments have rightly demanded 
of it.j 

In the following year, July 1986,CND went 
to court to challenge the legality of the 
telcphone tap on Dr John Cox, a vice- 
president of the organisation. Backed by a 
sworn affidavit from Cathy Massiter, CND 
argued that the surveillance of John Cox 
and, through him, of two othcr officials - 
Bruce Kcnt and Joan Ruddock - broke the 
Service's own rules - the Maxwell-Fyfe 
directive. A warrant to tap Cox's telephone 
had been signed by Leon Brittnn in August 
1983, after Massitcr had been specifically 
requcstcd by her supcriors to discover a 
'suitable candidate' within CND for a 
tapping operation. She chose Cox, a 
member of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain and, therefore, considcrcd to be a 
'subversive'. However, according to 
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Massiter, the Service 'knew from our 
coverage of the Communist Party that he 
was not getting up to anything in CND. 
We knew exactly what  their  peace 
committee was doing'. The absence of any 
threat was minuted in Cox's Security 
Service file.6 

The Crown chose not to cross-examine 
Cathy Massiter and, instead, argued that 
the Court should not adjudicate because it 
was contrary to the national interest to 
receive evidence or disclose whether a 
warrant had been issued. Crown lawyers 
also claimed the litigation was histronic 
and academic and, therefore, did not 
warrant  the  exercise of the  court 's 
discretionary power togrant relief. Clearly, 
the litigation was not histronic as it only 
went back a few years and it was far from 
being 'academic' as other cases could be in 
the pipeline. After three days of legal 
arguments on the merits of CND's case, 
Justice Taylor announced that he would 
reserve his decision until September, when 
he would give it in open court. In the 
meantime, in May, CND's solicitors 
submitted to the recently-established 
lnterception of Communications Tribunal 
theevidence that had been presented to the 
High Court. The Tribunal replied in early 
July that there had been no contravention 
of Sections 2-5 of the lnterception of 
Communications Act 1985, which had been 
introduced to  put  right Britain's 
unsatisfactory laws on telephone tapping. 

On 2 September 1986, Justice Taylor 
delivered-his judgement and rejected the 
claimbyCND that theHomeSecretary had 
acted unlawfully in approving a Security 
Service telephone tap on oneof its officers. 
His judgement, however, conceded several 
major legal points in CND's favour. He 
rejected the government's argument that 
the court had no jurisdiction in matters of 
national security and in cases about 
whether or not a telephone tapping warrant 
had been issued.  Following the  
introduction of t h e  Interception of 
Communications Act, thegovernment had 
barred appeals: decisions of the Tribunal 
'shall not be subject toappeal or liable to be 
questioned in court'. 

This is strange, given that Ministers 
regularlyassure the public that the judiciary 
will protect citizens' civil liberties and 
provide the necessary watchdog role over 
ihe Security service, ensuring that it 
operates within the law. This is, of course, 
a delusion. The Courts have very rarely 
challenged the Executive on matters of 
national security, Lord Fraser (Bailliol 
College, Oxford), the senior Law Lord, 
stated in 1984: 

'The decision on whether the requirements of 
national security outweigh the duty offairness 
inany particular case isfor thegovernment and 

not for the courts. The government alone has 
access to the necessary information, and in any 
event the judicial process is unsuitable for 
reaching decisions on national security'.' 

Taylor, however, concluded that to restrict 
the court's supervisory jurisdiction in a 
field where the citizen had no right to be 
compensated for illegality woujd be 'a 
draconian and dangerous step indeed'. 
Secondly, he agreed-that the ciiizen has a 
right to relief if the government breaches 
its own criteria; the Homesecretary having 
a duty to act fairly in exercising his 
prerogative power. Thirdly, in spite of the 
government's submissions that the court 
should not be concerned with whether or 
not a warrant has been issued, the judge 
found that, on the evidence, a warrant had 
been issued to tap John Cox's telephone. 
However, he did not find any grounds for 
impugning the Home Secretary with 
malfeasance. He neatly side-stepped the 
main issue by finding Cathy Massiter's 
evidence insufficient to prove that the 
Home Secretary had gone outside the 
criteria as laid down, because the Minister 
might have been given other information 
in addit ion to Massiter's, who, h e  
suggested, acted in a junior capacity in the 
Security Service. Taylor could not say that 
the telephone interception had been illegal 
because it had been quite properly 
authorised by the Home Secretary. 

In fact, the question of illegality does not 
appear to trouble the Courts. In March 
1992, the Court of Appeal dismissed an 
appeal against a conviction in which 
telephone intercepts, made from a cordless 
telephone, were not backed by a warrant 
and were thus illegal. Commenting on the 
Section One provisions of the 1985 
lnterception of Communications Act, Lord 
Justice Steyn (Rhodes Scholar, University 
College, Oxford) said that 'it would usually 
be perfectly proper of the Crown simply to 
decline to say whether a warrant was or 
was not issuedi. In the particular case 
before the court. Stevn claimed that 'the , ,  
police officers werelocal officers who might 
not havebeen very familiar with the Act. I t  
was not suggested that they deliberately 
contravened the 1985 Act.' All that 
mattered, claimed Steyn, was 'the quality 
and content of the recordings.' It would 
appear that ignorance of the law is now an 
acceptabledefence for MI5 officers engaged 
in illegal activities.' 

The CND members did not take matters 
any further, but two former members of 
the National Council for Civil Liberties 
(now known as Liberty), also put under 
surveillance by MIS, decided to take their 
case to the Council of Europe. In April 
1990, the verdict was finally delivered by 
the Court in Strasbourg which ruled that 
theBritishGovernment had breached their 
human rights. I t  also agreed to award 

themcostsof£50,000courtcsyof the British 
taxpayer. After the judgement, Harriet 
Harman, formerly a NCCL legal officer, 
said she thought it outrageous that the 
Security Scrvice had created a file on her: 
'It casts a shadow over me which is 
unjustified and which I bitterly resent. I 
want my file destroycd. I t  is not just a 
technical breach of the rules. As the legal 
officer for the NCCL, 1 dcfcndcd human 
rights, taking the Government to court 
when they overstepped the line on civil 
liberties. I want the Government now to 
act on the spirit ofthe judgement as well as 
abiding by the letter of it, and destroy the 
files.' She said that the filescould affect her 
future in a Labour Government if she was 
passed over for a position because of the 
"subversive' tag. Patricia Hcwitt, a former 
NCCL General Secretary and secretary to 
the Labour leader, Neil Kinnock, said that 
the MI5 files included material gaincd by 
Special Branch surveillance and from 
telephone taps made on other people to 
whom the two women spoke. 'I want tosce 
the files and then have them destroycd. 
There is nothing we can do under British 
Law as it stands, that is why we had to go 
to Europe." 

Once the European Court had declared 
that the actions of the Security Scrvice had 
breached Article 8 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, which 
guarantees respect for private life, Hcwitt 
and Harman expected their MI5 files to be 
destroycd. Liberty wrote to the Sccurity 
Scrvice Tribunal, which was set up under 
the 1989 Sccurity Service Act to investigate 
complaints, to confirm the destruction of 
the files. It received, instead, a series of 
tortuous letters. The first, in July 1991, said 
the tribunal intended to treat thecomplaint 
as being that MI5 had unreasonably made 
Hewitt and Harman the 'subject of its 
inquiries' after the Security Service Act 
came into force on 18 December 1989 - ie, 
after the surveillance had, in fact, taken 
place. I t  went on to say that the tribunal 
had no powers to invcstigatc 'theassumed 
continued holding'  of personal 
information. But when investigating 
whether inquiries post-December 1989 
were unreasonable, it might use its powers 
under paragraph 7(2) of Schcdulc I (ic, to 
refer for investigation whether the Service 
has /had  in any other respect acted 
unreasonably) if it made no determination 
in favour of the complaints (ie, i f  i t  did not 
uphold them). In thiscase, it would ask the 
Commissioner to investigate. 

'whether thr Security Service has acted 
unreasonably (whether or not in breach of 
Section 2 )  ... by continuing (if they do) to hold 
personal informution...'. 

Section 2 of the Act states that the Sccurity 
Service Director-General shall ensurc that 
'no information is obtained' except as 
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necessary for the discharge of its functions 
(Section 2(a)). The functions referred to 
being the 'protection of national security' 
from 'actions intended to overthrow or 
undermine parliamentary democracy by 
political, industrial or violent means' 
(Section 1(2)).1° 

Bv October 1991, the tribunal concluded 
that 'no determination' could be made on 
the comuIaints. but it did decide to refer 

I 

the matter outside of its jurisdiction - 'the 
alleged continued holding of personal 
information' in breach of Section 2 - to the 
Security Service Commissioner. The letter 
ended by stating that this decision 'carries 
no implications either way as to whether 
the Security Service continued to hold [or 
ever heId]   persona^ information upon all 
or any of the complainants'. 

In February 1992,Hewitt and Harman went 
back to the High Court in London to 
challenge therefusalof thesecurity Service 
Tribunal to investigate theircomplaint that 
files on them, dating from the days when 
they were regarded as being 'subversives', 
were still being kept by M15, despite the 
verdict of the European Court. Liberty 
barrister, Andrew ~ i c o l ,  argued that the 
Tribunal had misinterpreted its powers 
and t h a t i t h a d a d ~ t ~  toinvestigatewhether 
the Security Service unlawfully continued 
to hold personal information about the 
women. He contended that, on a true 
interpretation of the Act, 'enquiries' by the 
Service were deemed to be continuing and 
did not cease 'unless and until any records 
ofthoseinquiriesaredestroyed'. klthough 
Justice Kennedy questioned the wording 
of the Act and suggested that, in certain 
circumstances, the courts certainly would 
have jurisdiction to intervene, he refused 
leave for judicial review, stating that 
'nothing in the statute appears to indicate 
that this is the interpretation which ought 
to be adopted'. Responding to the ruling, 
Patricia Hewitt commented that she was 
'extremely disappointed' as it made clear 
that the Security Service Act 'completely 
fails to protect people who, like us, have 
been and  remain victims of MIS's 
surveillance. So far as we know, files on 
Harriet Harman and myself continue to 
exist and continue to be used against us. 
That is just not good enough and we will 
have to begin a new case under the 
European Convention of Human Rights in 
order to get protection.' Harman added 
that the decision showed that the Security 
Service was 'accountable to no-one, not 
even Parliament or the judiciary'." 

The ruling of the Court  exposed the 
limitations of theTribunal; the information 
collected on Hewitt and Harman could be 
used again as the basis of applications for 
warrants. MI5 admitted to Stuart-Smith 
that 'its general policy is to retain records 
of suspected subversives indefinitely in 

case they are of relevance at any time in the 
future'.  This would include those 
containing false information, those made 
in error and those with illegally generated 
material. In May 1992, the Tribunal gave 
approval for MI5 to retain these records in 
order to 'enable theTribunal to carry out its 
investigations'. However, since it will only 
investigateinformationcollected after 1989, 
it leaves MI5 with decades  of 
uncorroboratcd information on file. 

Redress or justice from thesecurity Service 
and the Interception of Communications 
Tribunals is, it would seem, very unlikely. 
In the first year of thesecurity Service Act, 
there wer; 52 complaints to the  Tribunal, 
none of which were upheld, and in the 
second year, 29 -again, none were upheld. 
Lord Justice Lloyd ((Trinity College, 
Cambridge, Coldstream Guards) was until 
recently the commissioner responsible for 
monitoring telephone tappings and mail 
openings. In his first annual report on the 
operation of the system, Lloyd refused 'in 
the public interest' to disclose the number 
of search and burglary warrants. Instead, 
he cited the 'com~aratively small number' 
and the now restricted purpose for which 
they were granted. In 1991, it was reported 
that 58 complaints of improper telephone 
tapping and mail interception had been 
investigated and rejected, giving theissuing 
of warrants a cleanbill of health. However, 
there are many caveats to his report which, 
for instance, omits tapping warrantsissued 
by the Foreign Office and the Northern 
Ireland Office. Lloyd did acknowledge 
that one warrant can cover more than one 
telephone lineand noted that new tapping 
techniques 'added greatly to the efficiency 
of interceution'. At the end of the dav. 

4 ,  

there is no effective sanction against illegal 
tapping, since the tribunal has no way of 
finding out about taps placed without a 
warrant.I2 

The experience of Hewitt and Harman, 
both prominent figures in British political 
life, provided conclusive evidence that the 
two Acts designed by the government to 
offer protection to citizens from Security 
Service abuse offered no such thing. In 
fact, the exact opposite situation has been 
created whereby thesecurity services have 
legal protection to carry on with wrong- 
doing without any form of sanction. 
Perhaps that was the intention of the MI5 
lawyers who drafted the legislation. 
According to a government leaflet: 

The  Security Service Act 1989 puts the 
Security Service on a statutory basis and 
introduces a way to complain against the 
Service ... The Act established a Tribunal 
comprising senior members of the legal 
profession. TheTribunal are independent 
of the Government. Any person can 
complain to the Tribunal about anything 
that they believe the Security Service has 

done to them or to their property. That 
person can be an  individual or an  
organisation and a complaint about a 
person's property may include the place 
where thcy reside or work ... The Tribunal 
will advise you as soon as possible of their 
conclusions ... They may also order one or 
more of the following courses of action: 

- Thc Service to  e n d  its cnquirics about 

you; 

- The Service to destroy any records it 
holds about those enquiries; 

- The quashing of a property warrant; 

- Financial c~mpensation."~ 

In theory, this sounds imprcssivc, but in 
practice, evidence of a kind which is 
impossible to provide is rcquircd. Evidence 
from aserving MI5officer would benccdcd; 
officers are, of course, prccludcd by the 
Official Secrets Act from providing such 
evidence. It is sometimes possible toobtain 
evidence of actual mail or tclcphone 
interception. According to another 
government lcaflct: 

The lnterception of Communications Act 
1985 now provides protection for the 
confidentiality of letters, telephone calls 
and other communications entrusted to 
the Post Office, to British Telccom ... The 
Act makes it a criminal offence for anyone 
improperly to intercept communications. 
Ancxception to thisis when theinterception 
takes placc in response to a warrant issued 
by the Secretary of State ...' 

Oncc again, there is a tribunal to consider 
complaints: 

'The Tribunal comprises senior mcmbcrs 
of the legal profession and is indepcndcnt 
of the Government. It has full powcrs to 
investigate any case referred to it ... I f  they 
sce fit, they may order onc or more of the 
following courses of action: 

a) Quashingof therelcvant authorisation. 

b) Destruction of copies of materials 
intercepted under  authorisation 
concerned. 

C) Payment of financial compensation. 

In cases where  there has been no 
contravention of the Act by thesecretary of 
State, the Tribunal is not permitted to 
disclosc whether or  not authorised 
interception has taken place, In sucha case 
you would be  advised only that no 
contravention of the Act by thesecretary of 
State has taken place.'15 

I had a personal expericncc of this process 
whcn, on 30 March 1990, I mailed a 
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complaint to the Tribunal. On 2 February 
1990, Stephen Dorril mailed two of my 
manuscripts ( O M A N -  BRITAIN'S SECRET 
WARand PHILBY - T H E  HIDDEN Y E A R S ) .  
One arrived intact, the other package went 
missing. On 3 March, I was informed by 
the Parcels Section, Leicester, that the 
contents of the missing package could not 
be found, though I did receive back an 
empty, highly damaged wrapper. 

There were other, similar, incidents: 

During the same period, packages mailed 
to a friend in France arrived with a note 
stating that they had been delivered from 
the UK 'damaged'. In the summer of 1985, 
abook sent by Robin Ramsay, Hull, arrived, 
not at my home but at a printing firm he 
worked for in Hull. A manuscript mailed 
to Channel Four's 20/20 Vision arrived split 
down one side. Of four registered letters 
sent to20/20and Searchlight in thespring of 
1986, only two  arrived at the right 
destination. An envelopecontainingacopy 
of Spycatcker, sent in January 1989 to Fred 
Holroyd, was delivered with a split down 
one side. 

After receiving an acknowledgement in 
April, the following month I received a 
reply from R C Swann, the officer for the 
Interception of Communications Tribunal 
at PO Box 44, London, SEI OTX. 

'In connection with your application ... I 
must inform you that the Interception of 
Communications Tribunal have now 
considered your application carefully and 
have asked me to inform you their 
investigation into the matters you raised 
has satisfied them that there has been no 
contravention of Sections 2 to 5 of the 
Interception of Communications Act 1985 
in relation to a relevant warrant or relevant 
certificate. (Section 2 to 5 cover - warrants 
for interception, scope of warrants, issue 
and duration of warrantsand modification 
of warrants.)' 

The judiciary have, in the past, turned a 
blind eye to MI5 misdeeds, even though 
Lord Denning claimed in his report on the 
Profumo Affair that 'members of the 
Security Service are, in the eyes of the law, 
o r d i n a j  citizens with no powers greater 
thananyoneelse'. DouglasHurd, theHome 
Secretary who guided the Official Secrets 
and the Security Service Acts through the 
House of Commons, appeared to suggest 
that this was correct, admitting that MI5 
had never had any powers to bug 
communications, open mail or enter 
premises. There have been no statutory 
provisions giving the Security Service 
special powers in this respect.' Douglas 
Hurd was not telling the whole truth. As 
Lord Donaldson admitted during the 
Spycatcker litigation: 

'It is silly for us  to sit here and say that the 
Security Service is obliged tofollow the letter of 
the law, it isn't real.' 

based on erroneous information during 
the campaign against CND, provides no 
basis for such trust. 

In the past, prerogative powers protected 
MI5 from prosecution and enabled Peter 
Wright and his colleagues to 'bug and 
burgle our way acrossLondonat thestate's 
behest, while pompous bowler-hatted civil 
servant in Whitehall pretended to look the 
other way'. 

Donaldson said that while ' the Security 
Service is bound by the strict rule of law', 
there is always 'a prerogative power not to 
pursue criminal proceedings'. It was 
essential that any 'wrong-doing' did not 
'deprive the Service of the secrecy without 
which it cannot possible operate'. In the 
'public interest', MI5 officers would 
occasionally have tobreak thelaw, and this 
was a~ceptable. '~ 

MI5 has always justified illegal telephone 
tapping by claiming that it was operated 
under the Royal Prerogative. In 1952, Sir 
David Maxwell-Fyfe told left-wing Labour 
MP, Sidney Silverman, that MI5 was 
authorised to tap telephones on his 
authorityunder a 'power which been used 
byevery Government of whatever political 
faith since the tele~hone was invented and 

1 

is a Prerogative power'. Five years later, 
Lord Birkett, whose committee was 
investigating telephone tapping, was told 
that such actions had developed from 'an 
ancient power ... derived from the actions 
of themonarchy when seeking to safeguard 
the realm'. In effect, the Prerogativeallows 
theCrown to doanything it pleases, except 
where power has been limited by statute. 
This power, invoked by MI5 and ministers 
is not, Neal Ascherson has written, 
'something outside the unwrit ten 
Constitution but, on the contrary, is its 
inner backbone. It is simply the State, 
wearing a paper crown, doing as  it 
plea~es. ' '~ 

It was  Donaldson's comments that 
persuaded the Government to introduce 
the Security Service Act which places MI5 
'within the law'. This made a mockery of 
Lord Denning's grossly naive statement 
that the Security Service 'cannot enter 
premises without the consent of the 
householder'. In effect, the Act gives 
authority in law to MI5 to break into 
ordinary citizens' homes, tap their 
telephones and open their mail. Stuart- 
Smith's reports haveoffered little protection 
to the citizen. He admitted that the Home 
Secretary was 'dependent on the accuracy 
of the information contained in the 
application and the candour of those 
applyingfor it. This is,ofcourse,essentially 
a question of integrity and quality of the 
people involved in the security service'. 
MI5's record on warrants, such as those 
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Unfortunately, owing to economics and the 
way paperbacks are produced nowadays - f rom 
the plates of the hardback - it was not possible 
to produce an  updated and revised edition of 
Smear!. There continues, however, to be a 
steady trickle of additional material on the 
plots against the governments of Harold 
Wilson, some of which Lobster will highlight. 

STEVE D O R R I L  

That plotting by the security services did 
take place is now accepted by the majority 
of people and an increasing number of 
well-placed politiciansandcommentators. 
David Owen told thehdependent  magazine 
(14.9.91) that 'I d o  believe that there was 
some monkeying about by the security 
forces (sic) - and that there should have 
been an inquiry ... But I do not believe for 
one minute that he  resigned under threat 
of a security scandal'. 

The most interesting recent recruit is the 
former BBC chief political correspondent, 
John Cole. In his column in the New 
Statesman and Society (12.2.93) he laid into 
the security s c ~ i c c s  and their attempts to 
blacken the name of Wilson with real 
venom. He recalled that in 1966, 'a Young 
Conservative in Richmond-upon-Thames, 
who was babysitting for us, related the 
allegations about Wilson to me, and whcn 
I advised her to bccareful, shcsaid blithely: 
"Oh, it's all right, we've been tcllingvoters 
about it on the doorstep during the 
election." '. According to Cole, 'there are 
peopleconnected with thesecurity services 
prepared to carry the vendetta against 
Harold Wilson, in one form or another, 
beyond the grave'. 

Alan Hoe's David Stirling: The Authonsed 
Biography of the Founder of the S A S  (Little 
Brown a n d  Company,  1992) was a 
disappointment. Hoe, a member of 22SAS 
for twenty years and founder of Security 
Management and Consultancy Company 
(Asset Protection Limited), is good on the 
war years but loses his way when it comes 
to the post-war world. The chapters on 
Capricorn, Stirling's liberal scheme for 
trade with Africa and the development of 
a multi-coloured democracy in the  
Commonwealth countries, contain some 
new bits of information but are sketchy 
and inadequate. There is, however, 
important information on the genesis of 
theM16 backed mercenaryoperationin the 
Yemen in the early and mid-sixties. 

Stirling deserved better; Hoe is not up to 
writing an unbiased and intelligent account 
of Stirling's political activities in the 
seventies but he does provide slivers of 
information which are useful for those 
interested in the plots against Wilson; for 
instance: 

Stirling admits that he relied heavily on 
the  fr iendships he  developed at  
Cambridge and during the war to open 
doors and for help with his post-war 
enterprises.  Ernie Bond, w h o  
commended the first Bomb Squad in 
the early seventics, was a war-time 
member of Stirling's SAS. 

The security officcr for thc cscape 
committee in Colditz, where Stirling 
was imprisoned for most of thc war, 
was Anthony Simkins, who later 
became Deputy Dircctor-Gcncral of 
MI5 (p. 243). Charlcs Elwcll, anothcr 
future MI5 officer, was also in Colditz, 
though whether he was thcrc at the 
same time as Stirling or Aircy Ncavc is 
not known. 

Bruce Mackenzie, who  has been 
identified as an  MI6 agcnt and an 
important figure in hc Wilson plots, 
was a 'close friend' of Dcnis Hcaley (p. 
382). Mackenzic bccamc a 'staunch 
protagonist of Watchguard' - Stirling's 
mcrcenaryopcration -and 'was of great 
assistance in obtaining acccss' to 
government leaders (p. 401 ) .  

His favoured watering holcwas Whitcs. 
According to Hoe, 'Stirling's hcyday in 
Whites'was the early scvcntics. During 
that time, Stirling was bcing told 'how 
impossible this or that situation was 
bccoming'. He found it a good place'to 
start a rumour' (p. 417). A closc friend 
at Whites was Tory MP, Sir Stephen 
Hastings, ex-SAS and MI6. 

In 1973, Stirling began to talkabout the 
threat posed by the mincrs and other 
portents of doom. 'Hc had not bccn so 
quietly sounding out fricnds and 
ministers on their views on thc current 
statcof thenation.' Stirling admits that 
he  had 'conduits into Whitehall, 
Scotland Yard and thc sccurity scrviccs' 
(p.435). Who were thcsc ministcrs? 
William Whitclawrcmaincd 'vcrygood 
friends', 'We werc both mcmbcrs of 
Whites and very often onc would hcar 
David telling all who carcd to hcar all 
his secrets ... We would hcar thc grand 
plans' (p. 460). 

Hc was ready whcn 'in 1974 Wilson 
slid into government on the back of 
Heath's "surrender" to the mincrs'. The 
situation was part of a 'carefully laid- 
out strategy which would carry us 
inexorably towards totalitarianism' (p. 
422/3). It was out of a 'study of how 
power was gained and wicldcd that 
Stirling, and later some closc fricnds, 
cvolvcd the basis for action' (p.  246). 
Stirling was convinced that a number 
of Labour government ministcrs were 
in sympathy with a wide spread of 
communist~rientatcd organisations (p. 
450). He was invited to join Gcorgc 
Young/Walter Walker's Unison but he 
was 'reticent' becausc of its extreme 
right -wing nature (p. 431). 

lnstcad, Stirling set up thc Grcatcr 
BritainLeague, which Hocdatcs to 1973, 
and then GB75 with a comrnittce of 
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advisers from 'political, business and 
intelligence circles'. Subsequently, this 
developed into anti subversion in the 
Trade Union organisation, TRUEMID, 
details of which Hoe includes (p. 437). 
Great  claims a re  made  for the 

, effectiveness of theorganisation within 
Whitehall, including the introduction 
of compulsory ballots for trade unions 
(p. 461). The first TRUEMID pamphlet 
was by Sir James Goldsmith, Towards 
an Open and Classless Society (p. 455). 

In his disappointing autobiography, Never 
a Yes Man  (Verso 1991), Eric Heffer reveals 
that when he was made a Minister of State 
in theDepartment of Industry under Tony 
Benn, his choice of Parliamentary Private 
Secretary, Caerwyn Roderick, was not 
immediately accepted for 'reasons of 
security'. The reasons are not revealed but 
Roderickwas later 'cleared' (p. 153). Heffer 
was a man of principle but he appears not 
to haveachieved much in the Labour Party, 
perhaps the fate of all backbenchers. 

Another piece of the jigsaw is to be found 
in Willie Hamilton's autobiography, Blood 
on the Walls (Bloomsbury 1992). Hamilton 
cannot remember the date (1974, post 
February General Election?] but he recalls 
that a number of Tories were engaged in 
'spreading false rumours about Wilson's 
relationship with his Private Secretary, 
Marcia Williams. He was approached by 
an unnamed Torywoman MP [presumably 
Jill Knight - see Smear!, (p. 267 and 287)]. 
'She handed m e  copies of two birth 
certificates, remarking that they recorded 
thebirthoftwochildren toMarcia Williams. 
The father was Walter Terry, who had 
worked as a journalist at the House of 
Commons. The woman MP informed me 
that one of the doctors who had signed the 
certificates was Harold Wilson's own 
private doctor. The inference was obvious 
and disgraceful ... My views about Wilson 
were well known [he admits that, in May 
1969, when he was elected Senior Vice- 
Chair of the Parliamentary Labour Party, 
he attempted to engineer, along with a 
dozenother MPs, the resignation of Wilson 
(p. 13311, but I have always believed his 
morals and his private life were above 
reproach; in fact, I think he was almost 
puritanical in that respect (p. 141/2).' 

Peter Wright's claim that in its attempt to 
undermine the Labour government, MI5 
began in 1968 to 'stir things up' continues 
to look more credible. It was only recently 
that I read Seven Spies W h o  Changed the 
World (Mandarin, 1992) in which Nigel 
West reveals the identify of more people 

whom Wright and his cronies smeared 
during his attempt to investigate the 
'Oxford Comintem' (see Smear!, chapter 
21). Jennifer Hart, whose husband, Herbert 
Hart, died in 1992, disclosed to MI5 the 
existence of a 'Communist cell', known as 
the Leighton group which operated in 
Whitehall, though others have suggested 
that this was no more than a Fabian 
discussion group. 

A member of the Leighton group included 
Hart's sister, Elais Judith, who was married 
to David Hubback, a civil service high- 
flyer. Hubback's mother wasEva, Principal 
at Morley College, Oxford, and a noted 
social reformer and feminist; her daughter, 
Diana, was the close friend of Sheila Grant 
Duff, who was a target of Wright and M15. 
I managed to track down a copy of The 
lncense Tree (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1968) by  Diana (Hopkinson)  which 
provides some interesting background on 
his period and theleft leaningsof the family 
and friends. I t  would be interesting to 
know if MI5 have noticed it; it is possible to 
imagine the conspiracy cogs turning as 
names such as Adam von Trott crop up. 

In the  twenties, Diana went to a 
'progressive' school, King Alfred's; parents 
of pupils appear to have been a collection 
of 'cranks' and communists'. A fellow 
pupil was Courtney Young, whose parents 
were 'well known for their Left leanings'. 
Young, who was 'considered mildly 
eccentricat schoo1,since helearned Chinese 
and kept a mongoose' (p. 29), went on to 
work in intelligence, joining M15. During 
the fifties and sixties he was head of the 
Soviet section of the counter-intelligence 
branch. Did Wright ever investigate 
Young? 

After being investigated by Wright, David 
Hubback was switched in 1968 from the 
Treasury to a less sensitive post at the 
Board of Trade. One of his contemporaries 
at King's College,Cambridge, Peter Vinter, 
who also worked at the Treasury, moved 
in 1969 to the Ministry ofTechnology. This 
adds to the evidence presented in Smear! 
that there was a major investigation and 
purge of officials at the Treasury during 
1968 - 69. 

John Cairncross was a member of the 
Leighton group, as was a civil servant, 
named Chivers,at theDepartment ofTrade. 
Chivers had been at Cambridge with the 
alleged Firth Man. Another, named 
Buckley, wasa seniorofficial of thecustoms 
and Excise (p. 118). Unfortunately, West 
has no further information on these people 
- if anyone knows any more, please get in 
touch. 

An important component of the 'Oxford 
Comintern', at least in thc eyes of MI5, was 
the communist-dominated October Club. 

In May 1992, the Guardian (22.5.92) carricd 
theobituaryof Noel Carritt (Oricl College), 
co-founder of the Club. Carritt's family 
was heavily involved in supporting the 
republicans during the Spanish Civil War 
and Noel was twice wounded as a mcmbcr 
of the British Battalion of the International 
Brigade. After the Second World War, hc 
worked as a teacher and probation officer. 
He was a supporter of CND and 'took a 
keen interest in China through the cultural 
organisation, SACU'. Obviously, Carritt 
would have been a target of MI3, 
particularly so - echoes of Crossman and 
Philby - since his fist wife, Liescl, was a 
refugee of Nazi Germany. Diana Hubback 
(Lady Margaret Hall) was also mcmbcr of 
the October Club which was occasionally 
attended by AdamvonTrott. Shc mentions 
a Jack Dunman (?) as one of its Icaders. 

My interest in this area is that by building 
up  a detailed picture of thesc interlocking 
relationships, it is possiblc to glimpse how 
MI5 filcs looked and thus establish thc full 
extent of theconspiracy which Wright and 
others constructed and which was toprovc 
so destructive to a number of individuals 
looscly connected to Wilson and his 
governments. 

The Sunday Express (3.5.92) carricd a story 
on Erika Chambers, who is alleged in a 
book, Mossud's Secret Agent by Wilhclrn 
Dietl, to have been used by Mossad to 
avenge the Munich Olympics massacre. 
Chambers, codenamed Penelope, helped, 
in 1979, tokill the BlackSeptembcr terrorist, 
AliHassan Salameh, who planned thcdcath 
of theclcven Israeliathletes. Thcsnippct of 
particular interest is that Erika had bccn a 
babysittcr for neighbours of her family in 
Holland Park - Tony Benn's family. 

The most important new information on 
the plotting comes from Petcr Cadogan 
who, from 1974, kept a diary/journal. 
Cadogan had been a member of the 
Communist Party of Great Britain from 
1946 until 1956, when 'for me, thc balloon 
went up  over the Khruschev spccch, Sucz 
and Hungary'. He joined the Labour I'arty 
and helped form twoTrotskyist outfits, thc 
Socialist Labour League and  the 
International Socialists. Disillusioned by 
the backward nature of the left, hc bccarnc 
interested in direct democracy, helping to 
form Turning Point, which was involved 
in formulatingextra-parliamentary politics. 
In 1990, he founded Values and Vision, a 
small independent multi-purpose group 
of equals. As General Secretary of the 
South I'lace Ethical Society, Cadogan came 
to know and to occasionally lunch with 
Gcorgc Kcnncdy Young, former Deputy 
Chief of MI6 and a leading figure in thc 
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anti-Wilson plots. The background to this 
unlikely relationship is rccountcd by 
Cadogan in Unlicensed Rebel of the Right, 
which appeared in full in Open Eye. The 
extracts from the journal, published below, 
confirm much of theaccountgivcn in Smear! 
of Young's activities in the mid-scventics. 

25 July 1974 

George K Young had lunch with me today in 
he Library at Conway Ilall. He tells me that the 
Conservative Party has collapsed in Scotland 
and Tories in general hardly know what they 
stand for because they don't have what Heath 
stands for. 

t l e  is working on something I think he called 
plan B. Like me, he expects the collapse of 
central government, but we are working in 
utterly different ways form oppositeends of the 
political spectrum. I-le, in company with about 
a dozen others, has drawn up a plan (and had it 
bound!) and discussed it with the I-lead of the 
Secret Service [Maurice Oldfield] and a top 
man in the Special Branch [possibly Ernic 
Bond]. It involves, or is intended to involve 
Lord Lieutenants, Chief Constables and their 
kind. He is looking for sorne kind of base in the 
Royal Society of St George and the Ratepayers 
Association, to which, he say, some thirteen 
million people have paid their 25p. Gerald 
Howarth,ex-Society oflndividualists, is much 
involved. t l e  thinks the outcome of the present 
crisis will be violent but we didn't discuss it in 
detail. In m y  view the violence has only to be 
marginal or we lose the day and end up with 
another authoritarian regime. He takes the 
regional case but makes less of it than 1 do. I-le 
uses a military formula for workirlgthingsout: 
Objects, Factors, Courses, Plan. 

I-le saw Enoch Powell last week for about an 
hour and a half but doesn't think much of him. 
Fle ratted oh his own party people and 
constituents in the middle of an election build- 
up. I-leis makingthemistakeofgettingdirectly 
involved in Ulster politics (in looking for a 
constituency there), fatal in George's vieul - 
and generafiy seems to have lost out. 

I asked him about Rees-Mogg's extraordinary 
outburst on a return to the gold standard. He 
tells me that R-M is fishing for a peerage and 
that no PM in recent years has taken him 
seriously. A weak government likes to have 
weak-and that they certainly have. R-M 
is a lightweight. Ile has not replied to my offer 
to take up Roy Lewis's suggestion, in a letter 
published recently, that someone should say 
what extra-parliamentary action is. George 
tells me that Lewis edited a series of books of 
which one of his - Merchant Bankinq - - 
numbered. 

I asked him about the Far Right. The Monday 
Club, he says, is virtually in a state of self- 
destruction. What he said about lonuthan 
Guiness turned out to be about right. But the 
Monday Club in the Midlands has developed a 
life of its own and could be of consequence. 
Of the National Front it seems that there is a 
chap called Roy [Bramwell] who is a self-made 

millionaire and who reckons to get rid of both 
john Tyndall and Martin Webster within two 
years. George doubts ifhe will make it. It will 
take a good organiser to beat Webster to the 
draw! 

I showed him the cover design of m y  DIRECT 
DEMOCRACY and he was interested and 
sympathetic. t l e  is veryfrank with meand l a m  
equally straight with him. It is a strange 
relationship. He mentioned, in some context or 
other, that hehadpreviously beenmuch involved 
in planning the overthrow or the bolstering of 
Governments (presumably in he Middle East) 
so that his present activity was not all that 
different! 

Aye! Aye! Today's TIMES carries quitea long 
report on theemergency organisation that GKY 
described to me last week, but his name is kept 
out of it. Now the climate will really begin to 
change ... Whenthepoliticiansseeothersgetting 
ready to do their job because they have failed, 
there will besomevery interestingsequelsfrom 
all directions! 

29 October 1974 

lames Robertson came to see me last week. It 
was at this meeting that the first seeds of 
TURNING POINT- 1975 to the present -were 
sown. Ipul it to him that alllcould thinkofwas 
doing a series of working lunches at Conway 
Hall - and see what might come of it. He is 
going to invite Dick Taverne and I have G K 
Young, Marian Boyars, Michael Barnes and 
Malcolm MacEwen in mind. Something might 
corm of it. 

5 December 1974 

We had the working lunch for ten people today 
(at the Flall). My guests were G K Y ,  Michael 
Barnes, Alex Cox and Marian Boyars. James 
had three guests including Tony Wilson of 
British O x y ~ e n .  Tomoko Sato acted as co-host 
with me. At the very end George staggered 
them (except me as privy to the news) by 
revealing that it was he who had drawn up the 
plan that General Walker is now acting on. 
He told us that cadres had been recruited, how 
an alternative communications systemexisted, 
how contacts ranged form the Palace down! 
Shockall round the table! (Note: GKY played 
no further part in the negotiations that led to 
Turning Point!) 

Today I had lunch with GKY at St Stephens 
Club near St lames Park. He told me that when 
hefist had to idea that is not UNISON he saw 
General Templar about it. Templar was 
interested but too old and sick to act and he 
suggested General Walker. George then saw 
General Walker and he, having read George's 
draft, agreed to take on the job. 
The form the thing now takes is that of an 
instant cornrnunicalions network capable of 
acting at the highest level if the established 
machinery ofgovernment and communication 

breaks down. Key contacts to be with Lord 
Lieutenants, GOCs, Police, key MPs and key 
people in a list ofassociations. At the topis Lord 
X ( I  was told his name but it did not mean 
anything to me and 1 forgot it), but he too is a 
sick man. The key man in the Commons is Sir 
Freden'ck Bennett and with him are some 
twenty other MPs. The communications 
network will function through he 'ham' radio 
system and another special system of 
communications has beenestablished withsome 
help form the Home Ojfice. UNISON will go 
public later this year. 

There used to be, hesaid, an emergency system 
in  this country based on the counties 
(presumably a reference to theRegiona1 Seats of 
Government set up in the 'twenties after the 
experienceof theGeneralStrikeand reactivated 
in the 'fifties in faceof thepossibility of nuclear 
war. PC) but Heathdismantled it as a reflection 
on his capacity togovernand Wilson, &ithfive 
'Communists' in his Cabinet. was in novosition 
to revive it. George is a litt k free wi t i  his use 
of the word 'Communist' but does not seeReds 
under the bed! 

Hesees a General Electionproducinga minority 
Thatcher Government and no progress. When 
it breaks down or threatens to do so, there will 
be a need for a new initiative. He has set up a 
group of about a hundred Tory MPs who are 
alerted to the possibility and will take suitable 
action. What action is yet to be determined. 
Discussing how theeventual breakdown might 
take place he instances the case of Darmstadt in 
the 1923 crisis. The local authority could not 
pay its bills, the local bank could not or would 
not helpand the troublespread. A localauthority 
in England might owe over £100 million and 
raise money on very short terms, ie on 24 hour 
loans. If and when it gets to the point that 
accumulated borrowing means that current 
liabilities plus intereit payments are such that 
costs cannot be met - then the Darmstadt spirnl 
might'begin here. 

26 March 1981 

A two-hour lunch with GKY at the Caledonian 
Club in Halkin Street. He tells me that the 
emergency organisation UNISON was formed 
in 1967[?]and TORYACTIONsubsequently. 
He has been the Secretary and the moving force 
in TORY ACTION since its foundation but he 
has told people that he will resign next month 
on the occasion of his 70th birthday. 

He tells me that the Hollis crisis engendered by 
Chapman Pincher is a money-makinggimmick 
and tlollis mas not a double agent. Hollis was 
a rather ineffectual Head, and that's all. 

He identified Malcolm Mclntosh in the PM's 
office as the kev man on the Soviet Union. 
Apparently he was with Koniev during the 
war. He (George), Michael Culvert and others 
are working on a Special Operations iden and 
the production of a paper for submission to 
Maggie. But Culvert is apparently a little past 
it and George is taking thinks out of his hands 
as regards costingetc. As usual wegot on very 
well. General Walker's project has apparently 
run down. 
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There seems t o  be considerable merit in 
keeping as quiet as possible about this 
politically sensitive issue. 

- W R Morgan, DTI official, July 1988 

Betrayed: The Real Story of the Matrix 
Churchill Trial, David Leigh with Richard 
Norton-Taylor, Bloomsbury, 1993 
Trading with the Enemy: Britain's Arming of 
Iraq, John Sweeney, Pan, 1993 
Guns, Lies and Spies: How We Anned Iraq, 
Chris Cowley, Hamish Hamilton, 1992 

It is becoming more and more apparent 
that  Iraqgate is assuming for the 
Conservative administration of the last 
fourteen years, the same importance as the 
Watergate scandal and Iraq-Contra 
scandals did for American republican 
governments. As with those affairs, what 
has emerged so far is only part of a much 
bigger scandal of a secret government 
network centred on the arms business and 
involving deception of Parliament, illegal 
arms sales and corruption. 

I f  the full story does surface, the scenario 
appears to be something like this. Mrs 
Thatcher, anxious to give as much support 
as possible to Britain's arms industry - our 
only major profitable manufacturing sector 
- put the intelligence services to work 
gathering information on arms markets 
and sales. The big success for these 
endeavours was theE5 billion Al-Yamamah 
Tornado deal with Saudi Arabia which 
was won against strong competition from 
France and the United States. Besides the 
intelligence being put through normal 
channels  via the Joint Intelligence 
Committee.  a secret and discreet 
intelligence'pipeline'wasdeveloped which 
ran from the Prime Minister's office. The 
conduit for this information appears to 
have been family members who passed on 
information to friends and business 
partners ingroups suchas the'Savoy Mafia'. 
Armed with up-to-the-minuteinformation 
on forthcoming arms deals, a sympathetic 
Thatcherite group of wheeler-dealers, 
formerintelligenceoperatives, bankers and 
arms manufacturers used the information 
to get in first with bids and agreements. 
One victim of this group would appear to 
have been Astra Holdings. 

Some of thedeals, such as the Al-Yamamah 
deal, involved huge 'kickbacks'. Strong 
rumourscurrentlycirculatingindicate that 
money from those deals went not only into 
private pockets but also into Tory Party 
off-shore coffers. I t  may be purely co- 
incidence that Mark Thatcher took his 
millions to Switzerland at around the same 
time that the Tory Party transferred its off- 
shore fund to a Swiss account. 

The gaffe was blown before Mrs Thatcher 
was forced to step down as party leader, 
when her former close aide with MI6 
connections, Ian Gow, went to see her 
privately to warn her that details of her 
son's business dealings were becoming 
increasingly embarrassing and were likely 
to be aired in the press. 

Major components of this scenario also 
include the following: 

1 The relationship with the murderous 
Chilean regimeof GeneralPinochet and 
thearmsdealer, CarlosCardeon, which 
developed in secret after the Falklands 
War. This involved close co-opcration 
between MI6 and Chilean intclligencc 
which partly explains thc sensitivity n i  

the murder of journalist, J o n a t h ~ n  
Moylc. 

2 As payback for the help given during 
the Falklands, Mrs Thatcher agreed to 
let MI6off the leash to undertakecovert 
operations which the US Senate would 
not allow the CIA to conduct. This 
included supplying clandestine arms 
supplies. 

3 The case of the British company, 
Allivane, which illegally but with the 
knowledgeof thegovernment, supplicd 
arms to both Iran and Iraq. Closcly 
involved with Cardeon and James 
Guerin 's  International Signal and 
Control company, the scandal of 
Allivane is believed to be, by those 
following the story, bigger than thc 
Matrix Churchill affair and at the heart 
of what was really going on. For 
background, see 'When George Bush 
met JamesGuerin'in Business Age, July/ 
August 1993, which amazingly treads 
all over the libel laws. 

4 And, of course, Iraqgate itself. 

There was the secret policy tilt towards 
Iraqby theunited Statesand Britain, durlng 
which MI6and Iraqi intelligencedeveloped 
a closerclationship. Although the CIA had 
a presence in Baghdad, it was not engaged 
in intelligence gathering and thc agency 
had to rcly, increasingly on MI6 for that 
task. In January 1988, Trade Sccrctary, 
Alan Clark, admitted that British policy on 
Iraq was dependent on Washington and 
thaiintcl~i~e~cewasbein~sharedbetwecn 
MI6 and the CIA which, in some instances, 
went straight to the White Housc. 

I t  was wrong, however, to assume that 
British policy had put the 'short-term 
interestsof intelligencegatheringand arms 
sales before the long-term good of stability 
in the region', a s  more  than one 
commentator has suggested. Evidence 
coming from both sides of thc Atlantic 
suggests that there was a co-ordinatcd 
effort, very early on -closely monitored by 
the intelligenceagencies - to build up Iraq's 
military arsenal as part of a Middle East 
strategy to counter  Iranian Shi'ite 
fundamentalism. A declassified National 
Security directive signed in October 19S9 
by President Bush considered it a top 
priority to give money and technology to 
IraqbccauseSaddam was seen as thcSWcst's 
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policemen in he region'. Saddam Hussein 
was an anti-communist and was seen as a 
counter to a radical Islamic Iran, which 
threatened to sweep across theMiddleEast 
and undermine the oil kingdoms in the 
region. 

Britain's policy was mainlydictated by the 
prospect of favours from a key regional 
power with the potential to be the world's 
second biggest oil producer. In the 
aftermath of the Iran-Iraq war, imports of 
Iraqi oil rocketed and the price at which 
Baghdad sold the crude to Britain was 
lower than that from any other Middle East 
source. In return for cheap oil, Britain sold 
military technology to Hussein. 

Withtheknowledgeof MI6,Iraqfunded its 
weapon procurement network principally 
through the Atlanta branch of the Italian 
government-owned. Banca Nazionale del 
Lavoro (BNL). Between 1985 and 1989, 
BNL made five billion dollars worth of 
illegalloans -thebiggest fraud in American 
history. MI6 was also aware that BNL 
received the bulk of its funds from the 
Bankofcredit and CommerceInternational 
which supplied money at unheard of 
interest rates. BCCI apparently had a 
'special relationship' with Iraq,a fact known 
to the Bank of England. Kickbacks from 
some of the arms deals are said to have 
been salted away in secret Iraqi BCCI 
accountsin thecayman Islands. ~ i c o r d i n ~  
to the Independent, MI6 used BCCI to fund 
arms sales to Iraq which may explain the 
damp squib nature of the Bingham report 
into the bank's collapse and the efforts of 
the government to cover-up. 

Thus it would appearthat thegovernment's 
wish to promote trade, the Foreign Office 
diplomatic efforts and the interests of MI6 
all conveniently co-incided in what the 
Daily Telegruph, deemed to be 'a bizarre tale 
of spying, murder and political intrigue.' 

Elements of the story are contained in the 
three paperbacks which have appeared 
over the last six months. Additions to a 
steadily growing body of material on 
Iraqgate, more is promised in the autumn 
on Mark Thatcher and aspects of the 
Allivane case. The Leigh is an instant, 
essential and valuable record of theMatrix 
Churchill court case which provides a lot 
of the detail provided in the MI5/MI6 
documents, which wereeventuallyhanded 
over to the defence team. The Observer's 
John Sweeney looks at the background of 
the relationship between Britain and Iraq 
and the secret arms trade. I t  is less a nuts 
and bolts study and more a personal, 
polemical account highlighting the human 
rights issues. It is a good read and more so 
for its display of anger. 

Chris Cowley's is a personal memoir of his 
time with Gerald Bull and his involvement 

in the supergun saga. He makes a case, 
which 1 believe, that the original 'gun' was, 
infact,alaunchertoput aprimitivesatellite 
into orbit, which is one reason why it was 
allowed to go ahead. Cowley's account 
always seems to be on the edge of some 
major revelation but never quite delivers, 
though there are some important tales of 
corruption in the Belgian end of the arms 
network. At the end of the book he does, 
however, offer some tantalising snippets 
of conversations made by Bull who, when 
he knew things were going badly for him, 
began to record his telephone calls. 
Someone has these, has the Scott enquiry 
sought them out? I very much doubt it. 

Although there was initial scepticism that 
the inquiry under Lord Justice Scott would 
deliver, opinions changed and some 
observers felt that  people had 
underestimated his desire and ability to 
get at the truth. However,despite revealing 
much duplicity by civil servatns, it now 
looks as if the inquiry will be something of 
a disappointment. He has indicated that 
the purpose of the witnesses is merely to 
plug holes in thedocumentary record. The 
questioning has been weak and hardly 
thorough. It certainly lacks the aggression 
of American Senate committees and even 
of British inquiries held in public such as 
the Lynskey Tribunal. 

The idea, which Scott seems to hold, that 
the story can be told through official 
documents is either naive or a-deliberate 
move to dilute the inquiry. I t  will look 
good, appear authoritative but will fail to 
get to thebottomofa scandal whichgoes to 
the very heart of British government and 
Thatcherite activities in the 1980s. 

The Devon Island Account- Leslie Aspin's 
Statement 

There have been a few articles in the British 
Press which have touched upon British 
connections to the Iran-Contra scandal -in 
particular, the activities of David Walker 
and his mercenarycompany, KMS - but, as 
yet, no onehas pulled together thematerial 
which continues to surface. 

For instance, we know that the outlines of 
the Iran-Contra operation were known 
from an early stage by British intelligence. 
GCHQhad beensupplying Whitehall with 
communications picked up by its Cyprus 
station but these were not detailed enough 
to provide a clear picture of what was 
really happening. Recently published 
books and articles on the relationship 
between Oliver North and Terry Waite 
have revealed that on 8 December 1985, 
Robert Macfarlane, Reagan's former 
National Security adviser, flew to London 
with North for a meeting with the arms 
dealer, Manucher Ghorbanifar, two Israeli 

arms dealers, Adolph Schwimmer and 
Ya'acov Nimrodi, a Mossad veteran living 
in London, theBritish-bornDavid Kimiche, 
previously Deputy Director of Mossad and 
then director-general of the Israeli Foreign 
Ministry, and Richard Secord, a retired US 
air force general who was responsible for 
arranging the transport of arms to Israel. 
MI3 bugged the secret meeting at the 
London hotel. Intelligence reports, 
classified for "UK Eyes Only' so as not to 
antagonise the United States, werc then 
passed by the Joint IntelligenceCommittee 
to the Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, 
her deputy, William whitelaw, Foreign 
Secretary, Geoffrey Howe and Defence 
Secretary, Michael Heseltine. 

On 20 February 1986, Sir Antony Acland, 
Permanent Secretary at the Foreign Office, 
and Sir Percy Cradock, Chair of the JIC, 
flew to Washington for talks with Admiral 
Poindexter, MacFarlane's successor on the 
National Security Council. Without 
disclosing their own intelligence, Acland 
and Cradock informed that Admiral that 
'there were on the diplomatic circuit, 
rumours that there was some kind of deal 
between the Americans and the Iranians 
over the hostages'. According to the 
Americans present, theBritishclaimed that 
the rumours  originated from 'Tiny' 
Rowland of Lonhro. Acland went on to 
vresent 'the firm view of the British 
Government that thereshould be nodeals'. 
I'oindexter gave Acland 'no indication of 
any kind that there was a deal'. Although 
London was angered at being misled, the 
British Government refused to push the 
issue mainly because of Mrs Thatcher's 
high regard for President Reagan. 

How the British security services came to 
hear about the London meeting had not 
been revealed but it is possible that they 
learned of its existence through the 
involvement of a number of MI6 'assets'on 
the fringes of theaffair. One was Ian Spiro, 
whose suicide, or murder, generated a 
number of conflicting theories. The most 
interesting snippet of information being 
that Spiro 'was placed in touch with Ollie 
by the cousins (MI6)', according toa former 
American ambassador, Eugene Douglas, 
in Esquire magazine (March 1993). After 
Spiro's death, the shredders at Century 
Housebegan working overtime, emptying 
his personal file. The other possible asset 
was Leslie Aspin, who had been a low- 
level MI6 agent during the seventies, 
providing information on IRA arms 
supplies and mercenary recruitment 
operations. Aspin's brother, Michael, was 
sentenced to six years imprisonment for 
his part in an arms scam involving Iran. 
The Aspin's had claimed that they had 
been working for Northaspart of theBritish 
end of theoperation. The Judge dismissed 
their defence as a fantasy; however, Private 
Eye has been running -over the last couple 
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of years -some interesting pieces suggesting 
that what they claimed was indeed true. In 
this context, it is worth printing the 
statement made by Leslie Aspin on 1 May 
1987. 

In June  1984, I was contacted b y  a M r  Casey 
who was then head of the C I A  in the United 
States of America. I met M r  Casey through a 
M r  Lenard Katz, who is ex-Chief of narcotics 
advocate in Europe, retired. He requested me to 
assist i n  the sale of Tow  missiles to Iran, in 
exchange for hostages held. These hostages 
were being held in Lebanon. 

So i nJune  1984, Istarteda series of meetings in 
London, I suppose there were probably six to 
eight meetings all told in that month, one of 
them being at the U S  Embassy, Grosvenor 
Square. During these meetings I was given 
'phone numbers of Col Oliver North  - 202 355 
5387 and Richard Secord - 703 893 2545 or 
2549. I was also i n  contact wi th  Rob Owen  and 
Dave Ginman and I could contact them on  215 
6885708, but m y  first contact w i th  Rob Owen  
and Oliver North was in 1983. During these 
series of meetings it was discussed as how one 
could get the hostages released, the ways of 
doing it, some of them improper, some of them 
proper. Idecided that m y  best bet was to swap 
T o w  missiles for hostages as we  knew they 
desperately wanted, that's the Iranians, the 
T o w  missiles. I therefore contacled a M r  Ben 
Banerjee, who is a registered licensed arms 
dealer. W e  had several meetings at his home, 
and in  London. I was being paidexpenses only 
and I had to obtain a commission, if necessary, 
from Banerjee, for any  profit that I was likely io 
make, but because of his greed, the deal did not 
mature to pay me, but  I understand that he 
made huge profit and i n  m y  opinion it was his 
greed that led to thefailuretorelease the hostages. 

The  route for this deal was to be Lisbon to Iran, 
so after many 'phone calls and meetings I took 
Banerjee t o  Lisbon i n  October 1984 and 
November 1984. Each time we  booked into the 
Ritz  Hotel. I then contacted a M r  Jonas Botto 
of Bravia, which is a member of the National 
Industries of Defence and M r  Tony  Lopez, 
whose address I had received from m y  brother, 
along wi th  his 'phone number. After meeting 
wi th  them, and various 'phone calls, it was 
decided that they would help me to put the 
mechanics of all this together, ie the arrival in 
LisbonoftheTow missile,atransferformilitay 
craft to Tehran. IalsotookBanerjeeat this time 
to the Director of National Armaments,  which 
is the National Industries of Defence. I hadan 
agreement  d r a w n  u p  be tween  Nat ional  
Industries of Defence and Ben Banerjee's 
company, B R G. W Industries Ltd, Longbarn 
House, Ravenstone, Olney ,  Bucks,MK46 5 A S .  
This was on 6 October 1984, the reference 
number was P442. I enclose a copy of this  for 
your attention. I also enclose the Certificate 
signed by  General Alvares, which has a serial 
number333118/84 S .AQ and again this is for 
TOW missiles and I enclose a copy, as it is also 
addressed to Ben Banerjee. 

At  the same time, Ihad an agreement made out 
for Delta Partners, so i f  Ben Banerjee felldown 
on his job or tried to deceive us  in any  way, I 
coulddrov h im and carru on the workwi th  that 
company, although I must  confess, it was 
Banerjee's British license that we needed for 
this to carry any  weight behind i t .  A t  one 
meeting i n  the Ritz ,  I introduced Banerjee to a 
M Y  George Rachelle, a German, and a M Y  
Costas Gasparis, Greek. A t  this meeting it was 
agreed that Iwouldgo to Zurich and meet with 
a M r  Ghorbanifar who would act on behalf of 
the Iranians. O n  m y  return to England I made 
a full report of what had happened to the U S A ,  
that is to say, I 'phoned Oliver North's office 
and Ispoketo Colonel Earl on  202 3565387and 
informed him ofwhat hadhappened. Ialsogave 
m y  brother, Michael, the agreement that was 
made out to Delta and told h im  of m y  progress 
and m y  progress wi th  Botto, who was his 
connection and also Tony  Lopez, who was also 
Mike's connection. 

I then went to Zurich on 14 November 1984, 
wi th  Ben Banerjee, where we booked into the 
Opera Hotel. I enclose a letterhead from them. 
A M r  George R [deleted] arrived, who, i n  fact, 
lives quite near to the hotel, along wi th  M r  0 S 
[name deleted], who is ex-US Army  officer, 
although he is German and is also a member of 
the C I A .  His phone number is [deleted] and he 
lives at [deleted]. He was also at that time 
actingas M r  Ghorbanifar's aide-de-campe and 
escorting him everywhere; they had, in fact, 
jus t  come from H a m b u r g ,  where  M Y  
Ghorbanifarhad beenconductingmeetings with 
the Mullahs, that is to say the religious leaders 
who were overseeing this affair, live i n  a villa, 
just outside Hamburg. 

The  meetingat the Hotel Opera went well, with 
M Y  Ghorbanifar, Banerjeesupplied his invoices 
fro Tow ,  whichMr Ghorbanifaraccepted. That 
night Ben and I had a meeting with Col. North 
and Bill Buckhj ,  who was headof CIA,Lebanon. 
Ben at this stage was 100% sure of offcial U S  
backing on the project, as he had now met wi th  
North again, this seemed to give h i  more 
confidence. He had previously met North, 
when North wasa C I A  agent i n  Sweden. After 
Ben had left Iwasgivendetails ofbankaccounts 
and the names of companies I could use, plus I 
was told to go to Paris to open more accounts 
wi th  Banerjee, in the name of Devon Island. 
Theair  transportation was to be carried out by 
a subs id iary  company  of Sou thern  A i r  
Transport, a company run b y  a retired U S  Air 
Force General. His phone number was 703 893 
2545 or 48 .  The  companies were CSF  
Compagn ie  Serv ices  Fudic iar ies ,  Blake 
~ e s o h r c e s  and D m o n  Island. A n  account had 
already been opened in Credit Suisse, for Blake 
~ e s o u r c e s ,  t h a t  account  n u m b e r  was  
386430221. Devon Island was to open its 
account in Paris at the Bank of Credit and 
Commerce, of which I believe you have the 
business card of the manager who we met at a 
later date. Ben and I flew to Paris, we then 
opened theaccounts. Northand Mr  Ghorbanifar 
were there. W e  were met by the representative 

from the bank and driven in a black limousine 
to the Hilton FIotel, where the bank has rooms 
at its permanent disposal. I remember very 
clearly on the way to the hotel t h t  Ben use the 
phone i n  the care, i n  the bank's car that is, to 
phone his wife in England. The  accounts that 
were open were, number 1 account - 10 213 
8625 into which U S  $5,000,000 was placed, 
number 2 account - 10 243 9723, the interest 
account number 3 - 10 24 400 25, t h t  accouwt 

only had the signatures of North nnd Banerjee. 
O n  all of the others, I was a co-sign~zto y along 
wi th  Banerjee and Ghortlanifar. 

W e  returned to the United Kingdom over the 
next few days. M Y  Ghorbanifar phoned meand 
said he had a problem and we would have to 
travel to I l ~ ~ m b u r g ,  where the two Mullahs 
lived to sort it out. Iphoned the LISA 202 356 
5387 and spoke to Col Earl, North's assistant, 
andexplained theproblem to h im.  Ialsoadaised 
m y  brother that there were problems, as he at 
that time was to start to arrange t k  insurance, 
as this hnd been a problem and the Mullahs 
were concerned that their money would not be 
covered in the men t  of a disaster wi th  the 
aircraft which, under the circumstances, could 
possibly be blown up  i n  mid-air Dy Iraqiagents 
orotherprties.  Ben Bancrjee hnd agreed to this 
as well. 

I had various meetings in 1 llzinburg, IJaris, 
Frankfurt, Zurich and London. The  dates in tn 
passport as follows - I vi.;ited Lisbon on 18 
October ar~d 4 November. I visited Zurich on 
14 Nooerr~ber. I visited Paris on 1.5 Nowmber  
1984,28 November 1984,30  h'ovember 1984 
and6 December 1984.1 visited I-Ia,tlburgnn 20 
December 1984,19 December 1984,16Junuary 
1985. 1 also made various trips during this 
period in military aircrnft to and from bases in 
Europe, in which case m y  pnssport wtzs not 
stamped. I enclose a photostict copy of tny 
passport stamps. 

A t  various times during these m e t i n g ;  was a 
gentleman by the name of Willillrn Buckley, 
Oliver North, Manjur Ghorbrtnifar, G I<, 0 S, 
Ben 8anerjt.e and myself, Les As;~in .  /Ill t k  
meetings wrre conducted for e..rarnpk, in 
Hamburg at the Calripinski 1 IoLrl, which is nlso 
known as the Atlantic l lotzl ,  in he Shrraton 
Hotel, Frankfurt, at the t lotel  O l~r ru  i n  Zurirk 
the Nilton I-lotel in Paris, the Churchill 1 lotel 
in London and the Portrnan Flotel in London, 
Lyon Trrzill /Ittenborough's offices and also in 
a private villrz, just outside FIarriburg. This is 
where the two Mullrzhs in fact lioeil, who hnd 
thefinal wordon most things. A t  this tirr~e Ire- 
advised m y  brother that there wert.stillproble~r~s 
wi th  the insurance and he shoul~l arrange it as 
soon as possible, as the Mullahs ulc.re pushing 
fora copy ofthedocument. Again, Ijen U~zrrzrjr.~ 
agreed to this. O n e  of the rrlost important 
meetings was on the ale o f 3  D e c r ~ ~ ~ D e r ,  at the 
Frankfurt Sheraton. Becauseon the morriiriy of 
the 6 th  a car arrived to pick Tne u p  fro the 
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Iranian Embassy in Bonn. I went i n  thecur to 
Bonn, witha letter given to ine b y  Ghnrbrzni$zr. 
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I gave this letter to the Ambassador, M Y  
Mohammed laved Salari. Heasked me to wait 
for possibly oneor two hours, for the paperwork 
to be competed. I went to a Chinese restaurant 
just next door to the Embassy and had a meal. 
When I returned to the Iranian Embassy I was 
given a letter for Ben Banerjee and three End 
Users Certificates. The first one being for 
20,000 Tow missiles, the second one being for 
5,040piecesof .75cal9mmpistoland 10,000,000 
rounds ofammunitionand thethird onewas for 
10,000 Uzisub-machineguns. lshould mention 
here that 40 CZ pistols had already been 
delivered via Viennaas a trial run to prove Ben 
Banerjee's capabilities. At this meeting I also 
requested that the Tow requisition be made out 
for Delta,still keepingin my mind that Banerjee 
could double-cross us. That night I flew to 
Paris and met Ben at the I-lilton Hotel in Paris, 
where Iphotocopied all the documents and gave 
the originals to Banerjee. The following day he 
deposited them at the Bank of Credit and 
Commerce and we returned to England. 

In the middle of December, Mr Ghorbanifar 
phoned me tosay that therewasasmallproblem 
yet again, and could I arrange to have Ben 
Banerjee and company to attend meetings in 
London, where Mr Riazi the Prime Minister 
would be, but unfortunately, Mr Riazi had the 
flu,butat various meetings where1 tried tokeep 
the group separate, he gazr a political speech 
and assured one and all that ezleything was . - 
OK and that he was still t y i n g  to arrange for 
the release of hostages. At this time, Ben 
Banerjee put the price of the Tow missiles up, 
against my advice. By this time, my brother 
had arranged the insuranceetc, but in Januay  
~ r ~ k o r b a n i f a r c a m e t o  l on don where~anerjk  
pickedhim upat HeathrowAirport and brought 
him to Lyon Traill Attenborough, where he 
gave me his own cheque, which I then gave to 
~anerjee. It was during this meeting that my 
brother Michael walked in, and I said "enough 
is enough, you will now have to c a r y  on this 
without me.". One must bear in mind that the 
paperwork process that was now going to be 
dealt with I was not familiar with, and that I 
had completed my part of the operation and my 
brother was now wellenough to caryon himself 
in any case. At this meeting there was a 
William Harper, Ben Banerjee, and various 
other people, including Ghorbanifar. Prior to 
this, I had several meetings at Lyon Traill 
Attenborough's office with William Harper 
present. During one of these meetings I had 
Banerjeetherewitha representative from Lisbon 
for the National Industries of Defence, from 
which we were again reassured that the doors 
were open for the flights to come in. 

During this period of time, another company 
was formed called Kenard International SA,  
Apartado 6-4298, Estafata. Eldorado, Panama 
City, Panama. An  account was opened in the 
Indo-Suez Bank, 39 Ali Shaffar, Luxembourg. 
The account number was 8961. The telex 
number of the Bank is 1254. The telephone 
number is 010 352 47671 and the manager of 
accounts was a Mr Schiltz. At the same time 

Mr Schiltz made aware, by tested telex from 
Morgan Guaranty, New York, that money could 
arrive there for departure to Indo-Suez Bank in 
favour of account number 8961. 

I am also sending you the letter form Scope to 
Mr Ben Banerjee, confirming that in exchange 
...fo r supply 5,000 Tow and other equipment. 
I include a letter which is a covering letterfrom 
the Iranian Embassy in Bonn. This clearly 
states that Mr  Banerjee and Mr Ghorbanifar 
were involved in the supply of Tow missiles, 
and I also include a letter from the Iranian 
Embassy in Bonn, which is for 20,000 units of 
Tow, and confirming that funds are available. 
I also include a letter which is from Bravia to 
Ben Banerjee, confirming, onceagain, the Tow 
missiles. I also confirm that Bravia gave an 
identical letter to Delta, which I handed to my 
brother. I also confirm that the letter form 
Bonn, which is addressed to Messrs B Rand W 
Industries, in which it confirms the Frankfurt 
meetings, wasalsogiven to my brother Michael, 
address to Delta, and 1 would also confirm that 
one of the documents that I have seen that 
apparently was produced as police evidence, 
document number61-LE/20,isin fact aforge y. 
The 10,000pieces of Uzi 9mm have been added, 
this is not one of the originaldocuments or copy 
of the original documents that I brought back 
from Bonn. 

I also include some airline tickets, boarding 
cards, hotel receipts and it will be interesting 
foryou to note that on the backof theseboarding 
cards, I visited the Duty-Free Shop and it gives 
the dates in which the flights were actually on, 
ifthat cannot bechecked with theflight carriers. 

I would also like to confirm at this stage, that 
because of the Iranians keep changing from 
FOB CIF, in  particular this was M r  
Ghorbanifar, it causedso muchconfusionalong 
with Banerjee increasing his price, whichin my 
opinion led to the downfall of this. 

Thereason lam makingthisstatement is because 
next week in the United States of America there 
is going to be a Senate Committee hearing, 
when I think most of this information will be 
disclosed at some point, and I wish to get my 
side of the s t o y  out, including telephone 
numbers and account numbers which at this 
moment have not been made avaihble to the 
general public, and there is no way I could have 
this information unless 1 had participated in 
this transaction. 

Iwouldalso like tochrify that my dealings were 
solely with the CIA and my brothers with the 
Defence Agency, who were both in contact at 
various times with each other. 

Iwouldalso add that lam still workingwith the 
CIA, whichputs meina v e y  invidiousposition 
in as much as I am still working toward the 
possible release of the hostages, by arranging 
transactions inothertypes ofequipment, mainly 
radar and missile systems. 

I categorically state that unless a High Court 
Judge personally directs me to speak to any 
British officials, including the police, I will not 
be available to anybody and this is thz only 
statement that I am going to make. 

The statement that I hazr made to the pollce I 
believe I told them what they wanted to know, 
what they wanted to hear, which I hatle been 
very, very wary of ,  because various docu,rients 

have turned up since then, in the hands of 
American officials, so it is obvious to ?ne that 
their security is not what it should bc and there 
is not way I could entrust myself or the 
knowledge that I have, information, into the 
hands of the Britishpolice. In particular, not to 
help certain persons further their career, orfor 
this information to be used forpoliticnlscandnl, 
inparticuhr,against the President ofthe 11r~ited 
States. 

I would muchprefer the Britishpolice to think 
of me as an idiot and a bit player in this ulliole 
affair. 

Also bearing in mind that during the couric of 
these transactions one of the parties involved 
was taken hostage himself in Lebanon, nnd 
eventually tortured todeath,and he luashudof 
the CIA in Beirut at that time. 

Once again, I say, my name is Leslie Alan 
Aspin, I reside at 47 Desmond Drirge, Olcnnt, 
Norwich and this is the end of my statetnent. 

In 1992, Senator John Kerry's i n q u ~ r y  into 
the collapse of BCCI discovered that thcre 
was indeed a top-secret account of that 
namein the Parisbranch of thcbank. Kcrry 
tricd to gain access to the account callcd 
DcvonIslandbut wasblockcd by  theBritish 
authorities. One wonders, why? 

One of my regrets is that, in 1990 1 had a 
clcar out  of files and  cuttings which I 
t h o u g h t  were  n o  longer  r ~ l c \ ~ a n t  o r  
required. Onehuge fileof clippings, \vhich 
I had been collecting since 1983, \vas on 
BCCI. I don't know why, by I always had 
a fccling that something was fishy about 
that bank. It had a11 the tcll-talc signs of 
anotherCastleBank-ie,afront foracti\,itics 
of t h e  intel l igences services. I 12.a~ 
particularly intrigued by thc in\,ol\~cnicnt 
ofTory MPs, Julian Amery and Sir Frcdcrick 
Bcnnctt a s  advisers of the bank, though 
nothing was ever found to suggest, nor d o  
I, that their relationship with thobank was 
anything other than proper and correct. 

Nick Kochan, co-author of Bankrupt, The 
BCCIFraud (Gollancz, 1991) rcvic\vcd I'ctcr 
Trucll and Larry Gurwin's exccllcnt IICCI- 
The Inside Sto y of the World's Most Corrupt 
Financial Empire (Bloomsbury, 1993) in the 
Guardian (2.2.93). The review containccl a 
rcmarkablcpassage which appc'lrs to have 
gone unnoticed. H e  talked about a 'scrics 
of nctworks in the British Establishrncnt. 
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Evidence is now available of the multitude 
of leading politicians who enjoyed BCCI's 
excellent hospitality, had accounts with its 
branches, and even (reputedly) collected 
envelopes containing fresh pound notes 
(for charity, of course) on their visits to 100 
Leadenha11 Street, where the bank had its 
headquarters. With this network in place, 
it begins to become clear why BCCI was 
able to keep its UK banking licence for so 
long' - and also possibly why the British 
authorities would not like details of the 
Devon lsland account to be revealed. 

Reprinted opposite i s  a quite astonishing 
memorandum which was posted to 
Labour MP, Jeff Rooker, who at the time 
was a prominent member of the Commons 
Public Accounts Committee and a well- 
known pursuer of financial scandals. 
Rooker sent a copy of the memo to Mrs 
Thatcher, who passed i t  on  to ' the 
appropriate authorities'. Nothing more 
was heard of thememo until its existence 
was mentioned in Private Eye (19.6.96). 
Theauthorand provenancearenotknown 
but it certainly deserves investigation. 

?k. cixkzaz C o p 7  Po.: 
I 

Wau%?ace: h r t i c l e s  on  aAc a n d  HXG b:::ar t o  o b t a i n  
T o r n a d o  o t c .  bus :nes ;  -------------------------.-------------------------- 

:ha i n l l a t e d  c c n t : n c r / l T ?  sns c : n c e l l c d . n o t  - s u s p e n d s d - .  T h o  
?;ice BAe t o p e d  t o  o b t a i n  w a r  i n  I s a t  i l 2 Z  x b o v o  t h e  
co=pa:s:rva p c ~ c c  c h m r i o d  t o  t h e  RA? n c c c r d i n g  t o  ~n : n s i d e r  
:e2or:(%;::ua e x c c u t i v s ) . X l n e  H u s s e l n  u a s  s e v a r o l p  s h o c k o d  
when  h c  d i s c o v e r e d  t h e  uav i 3 : n . T .  t:icd t o  I o r c s  t h e s e  o w - r -  
- . i c e d  - - a ~ r c r a f :  o n  h l n . T h c  oaus O K  t h i s  i n t a n e a d  0 u r : h c s e  uas 

T p c  Z o r ' a n r a n  n i d d l c . c n  r s z i d e n t  1 2  L o n d c n .  Ghmzl  S h a k :  s n d  
!tunl: A t t a l a h .  ar. e x t r s o c l ~ j  u 7 , a t  and t r l o d  Lo 2 s r s o n a l i y  
i n r e r v o n c  u i t h  n z s .  T .  t o  r o z c u s  t h c  d a a l .  O n e  r r a i b l e  
coaarsslcn o f  1 2  n l l l i o n  P o u n d s  p e r  p l a n e  ? a y a b l o  t o  a 
r ? e c i a l  a c c o u n t  o a s  t o  t o  1 7 1 i :  7 5 1  to:  S h m k r  a n d  2 5 :  t o  
A t t a l a h .  A t t o l a h ' s  r o l e  i n  t h l s  d c n l  i: La f a c t  f a r  o o r c  
4 . - ? o r t a n t  - t h a n  ? r o v I o u s l y  r s c o ; n I a c d .  H c  c 1 . i ~ ~  t o  ~ 0 1 L a c t  

E c n c r  :3: t h o  I r n r  b u r  :ha t  t h i s  i r  t o t a l l y  u n t r u e .  
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E D ~ : B I :  Ned== and the:: work o n  t h e  1n :zzdcd  h c z c  a : r b n s o n  
(c1ca::v atan: :or u s e  b y  t h e  USA i n  c a s e  of tension) h r a  
c o n e  L S  a co:?le:o : t i 7  and C h e i r  r i a =  ha5 l e f t  S a u d i  A r a b i s  
?.ad t e c n  t o l d  t h ~ :  t h e  ? : g J e c t  is - 5 u s p e n e c d " .  T h e  c o = ? r n ? ' s  
: , s l d e a :  D u c c t  =anage: h a s  l c f t  f a r  a- e x t a n l e d  l e a v e  lo:  
i l a l l a n d .  . 
T h c r a  a r e  c o n 9 t a n t  ?hoot o a l l s  bc:ue.n X r L .  T .  a n d  X i n g  
? a h a  a-J 51: P e t e r  L s v c n o  a n d  P r i n c e  S u l t a n .  L e r v n s  u a s  i n  
f l c r  t'e 7 e r s o n  t h a t  mods t h e  c r u d a  oLL a r r a n g e n e n t  w h i c h  u s s  
invented t o  e n a b l e  HXG/BAc t o  p a y  t h e  h u p e  c o c n i r s i o n 6  t o  t h e  . 
S a u d i s  nnd  t h c l r  n i d d l c n e n  w h i l s t  s t i l l  a n a b l i n l  H6G a n d  BAo 
t o  r n n c : l c o n i o u s l 7  C c c i s r a  - t h e r e  - a r c  n o  c o n n i a s i o n  > m y c e n t s  
hu us.'. S e v e r a l  n c a D c r s  o f  t h e  S a u d i  R o y a l  f a m i l y  h a r e  
0 ~ t n l 7  t a k o n  s i d e s  a a a l n s t  t h l s  b u s l n e s s  a n d  t h e  O b s s r r e r  
arrlclc of 19:h ! i a r c h  h a s  b e e n  re2;in:ed i n  A r a b i c  i n  S a u d i  
A r a b i a  a-d d i s t r i b u t e d  v l d e l y .  Acc9:din; t o  S a u d i  aou:c.s, 
t h i s  c o u l d  h a v e  o n l y  t e e n  d o n s  b y  s o n e  r e c b o z  o f  t l e  P x s l l y .  

A- e x e = u t i v a  Of O A e  e x ? l a I n =  t h o  ? r i c e .  a l ¶ o  a b o u t  1 2 0 1  a b o v o  
t h e  ? A ?  ? : i ce  b y  t h e  c s a n i a s i o n s  anoc:t?nS t o  o v e r  451 and 
t h e  ( s u c c a s s : ~ ? )  n t t e c p t  by  BAe t o  ch1 :ze  - p r o p e r  p r o f i t  
r i= r ; ln :  o n  unprofitable b u s i n e s s  d o c s  i n  :hc pas:".  E!ncs 
t h e  K i n Z  u n n t e d  t h e s e  hu;r c o n 3 1 s s i c n s  and RAa a n d  Mrs. T .  
n6:esd t o  t h a n .  h e  t o o l 3  c l o a r l r  n o t  a:;us a r n i n s t  t h i s  e x t r a  
c h a r c z  a n d  a l s o  hod  t~ ay;ce t o  - n o  c o n ; o r a i a l  n o s o t i n t i o n " .  

The i r i e  s o u r c c  a l z o  s t a t e s  t h a t  t h s r c  LE C. s l z a h l c  p a ~ n s n t  

t o  t h e  C 0 n a c r . r a t i v e  Pa:tY ( " a  h u f t  s ; i " )  w h i c h  is b e l n a  
a d o i n i s t o r e d  t 7  h a l l s  S a l d  i n  con:unc'.:on w i t l ~  Kack T. 

T h c  c o n t r a c t  is b a i n g  o P c n l y  t a l k e d  a b o u t  i n  t h o  S a u d i  Al: 
F o r c e  a n d  S a c d :  p u b l i c .  T h i s  h a s  n m v c r  h * p ? a n e d  b e f o r e ,  n o -  
o n e  w o u l d  h a v e  d a r e d  t c  u n d e r  a n o r h e r  K i n i .  a n d  i t  s h o w s  t > .  
u e 3 k c r r e d  p o s i r l c n  o f  F a h d .  

A  b i a  t a l k c n n  2 o i n t  i n  t h e  3 c 7 a i  S n z d i  AL: F o r c e  1% t h e  f a c t  
: h a t  t h o ?  a r e  r c c e : v l n l  U - i r - - ' r - * '  T o r n a d o s  o n  w h i c h  
K i n e  Fahd ? n s l ; t e d  undor t h r e a t  t o  c a n c e l  = h e  c o n t ; a o t  
a n d  t h e  RSAF a r e  n o u  t r r l n z  t~ guess u h o a o  n u e ? s a r  w s a p o n o  
t b e r  u i l l  b e  e x p e c t e d  t o  ca::?. ? h e  word  i s .  I t  v l l l  b e  t h o  
P o k i 6 : a n i  b a a b  o n  a s t r i k e  n c a i n s t  1 s ; a e L .  A i p a r a n t l ~ .  HHG 
asread v i s - a - v i s  3A70  t h a t  t h e y  v o u l l  n c t  s u ? p l y  n u c l e a r -  
c a ? a b l e  a i r c r a f t  t o  C h a r d  nan-HAT0 countries. 
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T h e  BAe s o u r c e  s ' a t a ' s  t h a t  t>- ? r i c e  t o  t h a t  c o u n t r y  i. 
c o n ? a r a b l e  t o  j o z d a n .  a b o u t  l!2: a b o v e  t h e  R > . F .  

Rearon: a  l a r g e  f r o n t  p n r c e n !  t o  t h o  UHF0 p a r t y .  i f  t h o  P% 
D r . n a h a t h L r  X o h a a a d  is t o  be  b o l l e v e d  nDd i t  does n o t  go 
s t r a i g h t  i n t o  h i s  poeke : ,  o: USD 2JG n i l l l c n  ( a l r e a d y  p a ? d )  
a n d  c c ~ n i s s i o n s  p a ~ a D l c  t o  3 o t h o r  ? c r r o n ;  o: a l c o g a t h a r  
a b o u t  3 5 X .  Tbo r e s t  is cr::t ? r o f l :  :a- 9.3.. A f a l n  s u c h  
? r i c e 5  c o u l d  no: b e  c h a r s c d  i: t t e  P a  h a d  n o t  b o o n  b r i b a d .  

I n  r e t u - n  f a ;  t h c  n : c c p t l n c s  0 :  a 1a:Ce a r i t l s h  a r c s  p a c k s g o  
1 c c l u d : n Z  6 r 8 u c l e a r - h s r d c n . d  ?orn:dl  a :oc i=  bcnhc:. m d  2 
To:nnCo s i ~ - a i r c : a f :  P I U S  s2 :a r : i zes .  i55r.o ~ u n s ,  a C - c u b e  
t a : : l c - f l c l d  c o n a n a d  s Y s : e = . ~ : s .  T . a z : e e d  := ensu:c t h a t  t h e  
n e x t  v o u l ?  3 c  hc!d I C  E a l a y r i n  a p a r t  
: roo  a g r e e i n a  c o  ?a,/ t h e  a o c v e  ::;n: pay:en: a n d  c o o n 1 s z : o n s  

% h a t  a l l  : h i s  s h o w s  i r  b y  :he U K  i : a a s u : ? ' s  o u n  guidelines 
a v h o l a s s l e  incc :Pc :cnce  'y HXC 13 t h o  pro):: af:ai:s o f  
t h r e e  c o u o t r i s s  by cor:u>::r,i the:;  d e c r s i n n  n a k e r s  i n t o  
d e a l s  Po: c ~ u i p n c n :  t h a t  e a c h  c o u n t r y  d o c s  n o t  o n l y  HOT 
r e q u i r e  b a t  c h o s e  A i r  S o r c c s  i n  e=:h c a s e  t a d  p r c v i o u ~ l y  
d c c l l n e d  t h r r  c g u i p c c n :  cn  t e c h c i c a l  , p s r f o r r a n c e  ar.d p r i c e  
r 0 l S O r . L .  

T h a  a d d i t i o n a l  I l n a n c i a l  b e n c f i r s  t o  n a r k  T .  a n d  h i s  f r l c n c s  
'5 n a r i s  S s i d  a n d  o t h c r  = i d b ! c a e n .  mil n a n - t a x - p a y i n g  
r o s l d e n t s  o f  t h e  uk  a n d  t o  :he C o n r c r v a t ~ v ~  pa:ry a r e  
a b s a l u r o l s  e n o r a l u s .  a s c o : d ~ n z  t o  t h e  B A o  e ~ ~ c ~ t l . , ~ .  
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In the first of a regularseties on interesting 
people and organisations, MlKE HUGHES 
traces the career of  

BLINKER HALL: 
GODFATHER OF 
THE SECRET 
STATE? 

In an age when a modest contribution to 
thepublicaffairsisanexcuse for substantial 
memoirs or a scholarly biography it is 
extraordinary that a man like Admiral 
William Reginald Hall should have neither. 

But Hall is not unknown. His name will be 
familiar to anyone who is interested in 
naval history, the history of the 
Conservative Party and the development 
of cryptanalysisand the British Intelligence 
services. References to him are to be found 
in all the standard reference books on these 
subjects and there are a handful of books 
dedicated to the activities of Naval 
Intelligence during the First World War, 
which was under his command. The only 
biography to trace his whole career was 
The Eyes of the Navy.  A sketchy and 
adulatory volume written in 1955 by 
Admiral William James who had served 
under him before and during the Great 
War, TheEyes of theNa y does notdo Hall's 
remarkable career any~justice. 

Hall wasa maverick, dynamicand ruthless 
Director of Naval Intelligence, who could 
be said to have single handedly changed 
thecourseof theFirst World War, American 
and Irish History. In 1918 he left Naval 
Intelligence to enter Parliament, where he 
immediately became one of the most 
vociferous of the Tory 'Diehards' railing 
against the coalition goverment which 
though made up mostly of Conservative 
MPs was led by the Liberal Lloyd George. 
He was the only oneof these Diehards to be 
given any real degree of power by Bonar 
Law, when he became in 1924 the first 
serving MP to be the Conservative's 
National Party Agent, reponsible for all the 
day toadministration of the Party.Though 
retired from the service he never broke his 
links with The British Intelligence services. 
From the moment Hall entered parliament, 
he began organisinga clandestinenetwork 
of 'private' intelligence and propaganda 
groups working in parallel to the official 
(and to his mind timid) state-run ones. 

Hall was by all accounts a larger-than-life, 
truly Dickensian, figure whose features 
were accentuated by a facial twitch, or in 
some accounts a habit of screwing his eyes 
yp, which earned him the nickname 
Blinker'. But to friends, such as Peter 
Wright's father, he was gencrally known 
as  Reggie. During his short  bu t  
distinguished seagoing career, he earned a 
considerable reputation as a firm-but-fair 
captain, a fine trainer of gun crews and 
something of an innovator, had been cut 
short by ill health just as war was breaking 
out in 1914. In order to keep him in the 
service, and it was suggested after some 
intensive lobbying by his wife, the  
Admiralty appointed him Director of Naval 
Intelligence. It was a post held in the past 
byhis father. Although Hall's appointment 
as DNI was accidental, it was for the 
Admiralty a fortuitous one. 

Walter Page (the American Ambassador to 
Britain during the Great War) had been 
particularly impressed by Hall's abilities 
as an Intelligence chief, and described him 
as 'a clear case of genius .... All other secret 
service men are amateurs by comparison". 
Patrick Beesly, the naval historian who 
himself knew Hall, paints a vivid picture of 
a 'maverick' who was 'not typical of the 
naval officers of his generation': 'He was 
fascinated by "I'heGreat Game", the world 
of spies, agents, deception, bribery, 
disinformation, destabilisation,all that side 
of Intelligence now stigmatised as the 
"Dirty Tricks" department'. 

The Great War saw dramatic changes and 
expansion in the British Intelligence 
services. The two armed services ran their 
own intelligence departments to provide 
military and naval commanders with 
intelligence, while three other intelligence 
services covered the political, civilian and 
diplomatic fields. MIS, then under the 
leadership of Vernon Kell, was responsible 
for domestic intelligence operations in 
Britain and on British territory. However 
becauseMI3 had noofficial statusand thus 
no legal powers of search or arrest MIS 
shared its responsibility for domestic 
intelligence with the police force's 'Special 
Branch', then under BasilThomson. Finally 
the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) then 
under Admiral Sir Hugh 'Quex' Sinclair, 
was responsible for foreign intelligence. 

Hall's main responsibility as DNI should 
have been to provide the Admiralty with 
the intelligence it needed to wage war 
against the German navy. But under his 
leadership Naval Intelligence became the 
mostdominant oftheall BritishIntelligence 
Services operating during the Great War. 
Partly the result of its good fortune in 
acquiring the German ~ a v a l  codes within 
twelve weeks of the outbreak of war. But 
Hall suppor ted  and encouraged the 
development of the technology needed to 
intercept the Germans radio messages that 
were subsequently decoded, he created 
the organisation capable of handling and 
adminster the information that was being 
collected, and crucially he relentlessly 
pursued any interesting intelligence that 
passed through thecodebreakers in "Room 
40" at the Admiralty - regardless of its 
particular interest to the Navy. And 
regardless of its political and diplomatic 
conscquences. 

Patrick Beesley's book Room 40, provides 
us withthe most detailed publishedaccount 
of the Hall's management of the activities 
of Naval Intelligence's code breakers 
during the Great War. He suggests that 
they were 1argelyresponsiblefortheNavy's 
successes in the battles of Dogger Bank and 
Jutland, and the British mastery over the U 
Boats. But Beesley also claims, with 
justification, that the; werealso responsible 
for the quick defeat of the Easter Rebellion 
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in Ireland, and for dragging the unwilling 
Americans into the War in April 1917. Hall 
played a central part in the arrest and 
execution of Sir Roger Casement and was 
later rewarded with his knighthood for his 

The  Arrest and  Tr ia l  of S i r  Roger 
Casement 

Naval Intelligence had obtained the 
information which led to Casement'sarrest, 
and the inevitable failure of the probably 
already doomed Easter Rising in Dublin in 
1916. This information mostly came from 
intercepted wireless messages, although 
Hall had also organised an undercover 
mission in which British seamen 
masquerading as American tourists sailed 
around thecoast of Ireland in a prestigious 
yacht call the 'Sayonara' looking for 
informationabout Germansupportforlrish 
nationalists. Hall and the head of Special 
Branch, Basil Thomson, then interrogated 
Casement. 

When Casement was convicted for treason 
it looked likea powerful campaign, led by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, might be 
successful in saving Casement from the 
executioner. Hall however leaked to the 
press details from an, almost certainly 
faked, homosexual diary. The campaign 
fell apart and Casement was executed. 

Recruiting the Americans 

Walter Page, the American Ambassador, 
was a committed anglophile and relied on 
Hall's unauthorised help to win his battle 
to draw his country into the War. A coded 
telegram from Zimmerman, German 
Foreign Minister, to Washington which 
was sent on January 16th 1917. It seemed to 
propose unrestricted submarine warfare 
and was intercepted by Hall's department. 
Hall passed it to Page even before it had 
been fully decoded. The implication was 
clear - it would make neutral American 
merchant shippinga target for U Boatsand 
suggested that attempts should be made 
immediately to secure an German alliance 
with Mexico in the event of the United 
States entering the War on the side of 
Britain. 

The Lusitania 

The Zimmerman Telegram was critical in 
bringing the USA into the War. The way 
had been paved by the Germans' sinking 
of the transatlantic liner the Lusitania in 
May1915, with theloss of 1,201 passengers 
and crew. Widelyportrayed as an atrocity, 
Colin Simpson's famous investigation of it 
sinking (Lusitania, Longman 1972) 
suggested that not only was it, unknown to 
its passengers, serving a military purpose 
-and thusalegitimate target but that it may 
even havebeena'pawn in acynical political 
strategem'. I f  that was the case then Hall 
was seriously implicated. 

Interestingly, Simpsonalso reveals that Hall 
had instigated 'an entirely unofficial 
censorship of the [transatlantic] mail which 
he had induced the Post Office to set up 
shortly after his appointment'. 

The press, for obvious reasons, milked the 
sinking of the Lusitania for all it was 
worth.  The anti-German furore that 
followed was exacerbated by an entirely 
fraudulently news story that the Germans 
had struck a commemorative medal to 
celebrate its sinking. Forty four medals 
had indeed been designed and struck, by 
one K Goetz of Munich, but these had been 
intended as a satirical comment on the 
claim (trueas it happens) that the Lusitania 
was carrying armaments. However Foreign 
Office records indicate that 300,000 had 
been struckby Gordon Selfridge (owner of 
the department store) on the instructions 
of Admiral Hall.These had been distributed 
world wide in order to 'whip up distaste 
for Germany. Years later it was these 
Foreign 0fiice records which enabled 
Simpson to begin to build up the first 
accurate account of the background to the 
Lusitania's sinking. 

Hall and the Press 

Hall pioneered the concerted use and 
manipulation of themedia as an intelligence 
service weapon. Throughout the War, 
according to William James,heheld weekly 
press conferences. But release of news was 
predominantly the responsibility of the 
chief censorat the Admiralty, Rear Admiral 
Sir Douglas Brownrigg. When thecentreof 
naval attention shifted to the U Boat war in 
the Atlantic, Brownrigg more or less 
blocked any newsgettingoutto thepapers. 
The Newspaper Proprietors Association 
appl ied  growing pressure on  the 
Admiralty. In the end a conference was 
called of press representatives and 
Brownrigg and Hall representing the 
Admiralty. Theresult,'in nosmall measure 
due  to Hall', was that Press representatives 
were appointed to Grand Fleet and 'press 
panels' established at various bases to 
provide the press with 'background stories 
about the work of the Navy'. According to 
James, ' though he had some serious 
disagreements with press barons, he was 
always on excellent terms with editors and 
journalists, who appreciated his 
forthrightness and evident desire to help 
them as much as he could'. This picture of 
a man at ease with the press is reinforced in 
one former pressman's memoirs. 

Valentine Williams, in The World of Action 
(Hamish Hamilton, 1938) recalls: 'In the 
early days of the World War I had some 
fugitivecontacts with that dramatic figure, 
Admiral Sir Reginald Hall .... under whose 
Machiavellian direction the most vital 
secrets of the enemy were pitilessly laid 
bare'. His was an 'incomparable blend of 

bluff and cunning, summed up  in a saying 
that he liked to quote as the motto of the 
secret service: "Wisdom is better than the 
weapons of war".' 

Admiral Hall Goes to Westminster 

The Zimmerman telegram earned Hall his 
knighthood, but not a place at the peace 
conference in Versailles. So at the end of 
the war, and 48 years old, he sought 
permission from the Admiralty to stand as 
a Unionist candidate in the 1918 General 
Election. This was not a unique request at 
the time, and it would have been unusual 
to have been rejected. However the 
Admiralty considered - and rejected - the 
unprecedented possibilityof allowing Hall 
to continue as DNI while sitting in 
Parliament. 

Although he therefore retired from the 
service when he entered Parliament, he 
continued to be well known and respected 
in the intelligence community. In 1924 he 
was implicated in the 'Zinoviev Letter' 
affair, in which information from MI5 was 
leaked to the pressinanattempt todiscredit 
Ramsay MacDonald, the first Labour Prime 
Minister. A few years later, in 1927, he was 
involved in the discovery of a Russian spy 
named Wilfred McCartney which led to 
the severing of diplomatic relations with 
the Soviet Union. Much later, in 1939, when 
he was 69, he was recalled to advise on the 
reorganisation of Naval Intelligence for 
the Second World War. 

When he entered Parliament in 1919 it 
became clear that he was no ordinary, 
novice backbencher. Soon he was able to 
bring together some the country's most 
powerfulindustrialists for a secret meeting 
in the Westminster H Q  of the National 
Publicity Agency, thebrewery trade's main 
lobbying body. The origins of this meeting 
are perhaps to be found in scheme he 
hatched u p  in conjunction with Basil 
Thomson before he  had lef t  Naval 
Intelligence. Both men were aware that, 
with War ended, the government would 
be seeking to reduce and rationalise the 
intelligence services and so they proposed 
thecreitionofa ~in~lecentralised~domestic 
intelligence service, immune  from 
government interference. 

Their idea was to combine the functions of 
MI5, SpecialBranch and thevarious 'labour 
unrest' intelligence departments that had 
been operated by many of the wartime 
ministries. But this apparently reasonable 
suggestion was only part of grander, and 
more dubious scheme. If their plan had 
gone ahead Thomson would have headed 
the new department, and MI5 would have 
been disbanded. Vernon Kell, the head of 
MI5 whom Hall had described as 'short 
sighted and timorous', would have becn 
pensioned off. But this scheme was more 
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than just an carly example of inter-service 
r i v a l j  in the intelligence community. 

Both Hall and Thomson were profoundly 
worried by the growth of the ~ a b o u r  part; 
and the incrcasing activity of the trade 

' 

unions. They realised that thc intclligcnce 
services would be vulnerable to control by 
the Labour Party if, as a result of thc 
extension of the franchise, it was to obtain 
a parliamentary majority and form a 
government. So with thc help his assistant 
Claud Serocold, a former financier he had 
recruited from the City, Hall devised a 
plan in which this new domestic sccret 
service would be funded by a secrct 
payment by thegovernmcnt of E l  million. 
This would have bccn uscd to create a 
fund, managed by trustees, to provide a 
steady and rcliable incomc, protccting thc 
scrvice from any  possible Labour 
government. 

I t  iseasy to sec now that what the two men 
were proposing was a pcacctimc political 
police force. In Cabinet, Halland Thompson 
had the enthusiastic support of Walter 
Long, Secretary of State for the Colonies 
and a confirmed 'Dichard'. Fortunately, 
perhaps aware of the potcntial of the 
monster they would have been unlcashing, 
the Cabinet as a whole did not fall for the 
scheme. Instead thcy adoptcd what was in 
the end an incoherent and watered down 
version. 

The Directorate of Intelligence 

A ncw department with responsibility for 
domestic intclligcncc, the Dircctorate of 
Intelligence, was cstablished at the Home 
office. On May Day 1919 Basil Thomson 
became its chief, while at thc samc time 

retaining control of Special Branch. But 
MI5 was not disbanded, only slimmed 
down, and it  remained under thecontrol of 
Vernon Kell until 1940. No section of the 
intelligence community was to be given 
absolute financial and political 
independcnce from government. 

Thomson's Directorate of Intelligence was 
short lived. A series of intelligence fiascoes 
and problems led the Cabinet to appoint, 
in 1921, a committee of senior civil servants 
to examine 'Secret Scrvice Expenditure'. 
Their report was fiercely critical of the 
Directorate of Intelligence and the 
Metropolitan Police Commissioner, 
General Horwood, twisted the knife by 
calling thc indepcndence of Spccial Branch 
'a standing menace to the good discipline 
of the force'. Horwood was also critical of 
the quality of the intelligence being 
providcd by the Dircctorate: 'As to its 
Information regarding labour matters at 
home, I have recently callcd the attention 
of the Sccretary of ~ t i t c  to misleading and 
inaccurate reports by the Dircctorate of 
Intelligcnce to the cabinet in regard to 
meetings of thc uncmploycd in London 
itself.' 

Lloyd Georgc backed Horwood's insistence 
that Special Branch be brought back under 
thecontrol of the MctropolitanPolice. When 
BasilThomson rcfused to co-opcrate, Lloyd 
Gcorgcsummarily dismissed him, without 
consulting his coalition cabinet colleagues. 
Hall was convinced that Lloyd Georgc had 
traded Thomson for Labour I'arty support 
for his Irish policy and in a Parliamentary 
debate on the issue, on 3 November 1921, 
he forccd a vote in which forty two other 
Dichardsvotcd against theTory dominated 
coalition. 

That thc establishment of the Dircctorate 
of Intelligcnce had not given thc domestic 
intelligence scrvice a cast iron defence 
against thc Labour Party had, for Hall, 
bccn undcrlincd by Thomson's dismissal. 
But Hall had not waited for proof that his 
suspicions werc correct. His retirement as 
DNI, and thegovcrnmcnt's rcfusal toadopt 
his schcme had lcft him free to develop the 

---- idea himsclf. But money that would have - - 
originally bcen raised through a secret war 

0 1 
loan would now have to be obtained from . M I  
private sources and the meeting in Dean's 

c - Yard, which crcatcd an organisation called 
a - - National Propaganda, was the first stagein 

' F ~ ? c I I  b)- t h e  \\-a).' creating this scheme. National eventually 
bccamc known as the Economic League. 

Ti:t* rq.lc:c!f c5f J i - c ~ f  L l l , ! ~ ? z  i;x!;r!:i>!; ::< j ; . l f x , < f i / ?  ;,![!fir G~ 'isl L?<T!;I~ 
L-!C'C,';:~J:, .\~(;Tc!L IgiG,: '.4!1.' T~;CIC-- -~: I : ; ; ,~  o!d  .-j;z ?C:I:~;VJ o!?d J?:? 61.  The Economic League 

t : i . ~  C,/':CT i~i/!~;-;ifs ;),?:r ,j!<i ? : , P ~ S  A\l!;j5r~,!!' 
d - - 

,J. F. 1 I x o n  n1:d .Ic!nli~.si Sir Rc;i:inld Ha11 Also at the rnccting was Major ~ i c h a r d  C. 
Kcllv (director of the National Publicitv 
~ ~ c k c ~ ) ,  the right wing Conscrvative MP 
John Crctton (Chairman of the Bass 
Breweryand member for thebrewing town 
of Burton in Staffordshirc), Evan Williams 
(president of the pit owncrs' Mining 
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Association), Cuthbert  Laws (of the 
Shipowners' association), Arthur Balfour 
(later Lord Riverdale and the leading 
Sheffield steel manufacturer) and Sir Allan 
Smith (director of the Engineering 
Employers Federation). 

The only published account of that first 
Dean's Yard meeting is the Economic 
League's own pamphlet Fifty Fighting Years, 
published fifty years after the event. 
According to this, the Dean's Yard meeting 
had decided: 'to raise sufficient funds to 
set upanorganisation tocounter subversion 
in industry during the critical period of 
postwar re adjustment'. 

Thisorganisation had at first consisted of'a 
number of groups in industrial areas ... 
known asEconomicStudyClubs,each with 
a small staff of speakers and lecturers to 
hold meetings and distribute leaflets at 
factory gates, pit heads and on docksides'. 
These Economic Study Clubs were 'co- 
ordinated from an office in London, this 
task falling mainly to Admiral Hall and 
R.C. Kelly'. 

Under Hall 's leadership  National 
Propaganda co-ordinated, created and 
absorbed growing number of organisations 
often treated by historians as independent 
of one another - the British Empire Union, 
British Commonwealth Union, National 
Citizens Union, National Alliance of 
Employers and Employed, Industrial 
League and Council, Industrial Welfare 
Society, Christian Counter Communist 
Crusadeand thechildren's Faith Crusade. 
In 1924, National Propaganda changed its 
name to 'The Central Council of the 
Economic Leagues' and this name was 
finally shortened to TheEconomic League'. 

By 1924 any initial notion that the League 
would be a temporary measure had been 
relinquished. But Hall had ceascd to have 
any official position within the League. 
This was not because he had any serious 
disagreement but because he had been 
appointed by Bonar Law to takecontrol of 
the Conservative Party's organisation, as 
National Party Agent. Without knowledge 
of his success in establishing an influential 
national and active political organisation, 
hisappointment by Bonar Law would seem 
odd. He was hardly a loyal Party member, 
tor he had forced divisions and spoken 
against the government more than once. 
Nor was he  a serious threat  to the 
government which needed to bought off. 
He had a loyal, but very small following in 
Parliament and though he had a growing 
support amongst the Party rank and file it 
was certainly not sufficiently strong to 
enable him seriously challenge the 
leadership even had he wanted to. 

The appointment should have bcen an 
inspired one. Hall had demonstrated a 
genius fororganisation and administration 

since he had first taken command of the 
Queen Maryin1914,and hehad introduced 
the three watch system for the first time 
and abolished the ships police force, 
introduced achapel,a libraryand acincma. 
This time however his genius failed him, 
perhaps because for once he was unable to 
make the rules up for himself. Even his 
most admiring supporters felt that his 
period as National Party Agent was a 
disaster. He was held responsible by many 
in the Party for the election defeat of 1923, 
which led to the first Labour government, 
and to make matters worse he even lost his 
own safeseat where hehad been defending 
a 10,000 majority. WhenBaldwin, who had 
succeeded Law, sacked him hedidn't even 
bother to tell him to his face. 

But Ramsay MacDonaId's first government 
was  short lived and unspectacular.  
Although no longer Party Agent, Hall was 
to play a key role in the dirty election 
campaign which followed, as well as 
successfully contesting theEastbourneseat. 

On October 25th 1924 the Daily Mail and 
The Times printed in full a letter alleged to 
have been sent by Cregori Zinoviev, 
president of the Comintern,  to the 
Communist Party of Great Britain, on 
September 15th.TheIetter urged theCPGB 
to make preparations, 'in the event of 
danger of war .... to paralyscall themilitary 
preparations of the bourgeois'. 

The letter had originally bcen passed to 
MI5 by Donald Thurn, a former agent.The 
foreign office, hlIJ and Special Branch all 
vouched for its authenti'city and it was 
passed to Ramsay MacDonald who 
accepted their judgment. Zinoviev's 
instructions in the letter merelv confirmed 
the intelligence services' understanding of 
the Comintern's ideas,and although it was 
useful intelligenceit wasby no meinsclear 
that it requircd any public response from 
the prime minister or government. Before 
Macdonald could make a final decision 
about the text of theofficial response to the 
letter, the letter was leaked by MIS to 
Conservative Central Offlcc and also to 
Reggie Hall and thence to the  two 
newspapers with the implication that 
MacDonald had been trying to suppress it. 
I t  was Hall who almost certainly leaked 
one of the two copies of the letter received 
by his friend Thomas Marlowe, editor of 
the Daily Mail. There are two intriguing 
twists to the story of the Zinoviev Letter. 
The first is that it was a forgery. However, 
there is no evidence to suggest that, at the 
time, any of those involved in leaking the 
letter, or authenticating it, or drafting the 
government's response to i t  believed it to 
be less than genui'ne. 

The second twist is that although Labour 
Party was the overt target of the leak it was 
the Liberal Party which was decimated by 

it. In the election the Liberals lost 117 of 
their 156 seats, the Labour Party just 40 of 
their 191 seats, and actually increased the 
number of votes cast for them. Whatever 
Hall's intention, the IeakingoftheZinoviev 
letter had once again polariscd British 
political life and effectively secured the 
Labour Party's positionas thesecond party 
for the rest of the century. 

Hall and the General Strike 

Both Hall and his long time political ally 
John Gretton played prominent roles in the 
strike. Gretton was for a time Treasurer of 
the main strike breaking group 'The 
Organisation for the Maintenance of 
Supplies'and Hall was thegeneral manager 
of the Government's strike breaking paper 
the BritishGazette produced on theMorning 
Post prcssand editcdby WinstonChurchill. 
An intriguing reference in Christopher 
Farman's book The General Strike, Britain's 
aborted revolution,suggests Hall had another 
role. Farman notes correspondence 
between J C C Davidson and Hall (who he 
mistakenly refers to as the Conservative's 
Principal Agent, a post from which Hall 
had been dismissed in 1924) concerning 
the possibility of recruiting the dockers' 
leader Ben Tillett: '(Tillct is) absolutely 
broke; is going to fight communism in the 
winter,and evidently wants financial help. 
The PrimeMinistcr wondered whether you 
thought it might be worthwhile sending 
forTillet.There is just a chance he might do 
business.' 

The Arcos Raid 

The All Russian Co-operative Society 
(ARCOS) was thesoviet Trade Delegation, 
and thus the focus for a considerable 
amount of attention by militant anti- 
communists and anti-socialists. After the 
General Strike, Sir William Joyston Hix, 
the diehard Home Secretary, as part of h ~ s  
ownobsessivedesire to showthat thestrike 
had been a Soviet plot, claimed that ARCOS 
had made large payments to the British 
Cooperative M'holesale Society and that 
this had been immediately passed on to 
trades unions. Four days later he was forced 
to withdraw the allegation. I t  was in May 
1928, however, that Joyston-Hicks ordered 
the  raid on ARCOS, in intriguing 
circumstances. I t  wasa controversial move 
intended as a trawl for evidence to justify 
breaking off diplomatic relations with the 
Soviets. 

In March 1927, a somewhat bohemian 
Lloyds underwri ter  named George 
Monkland had been approached by a 
former intelligence officer called Wilfred 
Macartnev who had becomea Communist 
some two years earlier. Heasked Monkland 
to supply him with information, from 
Lloyds, on shipments of armaments to the 
USSR's ncighbours. This at first he seemed 
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to do to Macartney's satisfaction and as a 
result of which he was promised £50 a 
month for his services. On 11 March, 
however, Monkland went to see Blinker 
Hall, who immediately contacted Kell. 
Monkland was run as a double agent until 

' November when Macartneyand his Soviet 
control, Georg Hansen, were arrested. 

Even so, the evidence Joyston-Hicks had 
so far obtained by this operation was not, 
according to the Cabinet, sufficient to 
initiatea breach with theSoviets. Hischance 
came when hc received information from 
an ARCOS employee, possiblyan infiltrator 
from undercover group on the fringes of 
the Economic League, that the trade 
delegation had obtained a copy of the 
Army's signals training manual. The raid 
lasted three days and it tookSpecia1 Branch 
officers a further three days to sort the 
papers they had se i zcd .~hc~found  nothing 
of any significance; neverthelcss, with the 
help-of i o m e  earlier intercepted Soviet 
telegrams, Joyston-Hicks and the 
government pressed on and broke 
diplomaticrclationsat theendof May after 
an~uproariouscommonsdebate. ~ c c o r d i n ~  
to Christopher Andrew, the Arcos Raid 
was a disaster for British Intelligence. Thc 
raid itself had produced insufficient 
evidence to justify either the raid or the 
severing of diplomatic relations. To justify 
both, the government had to compromise 
its interception and cryptanalysis of Soviet 
telegrams, thus prompting the Soviets to 
tighten up their security and effectively 
end this source of information until the 
Second World War. 

Life after Parliament 

Most accounts of Hall's career pcter out 
after he left Parliament in 1929. Although 
he didn't die until October 1943, there are 
few references to hisactivitiesin the 1930's. 
William James' biography of him presents 
a picture of a retired Admiral, not in the 
best of health, dining in his club, travelling 
to the sun in the winter but in general 
decline after the death of his wife in 
Dccember 1932. 

Peter Wright's father was one of those who 
had worked for Hall whileon dcfence work 
for Marconi. indeed it was Hall that 
persuaded the young Wright to join the 
navy. William Stephenson, who later 
during thc Second World War became 
known as'Intrepid'and ranBritish Security 
Co-ordination and clandestine intelligence 
operations in theUSA, also worked for t h ~ s  
network. Stephenson had been a protege 
of Hall's since, as young air force pilot he 
was spotted and recruited by him to work 
in intelligence in the First World War. In 
the late twenties or carly thirties Hall was 
Churchill's personal head of intelligence. 

Immediately before the outbreak of the 

Second World War, Hall was called in to 
advise Dennison on the reorganisation of 
Naval Intelligcnce. In this hc wascertainly 
influential in establishing the carly success 
o f  Blctchley Park, the code breaking 
forerunner of GCHQ which intercepted 
and broke Nazi "ENIGMA" codes. Hall 
died in October 1942. 

The Godfather of the Secret State? 

The secret and completely unaccountable 
intelligence network created a n d  
maintained by Hall throughout the inter- 
War period was the infant 'secret state'. It 
established the techniques, methods and 
ground rules, such as they were, for the 
post-war covert and unofficial actions of 
British Intelligence. 

Although thc elcmcnts of !he secrct state 
had been around for centuries i t  was only 
after theFirst World Warthat theybcgan to 
be systematically co-ordinated. With the 
extension of the iranchise at the end of the 
First World War, a socialist government 
became a rcal possibility, and with it the 
possibility of the machinery of state falling 
into unsvm~athet ic  hands. There was , L 

widespread conccrn in Conservativecircles 
that in such hands the police, army and 
intelligence services could be destroyed, 
decimated orreplaccd by moresympathetic 
organisations. I f  the state could not be 
protcctcd against democracy, Hall and his 
friends reasoned, then provisions had to be 
made for parallel organisations that could 
be isolated from 

This was thcoriginofthe'Secret State'in its 
broadest sense, the idea not only the state 
operating in sccret, but of an unofficial 
sccrct state operating covertly alongside 
theofficia1andovcrtonc;and theman who 
did anyonc clse to establish and nurture i t  
was Admiral Reginald Hall. 

Further Read ing:- 

Early life and biography: 

Admiral William James 
The Sky was always Blue 
Eyes of the N a y  

Intelligence: 

I'hdip Bcesly 
Room 30 

Christophcr Andrew 
Secret Seuice 

Ll'ill~am Stevenson 
A Man Called Intrepid 

Politics: 

Maurice Cokvling 
The Impact of Labour 

The author has skilfully brought together 
the  s t rands  of a t ru ly  Orwel l ian  
conspiracy,making itfrightening reading 
for anyone who wants to know how these 
unaccountable agencies work and what 
purpose they serve. .  

- James Rusbridger 

An entertaining account.. . 
- Christopher Andrew 

William Heinemann Publishers 
ISBN 0-4.33-20162-6 

Available from all good bookshops  
Price f16.99 
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Mike Hughes 
TJacob Gluckman 
Steve Dornl 

A Violent Peace: Global Security After 
the Cold War, 

Paul Rogers and Malcolm Dando 
Brassey's, London, 1992 

Here is an articulate and persuasive liberal 
internationalist analysis of the likely 
development of armed diplomacy 
following the cessation of the cold war, 
from the Professor of Conflict Analysis 
and a Senior Lecturer in Peace studies at 
Bradford University. This liberal blueprint 
for the New World Order, to quote the 
book jacket, 'includes not only traditional 
security issues such as arms control, but 
also the wider issues of poverty, the 
destruction of the environment and the 
North-South axis of conflict.' 

It is a sign of the range and depth of the 
debate within western millitary strategy to 
find A Violent Peace published by the 
publishers of the Royal United Scrvices 
Institute& Brassey's Defence Yearbook. I t  
has a distinctly Left Book Club feel, and 1 
mean this in the most complimentary way 
possible since it is committed, readable 
and a presents a coherent argument well 
supported by evidence and research. 
Unfortunatcly, and for no fault of the 
authors, i t  has the same instantly dated 
feel, for the world is changing as ra idly r now as it did in the latter half od the 1 30's. 
The scenario the present is one that will 
unfold over time, but since the book was 
written the events in Bosnia and the 
reactions of Nato, the USA, Britain, 
Germany, Russia, the UN and EEC have 
had a dramat~c impact on the West's 'New 
World Order'. There can be no doubt, 
however, that Rogers and Dando would 
have written differently nine months later. 
A violent peace tackles in a tightly argued 
way the problems raised in creating the 
'New World Order'. Unfortunately because 
it predates theconflagration of theBosnian 
crisis it inevitably plays down, though does 
not totally ignore, the scaleof the problems 
arising from reconstructing Europe and 
Asia following the colla sc of the Soviet 
Bloc. I t  does however i P lustrate it thesis 
with a tremendously, and chillingly, clear 
dcscription of the Gulf War. 

The Gulf War will be seen as perhaps the 
most significant stage in the genesis of a 
new order. The grim statistics from the 
Gulf, relcntlesly churned out by Rogcrs 
and Dando, invite comparisons with the 
conflict in Bosnia: 

* Morethan 100,000dead Iraqis,of which 
some 10,000 were probably civilians. 

* 300,000 Iraqis in jur~d 

* 10,000 kurdish refugees, mostly 
children, dead in the mountains 

* Coalitionmilitarycasualtiesof 250,and 
100 of these in accidents 

* 88,500 tons of bombs dropped on Ira 
or occupied Kuwait -of which just 6,521 
tons wcre precision guided. 1 in 10 of 
the precision guided bombs missed 
theirtarget and 7out of tenconventional 
weapons missed thcir targets. 

* Britain and the USA launched 12,300 
rocket seach delivering more than 600 
'submunitions' over an area of 60 acres. 

* Na alm was dropped on Iraqi troo s 
an1thc US also used the 15,000 1b B L ~ -  
82/b slurry bomb which 'contains the 
spccialised explosive DBA-22M, 
composing amonium nitrate, 
powdered aluminium and  a 
polystyrene soap binding agent in an 
aqueoussolution and can produceblast 
pressures of up to 1000 psi, exceeded in 
force only by nuclear weapons'. 

Of course the New World Order,  
inaugurated by Desert Storm, was a fraud. 
It was fraud that could not have been 
committed without manipulation of the 
media in the most deliberate and detailed 
way. Had people realised that 100,000 
people wcre being slaughtered and 300,000 
injured in the name of peace, on behalf of 
the whole international community, the 
outrage would have bcen overwhelming. 
Who knows what theinternational popular 
reaction would have bcen if, instead of 
perpetrating the myth of a surgical war 
fought mainly against real estate, the daily 
briefings had been open and honest about 
the use of indiscriminate cluster wea ons. 
The New World Order cannot t ack i  the 
problems in Yugoslavia, Cambodia or 
anywhere else in the same brutal way and 
get away with it, either in terms of 

ropaganda or allied casualties. The Gulf 
R a r  was in thcend a military tour d e  force, 

olitical and diplomatic disaster, and a 
Euman catastrophe. Its effect on the the 
New World Order was far reaching, if as 
yet incalculable. Reading A Violent Peace 
helped to bring this home. That the 
politicians in the Northern alliance 
inherently comprehend the nature of the 
Desert Storm disaster is in some ways 
impliclt in thcir vacilationand ambivalence 
about military intervention in Bosnia and 
thcir dramatic conversion to a belief in the 
effectiveness of sanctions. 

There is already an updated sequel to A 
Violent Peace,cryingout tobewritten, which 
takes into account the impact on the 
Northern alliance of Europe's post cold 
war attempts to redefine itself. I hope 
Rogers and Dando are writing it. 

Enemies of the State 
Gary Murray 

Simon & Schuster, London, 1993 

Gary Murray is oneof the more intriguing 
of the secret state's recent whistle blowers. 
Although not a paid up member of any of 
the secret services he was a private 
investigatorwho worked for, or with, them 
directly or indirectly on a number of 
occassions. Thestress of his work with MI5 
led him to withdraw his services in 
February 1952. He had howeverdilligently 
tape recorded his meetings with h ~ s  MI3 
handlers, and following his 'resignation' 
had found himsclfrcrcading hisold reports 
and listening to thetapes. In his own words 
'it dawned on me that 1 was angry at the 
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conduct of my former mastcrs, illicit and 
contrary to the true public intercst as it 
was'. 
His response to his feeling that 'somehow 
i t  had to be stopped' was a unique one - he 
'decided that my detective agency would 
join forces with theserious Prcss to examine 
past and present information about the 
illegal activities of the security and 
intelligence services'. Eventually his press 
work was to lead to a close working 
relationship with Duncan Campbell on the 
'Secret Society' programmes. Howevcr at 
first his work with the 'serious prcss' was 
combined with 'routine detective agency 
work', a plausibly deniable operation on 
behalf of MI6 and a rowing involvement 
with the Institute of%rivatc Investigators. 
His work with and contacts within the IPI 
resulted in him becoming a kcy witness 
and investigator of the casc of Hilda 
Murrell, the murdered ant i  nuclear 
campaigner, and Enemies of the  S ta te  
providesancat summary ofalready known 
information and some new evidcnce in the 
case. 

Thetapestry of outrageous stories that Gary 
Murray relates in his book are used to 
support his, hardly original, thesis that an 
'effective means of control' over thc 
'domestic' activities of our self appointed 
guardians and their freelancers, there is a 
genuine risk that is they who will continue 
to to be the real enemies of the state. 

I t  is in many ways a frustrating book, part 
biography, part eminently readable but 

oorly referenced literature review. 
cections such as the conspiracy to murder 
Searchlight editor Gerry Gable, havc becn 
so savaged by  the lawyers as to be 
unitclligible to anyone who doesn't have 
access to back copies of Searchlight or the 
Guardian to work out who on earth he is 
talking about. At other times hc shows an 
infuriating coyness about his subject which 
I am sure is not soley the creation of the 
timid libel Iawycrs. As for the very 
important issue about the 'serious press' 
using a private intelligence a ency do its 
its investigative journalism or it - it is 
simply not tackled at all. 

B 
But while far from original its thesis is 
always worthrestating. And althoughparts 
of the book are far bctter than thc whole, 
some of those parts are very valuablc - 
particularly his quitc dcfensive, first hand 
description of opcrations against trade 
unionists before he saw the error of his 
ways. Despite its frustrations this is, as its 
accompanying ress release points out, a 
timcly book wit1 the Government's 'latcst 
ideological obsession with handing ovcr 
police responsibilities to provatc sccurity 
firms'. MH 

A Game of Moles: The Deception of an 
MI6 Officer 

Desmond Bristow, 
Little Brown and Company, 1993 

The publishers decidcd torclcasc this book 
without any publicity and it was only by 

chance that I spotted a copy in WH Smith. 
I have yet to seca review of thebook, which 
technically docs brcak the new Official 
SccretsAct,and thelife-longconfidcntiality 
agreement of formcr M[6 officers. The 
service and the government have becn 
embarrassed by its appearance but have 
done nothing to stop its publication. 
Indecd, thcre would now appear to be little 
to stop other retired officers from 
publishing thcir memoirs. 

In an unsensational but  jolly 
autobiography, Bristow recalls how, in the 

eriod bctwcen thecnd of thesecond World 
k a r  and the beginning of the Cold War, 
intelligence officcrs spcnt thcir time and 
espionage cxpcrtisc in the serious pursuit 
of establishing which pubs had recently 
becn supplicd with its ration of beer. 
Following the end of the Cold War, thcir 
modcrn counterparts have had little time 
to relax with such pastimes. Instead, thcy 
have bccn busy rcstructuring the scrvicc's 
role, in an attempt to justify its existence. 

Bristow's account of scrvice life is well- 
worth reading if only because heconcludes 
that it was all a waste of time. 

British IntelIigence, Strategy and 
the CoId War, 1945-51 
Ed, Richard Aldrich 

Routlcdge, London, 1992 

It is remarkable what you can produce 
when you have the safcty of an acadcmic 
post, access to researchers and  the  

ossibility of grants from foundations to 
Rnd your interests. There isa trcmcndous 
amount of matcrial now coming out about 
theycars of thc Labourgovernmcnts, 1945- 
51, and their rclationship to the security 
services and defence. Unfortunately, most 
is incredibly dry, as it is bound to be, as 
academics rcfuse to take account of 
anything that isn't in a government 
document. However, they are a good 
source for furthcr sleuthing. 

This is a worthy, expensive (£35.00) tome 
that includes some fascinating matcrials 
which has bccn diligently dug out of the 
archives. Aldrich, whoisincredibly prolific, 
iscorrect to point out thatalot morematerial 
is available in the public domain than is 
gcncrally realiscd. The most interesting 
chapters are probably Aldrich's own on 
secret intelligence during the immediate 

P ost-war pcriod and W Scott Lucas and C 
Morris' account of IRD which adds much 

to anevcrgrowing body of matcrialon that 
important propaganda outfit. 

Unfortunately, Shcila Kcrr, in a poor 
chapter on the propaganda battle over the 
British defectors, Burgess, Maclean and 
Philby, (a good idca, it's just that she 
doesn't knowenough)contains what looks 
like a libellous staterncnt about Lobster. In 
rcfcrencc to KGB disinformation which 
was plantcd and acccptcd by Wcstcrn 
media outlets, shc includcs a note on an 
Independent article (16.4.90) which profiled 
Lobster. She suggests crroncously that this 

provided 'a good insight into conspiracy 
networks in Britain'. Wcll, there is no 
cons iracy network and if anyone can find l any oviet disinformation in Lobster, I will 
be the first to be intrigued. This was an 
interesting glimpse of what Kerr appears 
to believe, seemingly lost when she has no 
document in front of her. SD 

Das RAF Phantom 
Gerhard Wisnewski, Wolfgang 

Landgraeber and Ekkchard Sieker 
Knaur, Munich, 1992 

The book argues, rather convincingly, that 
thc so-called 'third Generation ' of RAF 
guerrillas - that is, thosesupposedly active 
in thc pcriod 1982-1992, -are noncxistcnt, 
and that thc state in Germany has uscd 
them asapretext forobtainingextra powers 
and tougher Icgislation. As a group, the 
third gcncration RAF have never proved 
to exist; the communiques that have bcen 
issucd aftercach of theiralleged attacksare 
worthless as evidcnce. 

The authors, all experienced journalists, 
place the guerrillas rather in the tradition 
of phony groups  such as the '17th 
November' in Greece, of, in my opinion, 
the Symbionese Liberation Army (USA 
1973-74). 

Reading between the lines, thcy blame the 
CIA for the assassination of the ls?ading 
banker, Herrhauscn (Chair of the Board of 
Dcutsche Bank). It is well-known that 
Herrhausen had many enemies in leading 
USA banking circles, because of his 
advocacy of releasing third world coilntries 
from their debt burdcns. 

As an intermediate group, the spotlight is 
put on the Atlantik Bruke, a shadowy 
organisation madc up of leadingpoli ticians, 
media moguls, industry captains from both 
Gcrmany and the USA, and Mlnfred 
Worner, secretary of NATO, etc. No fewer 
than three leading members of this group, 
on the German sidc, wcrc 'RAF victims'. 
This group, according to thc Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) ,  is an clitc group - - 
that participates- in decision-making in 
Gcrmany, without bcing subject to public 
scrutiny. 

The book deals with many aspects of the 
crimes allegcd to havc been carried out by 
theRAF. Theserange from theimpossibility 
of thebombing techniquesupposedly used 
for the murdcr  of Herrhausen; the 
retrograde impact of said crimcs in broad- 
based movement, eg thedemosagainst the 
Trcuhand - which collapsed after the 
murder of the Treuhand Chair, Detlev 
Rohwedder in April 1991; thc political and 
banking background of W Gcrmanv in the 
1960s, and many other points. 'TJG 
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Unfortunately ,  Rob in  R a m s a y  has n o t  
a l lowed  m e  access t o  back copies of 
Lobster, even w h e n  it included a request 
from the leader o f  the  National Union of 
Mineworkers,ArthurScargill. Fortunately, 
a kind subscriber sen t  m e  extra copies t o  
fulfil th is  particular request; such are the  
stupidities of the  current situation. 

D e s p i t e  t h i s  s e t b a c k ,  I w i l l  s u p p l y  
photocopies of all  back issues. The first 
eight issues were produced i n  A5 formut. 
Thesewere the  naive  beginnings of Lobster 
and some o f  the material no  longerstands 
up;we havemoved o n f r o m  then. However, 
there are good articles and a m a s s  of 
interesting snippets which  I had largely 
forgotten a b o u t .  

Issues 1 to 10 cost £1.25 each (UK); E2.00 
(USAICanadalAustralasia and Europe) 

11  to 25 (except 19,  which is double the 
price) are £2.25 each (UK); £3.00 (US1 
CanadalAustralasia and Europe) 

Who's Who is  £5.50 (UK); E7.00 (US1 
CanadalAustralasia and Europe) 

T h e  prices include postage. 

NB outside the UK - please send either 
International Money Orders, cheques 
drawn on UK banks (made out to S Dorril) 
or cash, I will accept US dollars. Foreign 
cheques will be returned as they cost too 
much to convert into sterling 

1 Kincoragate ; Spooks Digest; The Round 
Table and Quigley;, 16 pages, 1983. 

2 Speaal on the JFK assassination; Dorril on 
Maria Novotny; Permindex; Ramsay - An 
alternative hypothesis; Epstein's 'Legend'. 
34 pages, 1983. 

3 More Kincora; Police and  computers; 
American Friends;, the anti-CND groups; 
clippings digest and reviews. 32 pages, 
1981. 

4 Even more kncora; Shooting the Pope; The 
British in Vietnam; more on the anti-CND 
groups; the  CIA a n d  Mountbatten; 
Intelligence and clippings digest; Bank 
F-Iavens. 28 pages, 1984. 

5 Jonathan Marshall on Secret Societies, part 
1; [an MacGregor and Lazards, part 1; The 
SAS; Intelligence and clippings digest. 36 
pages, 1984. 

6 Secret Societies and MacGregor, part 2; 
Oswald in Mexico; The Round Table; 
Reading Italy; Who's Afraid of the KGB. 36 
pages, 1981. 

7 Conversation with Peter Da1eScott;Gregory 
Korkala's address book; JFK assassination; 
lntelligence and clippings digest. 36 pages, 
1983. 

8 Conspiracy Theories;  Airey Neave 
assassination; Korkala; Pinay Circle. 40 
pages, 1983. 

9 Who's Who of British Spooks, part 1; KAL 
007; Watergate revisited - Jim Hougan's 
Secret Agenda reviewed;Trying to kill Nasser; 
Falklands conspiracy theories; Jonathan 
Bloch on the overseas repression business. 
24 pages, 1985. 
(NB Personnel listed in the Who's Whoand 
in No 10 are included in the Special Issue, 
Who's Who of the British Secre: State, listed 
below.) 

10 Spooks Who's Who, part 2; fitson, Kincora 
andcounter-insurgency; ANthony Summers 
and 'Maurice Bishop'; Jim Hougan on Frank 
Terpil and 'Deep Throat'; statement from 
Fred Holroyd on Northern Ireland 'duty 
tricks' and Colin Wallace. 24 pages, early 
1986. 

11 Wilson,MlSand the Riseof Thatcher - the start 
of the 'Wilson plots'story; the first attempt 
to understand and explain what Colin 
Wallace was saying. 56 pages, published 
Apri11986- beforeI'eter Wright cameon the 
scene. 

12 Peter DaleScott onTransnationalReprnsion 
- the major, previously unpublished essay 
by thisAn~ericanmaster;Noteson the British 
Right. 42 pages, 1986. 

13 The IZhodcs-Milner Group (Round Table); 
Two Sides of Ireland; Colin Wallace's 1974 
notes on MI3's plots to smear British 
po1itidans;morejottingson theBritish Right. 
24 pages, 1987. 

14 US involvement in the Fiji coup; Colin 
Wallace update - and the Ulster Citizens' 
Army smeardecodcd; Irangate- the'october 
Surprise'; Martin Walker on 'policing the 
future. 46 pages, 1987. 

13 Inside Inside Intelligence - Steve Dorril on 
Anthony Cavendish; The Independent's 
smearing of Wallace and Holroyd; Christic 
Instit~iteon22.11.63; theTory k g h t  between 
the wars - review essay; Fiji COLLP update; 
revlebv essay on Geheim. 34 pages 1987. 

16 Rothschild, the right, the far-right and the 
Fifth Man; death of k l d a  Murrel; French 
Vendetta - the Rainbow Warrior to the 
Iranian hostages;KAL007; Ken Livingstone's 
questions; Philby names names; 
overthrowing Gough Whitlam. 40 pages; 
1988. 

17 Five at Eye: Private Eye and the Wilson 
smears; Colin Wallace and Information 
Policy in fiction;disinformation and thenew 
'terrorist threat'; the London CIA station; 
Crozier, Goldsmith and the Pinay Circle; 
more anti-Labour forgeries; the death of 
Zia. 24 pages, 1988. 

18 Jeffrey Bale's 'Right-wing Terrorists and the 
Extra-parliamentary Left in Post-World War 
2 Europe: Collusion or manip~dation?;covert 
propaganda and the Right - more on the 
Pinay Circle; a short history of the SAS in 
Northern Ireland; Inside BOISS and after - 
Gordon Winter. 36 pages, 1989. 

19 The final testimony of George Kennedy 
Young; Common Cause; the CIA and the 
British trades unions,supplement tospooks' 
Who's Who; F-IighThomason Fred Holroyd; 
Jeffrey Bale on Shooting the Pope; 
Disinformation; ELF; obituaries of Michael 
Stewart, Stanley Mane, Greville Wynne; 
conspiracy theories reconsidered. 42pages, 
1990. 

20 I'eter Dale Scott's The United States and the 
overthrow of Suknrno, 1965-67, Clay Shaw's 
United Kingdom contact analysed; Dean 
Andrew ' s  tes t imony to the Warren 
Commission; Scott Newton's The Economic 
background to appeasement and the search for 
Anglo-German detente beforeandduring IVorld 
War 2; an extract from Hugh Thomas' 
response to the Timewatch hatchet jobon his 
rnearch about I-Iess; the text of DavidCalcutt 
QC's  judgement  on Colin Walliice's 
appearance before the Civil Service Appeal 
Board in 1973. 36 pages, 1990. 

21 Jeffrey Bale's Heavenly Deceptions: the 
Moonies, W A C L  and the Korean CIA; Colin 
Wallace on Chapman Pincher's version of 
Colin Wallace; Western Goals (UK). 28 
pages, 1991. 

22 The Fall of Willi Brandt; MI5 and the British 
Fascists before WW2; A Who's Who of 
Appeasement; more British spooks sported; 
ELF update. 24 pages 1991. 

23 Mindcontroland the American government; 
US Army Intelligence LSD testing; Sti~lker 
reconsidered; British fascism 1974-83, part 
1; bit and pieces on JFK and IFK; Timcrthy 
Good demolished; theBritish Parliamen tary 
Lobby's rules circa 1969. 36 pages, 1992. 

24 Larry O'Hara's British Fascism 1974-92, part 
2 ;  An Incorrect Political Memoir - Daniel 
Brandt;Scott Van Wynesberghe on JFK and 
occult thinking; R Rams3y on'Our Searchlight 
problem'; the Gable memo reprinted in full; 
Garrison reconsidered; mindcontrol update. 
32 pages, 1992. 

25 Moscow Gold; John B Alexander , the 
Pentagon's Penguin - Armen Victoria;Mlke 
Hughes on Churchill and the Focus group; 
Larry O'Hara's British Fascism, 1983-86, part 
3; Scott Newton on Mess. 28 pages, 1993. 

Spccial Issuc - A Who's Who of the British Secret 
State, compiled by Steve Dorril. llOpages, 
1850 (approx) names and brief biograpl~ies. 
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